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Reel Bud trees in bloom. They
are all over Murray.
Fellow says the biggest adjustment a bride must make is getting used to being whistled for
instead of at.
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A regular summer thunderstorm last night. Wind, lightning, rain and thunder. A short
while later, the stars were out
and the sky was clear.
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Get all filled with the joys of
Spring Saturday and put out
some Geraniums. Two red, two
white and one pink. They are
large and in partial bloom. After a day like today, they'll
break out all over.
The Buckeyes have leaves on
them and the Wygelia too.
Everything is busting out.
We are particularly pleased than
our red Dogwood will have sets
eral blooms this year. Last year
it had two. We counted it least
thirty yesterday.
The little white Dogwood is doins well too.
SergeeM Claude Welch is back
home from Viet NOM. Got shot
in the foot, but expects to ese
cover fully. Good to see him
home.
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We go te Wylie Trenbolms
piece Friday night for supper.
Wife gets a ham omelet and we
get pima with mushrooms, salami and Italian sausage on it.
_
Mr. and Ilku Albert Wm were
in the nest booth with Vend
daughter
ista. This is Oar&
on's daughter. A pert miss,
only five, but carries her
" ego with aplomb.
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Representatives of arse Kinofilm Clubs are shown here presenting Winked Ails of Inn
First District Department of Mental Health. Making the
Pritallotafion an. (loft to All)
SIM Phillips, Mayfield, Ray Turner, Bann" Ails. It. Gov. Pam Dotson, Benicia.
Jahn Ilbeln
peed, Paducah Soutfeade, Jack Keene, fiturrey, and BM Murphy, Paducah Dowistewae

Drug Abuse Films INew Hours Announced Jack A. Guy Dies
For Nursing Service
Presented By Area t Health Department Saturday Night
Kiwanis Clubs
R. L Cooper, Health Program
Coordinator, aninounced today
now clinic hours for nursing services at the Health Department.
Effective immediately a nurse
will be -eee duty in the Health
Department office all day on
Tuesday aid Thursday from
8:00 a, m. until 12:00 noon and
from 1:00 p. m. lentil 4:30 p. m,
and on Saturday from 8:00 a. in.
until 12:00 noon.
"Because of increased demand
or the nurses time, for home
visiting," Cooper said "it is not
possible with present staff to
keep a nurse in the office every
day. It is hoped that people desiring nursing service will take
note of the scheduled clinic
hours."

A step in the fight against
drug abuse was taken March
28, when Paul Dotson, Lt.° Gov.
of Division 1 of the KentuckyTennessee District Kiwanis International presented two films
concerning the drug abuse problem to the first district of the
Kentucky Department of Mental
Health, at the weekly meeting
of the Murray Kiwanis Club.
The six Kiwanis clubs in this
Sr.., Benton, Mayfield, Murray,
Paducah Downtown, Paducah
Southside and Paducah Westside purchased the films which
were accepted for the district,
which includes Calloway, Ballard, Carlisle, Graves, Hickman,
Fulton, Livingston, Marshall
and McCracken counties, by Willard Ails, pharmacist at MurrayCalloway County Hospital
In accepting the films, Ails
noted that this area was exA reception and open house
tremely fortunate to be able to
have these films since the same celebration has been scheduled
films, available through t h e for Sunday, May 3, by the UnivState Department of Mental ersity- School at Murray State
Health, must be scheduled six University, Vernon Shown, diremonths to a year in Advance. ctor of the school has announced.
A special invitation has been
The films, entitled "Drugs
and the Nervous System" and extended to graduates, former
"The Seekers" will be avail teachers and students and friends
able for showing to school of the school to participate and
organizations, to tour the new facilities being
groups. PTA
churches and divic clubs in this occupied for the first time this
district. They can be scheduled year ,Shown said.
The hours are 2 to 4 p.m.
by contacting local Kiwanis
club members, county drug edu- with refreshments being served
cation councils or Alla at the In the lobby of the new UniverMurray-Calloway County Hospi- sity School Auditorium,
tal.
ONE CITED

Jack A. Guy died Saturday
at 11:15 p. m. at the Fort Campbell Army Base Hospital. His
death followed an extended illness.
Guy was 25 rears of age and
was a member of the Blue
Grass Citizens Band Club at
Murray. He was born August
1944, at Battle Creek, Mich.
The young man is survived
by his parents, Mr. mid Mrs.
Thomas W. Reagan of Murray
Route Three, and his maternal
grandparents, Mr. and Mrs. K.
L Risme of Murray Route

n,

Death Claims Life Two Persons Are
Of Herbert Walker Injured ki Wreck
On Highway 94

Death claimed the life of
Herbert Walker of Murray
Route Six on Sunday at 5:20
am. He was stricken with a
heart attack at his home and
was dead on arrival at the lifurlay-Calloway County Hospital.
Walker, age 56, was a U.S.
Army veteran of World War
H. He was born March 30, 19t4
and his parents were Daniel
Gibson Walker and Gracie May
Compton Walker.
Survivors are his wife, Mrs.
Hedy Tucker Walker of Murr
Route Six; two daughters, MPLarry (Deborah) Houston of
Eighth Street, Murray, and Mrs.
Billy (Dolly) Barnett, Barnett
Avenue, Murray; one step
daughter, Mrs. Wally Deicken
of rujunga, California; one step
son, Jimmy Ray Wilkinson of
Murray Route Six; two grandchildren, Billy Lee and Gary
Herbert Barnett.
Also surviving are three sisters, -Mrs. Troy (Elaine) Vance
of Murray Route Six, Mrs. Elitabeth Dowdy of Murray Route
Three, and Mrs. Hontas Mitchell of Murray Route One; two
brothers, Leonard Walker of
Murray Route Six and Otis
Walker of Paducah.
The funeral will be held
Tuesday at two p.m. at the chapel Of the Max H.--Churchill
Funeral Home with Rev. Gerald Owen officiating.
Burial will be in the Lone
Oak Cemetery with the arrangements by the Max H. Churchill
Funeral Home where friends
may call.
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Local Girls Injured
In Accident Friday

A two oar collision occurred
Sunday at 10:45 a. in. eel Maple
Miss Cindi Alexander and stopped, the family said. The
Street, according to the report
filed by the investigation of- Mien Melissa Trevathao are now oar was a total loss.
lfin Alexander was reported
ficers of the Murray Police De- in the Tri-County Memorial
partment. No injuries were re- Hospital, Fort Oglethorpe, Ga., riding je the front with Mies
after being injured in an sato- Mateararr and the other two
ported.
Cars Involved were a 1964.tamobile accident Frisky night gin wwe in the back seat
lienneerend at Alen
Buick Skylark four door sedan about midnight
Fort
owned by Marvin Harris and
Also Injured in the accident &noir kilt immediately for
driven by Rita Carol Harris of but not hospitalized were Miss OrOglhorpe, just south of Chat1640 West Olhe Street, Mur- Treva Everly of Beaver Damn tanooga. Tenn.. after hearing
ray, and a 1914 Ford Fairlane
Miss Susan Tesseneer.
__Strwaii en Back Faggi,f .
door media drives by
Mies Alexander, daughter
ban Atkins Dawes of 2010 Sun- Mr. mid Mrs. Rex Alexander,
set Drive, Murray.
suffered two broken bones in
Police said Mrs. Dawes war her left leg and a broken back.
backing out from a parking She will be able to be removed
apace and collided with the from the Tri-County Hospital
Harris car going west on Ma- in about a week, but will reThe Calloway County Young
ple Street.
quire surgery later.
Damage to the Harris car was Miss Trevethan, daughter of i)emocrats met
Wednesday,
Om the right front aid to the Mr. and
Mrs. Ben Trevathan, April 8, at the City Hall for
Dawes car on the rem end and is in the hospital for observa- their regularly scheduled meettransmissiota
tion. Miss redeemer, daughter
Guest speaker was Attorney
of Dr. and Mrs. R. A. Teaseneer, mid Miss Everly, were Ed Overbey, First-District camboth treated for bruises at the paign chairman for Bobby Joe
hospital and released. They are Sims. A Murray State Univernow staying at the Fort Ogle- sity political science instructor,
thorpe Motel until the other Sims is seeking the May 26th
at
treated
were
persons
Two
girls are able to leave the hos- Democratic nomination for First
the emergency room of the
District Congressman.
pital
there.
HospiCounty
Murray-Cslknvay
The
four
Prior to the program, Young
girls,
students
at
o'tal this morning at seven
Murray State University and Democrats president Ronnie
clock after being injured in -Members pi
Alpha Omicron Pi Jackson explained that in hay—
a two oar accident on Highway s000rity,
left Murray Friday a- ing a program in which any
94 East near the Lakestop Gro- bout five p. m.
enrage to Day- candidate seeking the party nocery.
tona Beach, Fla., for their mination in a primary election
of
51,
age
Myers,
Velma
Mrs.
spring vacation.
spoke, was not tote considered
Murray Route Three, driver of
Miss Tessa:veer, driving a blue as an endorsement of that canone of the cars, was treated for Mustang, was driving on
the didate or any other by the club.
an injury to the neck. She was Interstate in the passing' lane He explained that one of the
brought to the hospital by a of the four Lane
highway. Fam- stated objectives of this new
Blalock-Coleman ambulance.
ily members said she hit loose club was to try el keep the YD
Bobby Marvin, age 46, of Mur- gravel on
the edge of the road, members informed on all the
ray Route Six, driver of the the car started to slide toward activities of the Democratic
his
but
treated,
was
other car
a bride on the interstate. She party.
Injuries were not given by the told them she cut the wheel
United Press International
The club membership voted
to
officials of the hospital.
the right and barely mimed hit- to extend an invitation to ConKentucky State Trooper J. C.
ting the bridge by a few inches. gressman Frank A. Stubblefield
West Kentucky: A slight Barnett investigated the acci- The car then glanced off the to address the club and present
chance of showers and thunder- dent.
end of the bridge where it his views before the election

of

County Young Democrats
Hear Ed Overbey Speak

Two Car Collision Is

Reported Here Sunday

WEATHER REPORT
0"',

,

Wednesday at two p..111. at the fair today and Tuesday.
Cooler
Church of the Nazarene, South today
and tonight and mild
18th Street, with Rev. James I.
Cengratulatiens to Mr. and Mrs.
Tuesday. High today in mid and
Kester cf,ficiaLng.
Tommy Carroll on their trip tc
upper 60s, low tonight mostly
Burial will be in the Elm in
Germany. Tommy was the onlow 40s, high Tuesday in 60s. The Murray Fire Department
Grove Cemetery with the arly VW dealer from Kentucky
Winds west to northwest 6-16 answered a call Saturday at
rangem.ents by the J. H. Churselected for the trip.
a two story bouse
chill Funeral Horne where fri- miles per hour and gusty, dim- 6:10 p. m. to
owned by Thomas Redden of
inishing late today.
ends
may
call
Reading in the Ledger an d
Murray Route Eight.
Times Saturday where Paul
Firemen said the booster was
Shahan has conducted over 1.300
used to extinguish the flames The 1966 G1'0 Pontiac of
anthems in his career. He's
LICENSES SUSPENDED
in the house that was not oc- Don Cherry of 722 Pairlane insulated boots, one rock ham.
been a busy fellow, and an accupied. Two trucks with nine Drive, Murray, was stolen after mer, one bard hat, and an W
complished one too.
sortment of books, college level,
regular and one volunteer firs midnight on Sunday
and was
The car had approximately
Four persons from Calloway men ainswered the call mid were later found
burned Vi mile east 38,000 miles showing on the
Here if is nearly the middle of
County have had their driven back at the station by 7:30 p.
of Green Plain Church of Christ speedometer when it was found.
April.
licenses suspended according to
by the Calloway County Sheriff.
the
List
released
by
the
DepartThe Calloway County 4-H
Clyde Steele, sheriff, said a
Third roldest will be borne from
ment
of
Public
Safety
to
the
James Green of 906 Vine
HAIRDRESSERS MEET
Small Engines Project will bereward of 3100.00 had been
the other side of the world is
Traffic
Safety
Coordinating
Street reported that his 1968
gin tonight at the Agricultural
offered
for
information
leading
eight weeks.
The NHCA Murray Unit will to the arrest and conviction of Camara was entered and a tape
Engineering Building located on Committee. They are: William
the campus at Murray S ta te D. Payne, Chester Drive, Mur- meet tonight (Monday) at seven the thiefor thieves of the auto- player and tape stolen from the
Glenn Doran is a new member
car, according to the report
University on North 10th Street ray; Rayburn G. Adams, Beale p.m. at the Murray Beauty Shop, mobile.
of the MS11 board of regents.
Hotel, Murray; John W. Mit- Chestnut Street, Dorothy Royse,
made to the Murray Police Ds
at 7:00 p. m.
student
at
Murray
.Cherry,
a
William N. Cherry, Professor chell, Rt. 2, Murray; mid Hugh state president, will- be present State University and an em- partment Sunday at 6:22 p.m.
of Agricuitural Engineering at D. Adams, Rt. 1, Kirksey.
for the meeting.
ployee of IGA, notified the
Murray State University, will be
Green told police that the
Murray Police Department Sunthe leader for the project. Meetday at 7:16 Am. that the en window had evidently been broings will be held weekly until
had been stolen between 12:11 ken open by- a coat hanger.
the project is completed.
Sunday at 6:23 a.m. Mrs. Rayand six Am. from the driveway
The project will consist of
at 722 Fairiane Drive. The own- mond Lewis of 1003 Olive
One person was cited by the discussion of safety, what makes
er said the car was locked and Street reported to the police
Murray Police Department over an engine run, and maintenace
he had the keys by the Sheriff's that the battery on her car was
missing
the weekend, The citation was of the engine.
he had the keys with him
The Calloway County 4-H
for public drenkenness.
When the automobile was
H. Glenn Doran has been appon presentation of 15 Alumni SchoTractor Maintenance Project
larships each year.
found Sunday by the Sheriff's , Ralph Urban of 1009 olive
•
Students from 31 states outwill begin on Tuesday, April 14, nted Calloway County chairman Although
the Century Club is a office it had been burned after Street reported Sunday at 7:42
represented
are
of
Illinois
side
Century
Club
of
of
the
Altunili
who
G.
Naeti,
William
with an organization meeung
Dr;
It had been stripped of four a.m, to the police that the rear
to be held at the Calloway Co- Murray State University,accord- project 9f the Murray State
will retire from his position as on the winter term Dean's List
new tires and wheels, one window of his car had becn
umni
achievement
at
academic
Associatick,
for
membership
James
ing
to
an
announcement
by
mity Extension Office at 7:00
vice-president of academic affaichrome
breather, one stereo broken out.
Is
not
lllinois
University's
Southern
limited
to
alumni
of
E.
the
Owensboro
Allison,
general
p. in.
rs and dean of the facilities at
player,
automatic
radio, 19 as- Mrs. Martha Sammons of 1015
Carbondale
Campus.
university,
Vinson
Grant Higgins will be the chairman of the orvinisation.
Murray State University July 1,
Olive said the windshiled of her
Listed on the Dean's List R. L. Cooper„Realth Program leader for the project which
Serving with Doran are Joe "We are proud to have members sorted tapes, one tape case, one ear had
will be honored at a reception
been broken, accordRow- Coordinator of Calloway Co will consist of the following top- Dick, Max Hurt, and Mandl J. from West Kentucky who are not pair of blue jeans, One sleeve
Murray
are
Kathy
from
22.
on the campus April
sport shirt, one army field ing to the report made to the
lett and William I. Mathews. unty, announced today that the ics: safety, what makes the en- Vinson, director of alumni affai- Murray State graduates."
jacket, one pair of slip on red police at 7:24 am. Sunday.
Students are piked to the Mst.le X-Ray unit will be at the gine run, air cleaner, and main- rs at Murray State.
Sponsored by the pledge class
achieve
grade
point
Department
on
Wedneslist
if
they
Health
tenance
practices
tractor.
of the
of Sigma Phi Epsilon social fratAll 4-H members that are en- The purpose of the Century
ernity, the reception will be held averages of 4.25 or better (on day, April 15, 10:00 a. m. to
-1
p.
noon
and
from
1:00
in
while
taking
at
least
.
12:00
a
5.0
scale)
rolled in or may be interested Club, Allison explained, is to
in the Panhellenic Building from
p.
classwork
during
until
3:00
12
hours
of
in these projects and their par- else money,primarily from busesse.^711P":
•6
4 to 6 p.m.
Every person over 18 rears ents are encouraged to attend iness and industrial firms, for
Robert Long of Providence, the quarter.
is
eligilbe
for
a
chest
acf
sge
Approximately 16 per cent of
these meetings.
scholarships bo be awarded outpledge class president of the
ray. If a person under 18 years
standing high school seniors.
fraternity, said the event is pla- SIU's 17,755 undergraduates at
Carbondale recorded Dean's List of age has a pasitve skin test,
UDC LUNCHEON
"Industrial and business leadnned as "a tribute to Dean Nash
they are also eligible for x-ray.
grades in the winter term.
ers recognize the urgency of trafor his years of outstanding serNo pregnant woman will be
The J. N. Williams chapter ining talented young people for
vice to the university and his
x-rayed except on a doctor's of the UDC will have a luncheon
the challenge of the '70s," he
support of Greek organizations
written request.
on Wednesday, April 15, at 12 said.
on the campus."
This service is provided thro- noon at the Holiday Inn, Mrs.
• Invitations are being sent to
ugh the cooperation of the Elks Henry Elliott will have the proMembership in the century
Dr. Harry M. Sparks, university
Clubs of Kentucky, the 'State gram. Hostesses will be Mes- Club is open also to individuals.
president, other executive offiDepartment of Health, and the dames E. S. Ferguson, NeVa The minimum contribution is
cials, deans, department chairabout 4:4! Calloway County Health De- Waters, Mary Warren Scott, $100, which is tax-deductible.
morning
Sunday
men, the president and represenand Leonard Vaughn.
• Business and community leadhad been in- partment.
tative of each Greek organizs two persons who
ers are aware of "the tremenautomobile accid
an
in
jured
tion and th e presidents of severdous annual contribution" to this
treated at She emer
al other
O
campus organizations. ent wcre
ALL DOLLARS EARNED UP UNTIL MAY 9 ARE
of the Murray-Calcounty's economy by Murray StaNash, who joined the Murray gency room Hospital.
EARMARKED TO PAY YOUR TAXES, NATIONAL
te, Doran said. "Its payroll and
loway County
State staff in 1940 as dean of the
CHAMBER EXPERTS SAY
local purchase ofSupplies exceed
faculties, became dean of the
$9,003,000 per year."
Washington — Taxation e
Chamber
of
rts
of
the
School of Arts and Sciences in
They were David -Brent BurCommerce of the United Sta
said Way that the average
1965 and a vice president in keen of Almo Route One, age
American taxpayer will start working for himself on May 9
1968. He was a professor of phy- 16, who had abrasions over the
construction projects on the
Up until that date this year, they figure, he will have
Pictured above Is the line GTO Pontiac that was found burned near Green Plain
sics at Georgetown College be. Arms and legs, and Randall
campus, he pointed out, make a
worked just to pay his federal, state and Meal taxes.
definite contribution also, throu- Church of Christ on Sunday by the County Sheriff's office. The car, owned by Don Cherry
fore moving to Murray State. Gene Garland of Dexter who
Further, they ealculateAr. Average works two hour,
gh their payrolls and purchase of of 712 Fairlane Drive, was reported stolen after midnight Sunday. The car had been
His successor as Vice presia had lacerations to the left
stripped before it was burned A reward of $100.00 has been offered for information leaddent and dean will be Dr.William check and multiple contusions, apd 49 minutes out of an eight-hour day to pay all of his
materials locally,
ing.to itp,ArEstund conviction of ;remains_ Inyininni lanstNianhessfenss
_bUla.
G. Re4 now skairillan Of the anantio".-teg-Asafatul *Mien
!I /
01- the
enage.„,.,-„,s„,,,s.
physics
entury Clulrmake'possible The
()ioto by Murray Pollee Department)

limilden Hanle.Damaged
By Fire On Saturday

Reception Planned
At University High

5

Dr. William Nash
To Be Honored At
Reception At MSU

ren

Two From Murray On
Dean's List At SIU

Sheriff Recovers
Stolen Car Sunday

Small Engines, Tractor
Maintenance Projects
Are Set To Begin Here

.1

1

Glenn Doran Appointed County
Chairman Of MSU Century Club

X-Ray Unit To Be
Here On Wednesday

explained.
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Persons Are Treated
After Wreck Sunday
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Crazy World
of
Washington

Window
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mark -or perhaps one should
say airmark."
PLANE CRASHES

NAHA, Okinawa (UPI)- A
U.S. Air Force C130 cargo
JAMES CT Wita..1AULIK PUBLISHER
plane with 11 men aboard
By LOUIS CASSELS
crashed into the Pacific Ocean
We reserve the light to reject any Advertising, Letters to the Editor,
UPI Senior Editor
today after takeoff from the
Cr Public Voice items imam in our opinion, are not for the beet
Nana Air Base. There were no
interest of our readers.
By LEON BARNETT
The longer skirts which
reports of survivors.
NATIONAL REPREBENTATIVIS: WALLACI WITMER 00., MR fashion-makers have decreed
Rescue helicopter and boats
Madison Are, Memphis, Tenn.; Time & Life Bldg., Slew Tom N.Y. for women are not being
WASHINGTON (UPI)-. Odds
were dispatched to the crash
isseimenson bldg. Detroit, Mich.
nation's
the
ends
from
and
received enthusiastically by
site but found no survivors. The
capital- mostly odd:
most males.
Entered Daily at the Post Office, Murray, Kentucky, for
cause of the crash was not
"All over the United States of known.
But there's one group of men
traummission as Second Class Matter
America, last week," Rep. Otis
who welcome the prospective
SUB/IX;IPTION RATES: By Carrier in Murray, per week Mg, per passing of the mini-skirt.
G. Pike wrote his constituents,
NOW YOU KNOW
Mama 41.o2. In Calloway and adjoining counties, per year, 6260;
"the federal government imThey are police officers
Zones 1 ds a, $14.UU, s.isewriere 416.00. All service subscript-ions $11.00 responsible for dealing with sex
Measles is one of the most
posed upon its unhappy families
highly communicable diseases
just one more burden,
crimes.
-TIM lletatandang Crete Aram el a GasiunsuaIsy is Usa
"Like most enlightened heads known and can infect susceptiAccording to a nationwide
Waylay et isis Newspaper" ,
f families, I passed this one ble persons making even the.
survey, many of them are
MONDAY - APRIL 13. 197C
burden on to my wile, slightest contact with active
convinced that ultra-short skirts
who, being merely a student, cases.
have been one factor in the
teacher, mother and homemasharp rise in forcible rape in
ker, has very little to do. ..
recent years.
11/$ UNITED PRESS INTERNATIONAL
"The burden, of course, was
High Response Rate
Amide W. Jean (Iee) sal Rea Jaws ere shown gasa little thing called the United
The survey was conducted by man,
Aber Jidda stab IN ant sok flight
States census, and, like the
WASHINGTON-Tice President Spiro Agnew, comparing defeat- a private organization called at Kyle Reit
Odd! Platio ir Id Collie) Spanish inquisition, it was very
ed Stpreme Court nominee Clement F. Haynsworth and G. Harrold Hollywood Social
based
motivated. . .
in Los Angeles. Studies,
Carswell to Supreme Court Justice William 0. Douglas:
Questionaires
c.housaimi POPCORN COMPANY, MURRAY,
"Those fine judges have been denied seats on the bench for were mailed to police onficials
an early NM 'Iron Ammer "I detest the sound of women
whimpering, and I was a little
statements that are much less reprehensible than those made, in 128 U.S. cities, Replies were
, •
rally, it adiM:
RINTLICKY, IS NOW CONTRACTION) FOR
short with my wife as she
In my opinion, by Justice Douglas."
received from
63 cities in
the country. That is an
Speculation is eat dead, the grumbled about her little job:
— POPCORN ACREAGE,-41EAR
WASHINGTON -Rep. F. Edward Hebert, =a,. chairman of a exceptionally
Neill Letter of Contrary Opinion 'Why won't a blue pen do?'high
rate of
NEW YORK (UPI)- The
special House subcommittee investigating the alleged My Lai response and suggests insays, but where will it find an 'I don't know.'
Join the fastest growing, most progressive processor in
'stock market "is not going to "outlet among the crowds of 'I haven't got a black pencil.'
massacre
tense interest in the subject.
this area. We guarantee to get your wagons and trucks
"This is no witch-hunt, nor is it a whitewash. It is a sincere
One question asked whether, be a safe place again," despite relatively modeid incomes?" -'Get one.'
unloaded faster and more efficiently.
effort to develop a fair and objective evaluation of the so-called the law enforcement officers, a a return of strength to the Brokers
don't want their 'It's none of their business.'
My Lai incident."
girl is "more likely to be a economy, "as long as there is business and the stock ex- -'Answer it.'
With over 20 years experience in the popcorn business,
victim" of rape or some other no slowdown of the pernicious change has saddled them with a 'Who cares how old I am?'we are prepared to work with you to your advantage.
BRADENTON, Fla. -Gov. Claude Kirk, explaining his decision sex crime if she wears a Inflation which is still speeding surcharge. The market adviser 'It's confidential.'
up," Janeway Service says. No believes this "army of small 'There were only about 40
to go along with a federal court school desegregation order: revealingly short skirt.
Come in to see us soon - or call.
"To disobey the district court's Injunction and to pay a fine of Yes, said 91 per cent of the stock market rally can endure speculators" will turn in the questions, and grumbling, kick410,000 per day would not solve s problem. ItilhotIght
eats
rapes_ unless accompanied by an even 1970's to trading among mutual ing and screaming, with mazy
- -would be in that jait.""
stronger bond market rally, MD funds in hopes' orfincling-the erasures -and a few-evasions,
•
tateV.OrTirable
she got the job done in a few
-that is, the number of rape analyst says, and no rally of fast performers.
ATHENS - Mrs. Dionysios Karageorgas, upoo hearing a Greek cases per 100,000 population- the bond market can be taken
•
days.
101 East Poplar Street
Murray, Ky. 42071
military court sentence her husband to life imprisonment after the decreased slightly in the United seriously at a time when "the
"Then she told me she had
prosecution has asked for the d t sentence for the antigovernment States during the five-year profit squeeze is cutting the
If
ever
form.
they
the
short
had
Telephone
502-753-1722
The owner of common stocks
leader.
Treasury out" and the govern- is faced with "bewildering give 80 per cent of the people
period aiding in 1963.
"I thank you, my God."
form, there will
ment is proving to be as unrest and disorder
Minis Popular
in the the long
In 1964, London designer vulnerable to the labor cost world around him," but there certainly be a revolution."
--Mary Quant introduced the push as are private employers. are a number of offsetting
mini-skirt, which later became "The great growth stocks otitis factors from which he might The government now has
to answer that
the vogue in both England and 1960's are set up to be the first glean reassurance, Inverness undertaken
big casualties of the bear Counsel, Inc., says. These
burning question: "What is an
the United States.
are a
LEDGER a TEM= FILE
Since then, the incidence of market of the early 1970's," the generally appropriate economic observation?"
This is the title of an offering
rape has increased by 68 per firm adds.
policy in
Washington, the
cent in the United States, and
--adaptability of American bust: In a list of selected publicaThe stock market will eon- ness, a strong intrinsic growth tions, and the contents are
Miss Leona B. Covington, age 86, and Mrs. Bailie Cochran by 90 per cent in England.
Mini-skirts obviously were not tinue to parallel the trend of factor based on the stimulus of summed up thus:
Pickles are the deaths reported.
Dr. Harry Sparks received a new automobile from the First the only factor involved. The the economy, Wright Advisciry research, the availability of "This handbook describes a
period
witnessed a Reports says. Earnings recove- capital and skilled labor, an common usage of the team
District Education Association as an expression of appreciation same
in his work in relation to an education bill which was passed in general relaxation of public ry during the second half of the educated entrepreneurial spirit, 'observation' in relation to the
Defense Contract Administramoral standards, greater per- year may turn out to be slower and, finally, the
the 1960 General Assembly.
depressed
—
Dr. Ralph Tesseneer was guest speaker at the annual Mother- missiveness in movies and than now generally expected, rices of many common stocks, tion Services (DCAS) quality
Daughter Banquet held by the College High Future Homemakers of television, loosening of controls but the market should antici- low enough to cushion many a assurance program and manover pornography, and a trend pate
agement information reporting
the improvement by
Saturday, April II
Friday, April 17
America.
serverill months, beigicsnIng volfts
/stake.
system.
Jean Sykes, Dorothy Henry, Patricia Orr, sharon 11111, *axe tOvritICI rtutrny in th• tit
Introducing The New Bar-B-Q Sandwich. . .
".Exsznples are provided of
Bennett, Noah Paschall, Gerald Owen, Jimmy Wilson, Jimmy and night clubs. It also was a
the use of the term 'observaEdwards, Karen Craig, Donald Thomas, and Helen Watkins are time of social tension and
tion' to specific products and
members of the cast of the junior play, "The Nervous Wreck" widespread alienation, of inprocesses where the term is
creasing use of drugs and
to be presented at Hazel High School April 15.
WS -TV
WLAC-Tv
WSIX-TV
-applied in the accomplishment
alcohol.
Also Int rodia trig New Short Order Plates . . .
Channel 4,
Channel S
Channel 8
of the DCAS quality assurance
Any or all of these things
MONDAY
EVEN
INC
PROGRAMS
may have been as important as
program, The objective is to
z .00 News win, Sots. rerm,r!, Witt./ Sparta News, Wthr ; sets.
achieve uniform understanding
short skirts in providing th
Mv World WelakinecidlernMt
uonr. Lucy
*
if Takes
Thief
• ,01) Rowan & Martin's Gutismoke
and application of the term in
last straw of stimulation that
It Tvali
kes
, a Thief
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pushes men across the line
all DCAS operating levels in the
e
g
"
:OS Sob
1 augHhIn
ooe Special Mayberry R.R.D.
"Where Bullets Fly
:30 Bob Hope Special The Doris Dr/ Show
between legal lust and criminal
quality assurance function."
Movie
a :00 Bing Crosby—
The
Carol
Burnett
Show
Movie
The Grand Jury of the April Circuit Court submitted their report rape.
7 30 Cool,no It
The Carol Burnett Show Now
today to Circuit Judge Ir a Smith of Hopldnsville,the presiding judge. But the
police officials
Reporting that Dulles Inter1
1,
4
Tonrght
Snow te
ltriAiniThro
'
rttrn°r"
ShosvMovlo:
J. E. Littleton was Grand Jury foreman.
par sicipathag in the survey were
national Airport had set a new
I I :10 The Tonight Show The Mery Griffin Show
t and xg
Aquiwia Smotlierman, first grade student, New Concord, was the overwhelmingly of the opinion
:30 The Tonight Show The Mery GrillIt Show "Lo:e
traffic record; Sen. Harry F.
Movie
g•:0 The Avengers
winner of the final safety slogan contest, sponsored by the County that girls who wear "provocaByrd Jr. of Virginia sett
Carry Out. .
Movie
de :30 The Avengers
ra• Qv( °Wet Show
PTA.
tive clothing" are asking for
"That is an important landThe Cklak Cavett Snow
"Fire Chief Spencer went fishing last night. Said that the lake trouble.
ii,. DIU'raven Show
was rough. And cold too", from the column "Seen & Heard Around
Timidity, April 14, 1970
Murray".
.0C
5 ,:30"
Country Journal
rOC
Family Night was observed Wednesday evening at the First
6
71
CBS Morning News
:30 MernIlse Show
A 1.0
Jake Hess Gospel ShowincHale's Nary
0000
00
Christian Cburch.
C
if
:CO Today; wiener
Morning viola
Ban Show
g
:JO Today
Morning Watch
Bozo Show
By United Press International
• :03 TodaY/ $okr el Moe Caolain Kanoarw
Bole Show
V
.30 fader
The Wag Douglas Show Bozo show
c,66600000002c
▪
c
ltoocenei
Takes
t, Tw;
z Newallis asks Donnas Show Barbara Moore
Open: 10-10
Monday-Saturday
Today is Monday, April 13,
110VAllte Douglas Show He Sald—Sne So
the 103rd day of 1970 with 262
II- 7
Columbia Pictures presents
Sundays
10
ler
P "r"
An Ir‘ing Allen production
to follow.
g :00 Jeopardy
Phone 753-7641
Mere the Ibsen Ii
The Best of Evervin,ne
1
I
:30
Who,
What;
News Searth for Tomorrow
The moon is full.
A World Apart
The morning star is Jupiter.
TUESDAY AFTERNOON PROGRAMS
Train up a child in the way he s•---.4e
sal Vieli be is'
The evening stars are Mercu12 'I Noon
lawfitte
C:4,81,:iirr
he will not depart from it.- Proyertg
Venus. Mars and Saturn.
Technicolor
so
Gin.
1
The Christian training given to a clad vii elreegthen hi,
TI,.
it:arfor, I1"Itnvriredrh
The
this day In hLstogy:
City
life.
1865 Gen. William Shern`Voror," mot
:
:430tri
.tei T4'e
took Raleigh, N.C., ending
onTer
Sliedows
TphirkB
%iniorn
Hy Hillbillies
r
svilt USMC
I
In
UZ
roe
1
Civil War "march,to the
TheThlteilucy Slice
4
ssa."
"V:11:
91,111Ke Valley"
Sotj;11
li McCoy
In 1934 federal civil works
TIM Av.VriArt
'
ierr rhsvi;vening News
tillg fiie
nnigke Show
administration leader Harry
TUESDAY EVENING PROGRAMS
Hopkins reported 4.7 million
c is= ktptir.; Snorts News; Misr.; Soorts.tletas; Wthr, Sots
depression stricken families
17
:71
Ws -Last Day National Geographic
- The Mod Souad
▪
:019 T00 Williems Seer Society Uncial
The Mod Saved
were receiving welfare pay•
:311 Min
The Rod Skelton Show Movie:
ments.
You'll always see the best of the TV screen on Channel 5
"The Over the
The Red Skelton Show
8.
The Governor end J. J. Hill Gang"
In 1941 Russia and Japan
Marcus Welby. M.Q...
For entertainment and information year-round,
-e Annulus
O :03 Murder onesigned a five-year neutrality
:30 Movie
Marcos Welbv. M.D.
60 Minutes
pact.
Ilk AO News:Wily.; Sows News; Wthr.; Sports- News. Wthr. Sports
keep watching No 1
WLAC TV
l v :30 The Tonighi Snos the Mery Griffin Shcr*Movie:
0
In 1964 Sidney Polder became
01 7/
111),
Carrie
Hanle'
.
THITATRF
Tie TonIght Show TI,. Mery Griffin
the first Negro to win an Oscar
ore
Movie
as best actor of the previous
12
Dick Cavett Show
year.
Dick Cavett Show
Rot tor Your Life
.1
Dick °Weft SY).
Run for Your Lite
--:*
r Today & Tues.*
A thought for the day:
The most
President Thomas Jefferson
+.?
said,"When angry count 10
cataclysmic
% •
before you speak: If very
event in Mans
••• •
• .0
angry, IGO."
history
•/

Quotes From The News

POPCORN GROWERS
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Ten Years Ago Today

ANNOUNCING

GRAND OPENING

Almo

THE SAUCY PIG

Wini

7 Days —

Nilfi
SAUCY BAR-B4

TELEVISION S_CHEDULE

1/4 BAR-B-Q
BAR-B-1) KATI
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BAR-B-1) PORK hAM
BONELESS BAR-6-1) PORK HAM
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$1.75 LB.
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COLLEGE CLEANERS

ka

LOS ANGELES (UPI) Students at the University of
Southern California, a private
Institution now surrounded by
minority group residents, voted
Thursday to help finance a $4.8
million scholarship fund for
minority and economically disadvantaged students.
The student fund, to be raised
by a $4 assessement per
student each semester, will be
matched two-to-one by the
University. Tuition at USC will I
be 4l,950 next year.

1411 OLIVE BOULEVARD
- FREE PleKUP and DELIVERY Truly Fine Cleaning * Phone 753 3352

Buchanan, Tenn.
Fit. 3
April 1, 1970

4 00 PM, Monday through
Monday April 13
' MARS NEEDS WOMEN c
Tommy Kirk,' Yvonne Craig
Byror Lord

Tuesday, April 14
'VENGEANCE VALLEY Ic)
Burt Lancaster. Joanne (Nu
Robert Walker

Your number Jne spot to watch
for entertainment and information.

Friend of our church
I want to give my witness of kncwIng
their are two ways of Salvation being
taught today for our Soul and that is the
right way and the wrong way. I am giving my witness of
knowing for the right way as ip made known from above.
Rev. Marvin Smith
Which Is yours? Amen

Players c
presented a
Bill Crick,
Simmons, an

Friday
Wednesday, April 15
ESCAPADE IN JAPAN' ic
Teresa Wrrght, Cameron Mitchell,
Ion Provost

Thursday, April 16
'DOCTOR AT LARGE
Out Bogarde, Muriel Padow
Donald Stnden
friday. April 17
'WHILE THE CITY SLEEPSJohn Barrymore, Ir. Vincent Price,
Dana Andrews

A UV_ AFFILIATE

The Almc
Kirksey PT
champions r
Basketball 7
day and Sab
gym.
The Alm(
Hazel men'
cap Saturds
defeated the
opening rou
Byars of
man for the
Hill hit for 1
Players
follows:
Almo (74)
1, Dewin BE
nnett, Edwa
Lee 15, Po
Bury, Thorn
and Winches
Hazel (eg
Erwin 12, W
Hutson , H.
Byars 22, G
and William:
The Kirk.
nip and tuck
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Boating
By JACK WOL1STON
NEW YORK (UPI)-The Outboard Boating Club of America,
which keeps tabs on such things,
reports that the almost two
dozen state legislatures holding
sessions in 1970 already are
beginning to disgorge a flood
of bills aimed at pleasure
boating.
Similar proposed legislation
either has become law in some
states or has been defeated. But
some of the bills contain entirely new ideas, involving such
matters as boating safety, taxes
and pollution. '
What is interesting is that
some of the new propositions
have a tendency to spread to
other state legislatures when they
convene at later dates.
Here is a look at a few by

rproof

Paint
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391
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Calloway
Wins Track
Meet Here

Johnson Bucking Odds
With $35,000 Naskra
Derby Colt
Bought In
Sales Ring

The Calloway County High boys
track team won a meet over the
South Marshall track team last
week by the score of 66-60.
The following boys won first
Place in the meet: Jerry Chapman, 120 yard high hurdles and
180 yardlow hurdles; Randy Linn,
880 yard run and shot putt; Denial Phil Johnson, who trains
Feagin, two mile run; Cris Aune, a horse that by post time
Discus throw and triple jump; could be favorite for the
Johnnie Stockdale, high jump; Kentucky Derby on May 2,
Mark James, Jerry Chapman, believes he's bucking the
Mike Grogan and Johnnie Stock- odds by pointing Her-Jac
dale, 880 yard relay; Mark Jam- Stable's Naskra for the
es, David Waters, Cris Aune
Churchill Downs classic.
Randy Linn, mile relay.
That's because he bought
Second place awards went to Naskra last fall, and it is JohnJ. Stockdale, M. James, R. Lin- son's contention that the "mathfull to
:i4ida:-ii
states
nand, C. Aune.
ematical probability is against
proof of financial responsibility,
Charles Brandon, Glen Mathis, you when you're buying horses."
Saturday
tournament
county
the
of
in case of accidents, before and Steve Taylor are managers o
The Almo PTA men's basketball team won the championship
Johnson, 44, used $35,000 of
his owners' money to take Nasmotorboat owners may register. the Track Team.
by defeating Hazel. They were presented a trophy at the conclusion of the game.
Belmont Park disA bill which reduces the penalty
Honors won by the girls track kra from the late Robert Lehpersal of the
for joyriding in a boat of less team were
man's horses.
than S100 in value to a miss Robyn Roney - first place in
can pay a lot of money
-demeanor. Unauthorized use of the 50,yard and 70 yard hurdles to"You
buy a horse that you're going
more valuable boats, without and the high jump; Renee Ball- to have to race against someintent to-steal,-would be punish= ard; first in the 50 and 75 yard thing that wasn't for sale,"
that
able by imprisonment from one dashes; Darlene Oliver - first in Johnson explains, meaning
like the Phipps family
to five years or in the judge's the discus throw; Corkey Willia- breeders
and Claiborne Farm, which andiscretion, without a jury trial, ms-second in the shot putt; Sab- nually come up with top stock,
by not more than 12 months in rina Tucker - second in the high don't sell their homebreds in
yearling auctions or similar
jail and a $500 fine.
Jump;
-Tennessee: Boat number- Susan Pigg - thirc6in the 22.0 public sales.
ing certificates etruld be issued yard dash; Ann Karnes - thirdin "Those horses that aren't ofbjye
880 yardriniAarah-CalhottOr• fered or _sale might than
for zeifids upjp fourAmas.
brought even higher prices
their
tare
would
third in the 70 yard hurdles; the ones- that do go through the
Boat owners
choice of renewing annually, as Mendy Williams - third in the ring," he points oqt. "Naskra
under the present law, or they long jump; Cathy Maddox - third was the only horse in the (Lehand I had
could apply for certificateivalid in the 100 yard dash; Debbie man) sale I wanted, borse
winaspiration of the
for more than one year'and pay Rogers - third in the 440 yard no
ning stakes.
the
in
ird
Dunlap-th
Jackie
a proportionately larger fee.
run;
"He had run five times and
-Pennsylvania: A bikpro- 50 yard dash.
always was closing. He had
poising creation of an, indepenrun against Forum when he
dent administrative stoney',
was coming to himself, and
Players of the Kirksey PTA women's basketball team are pictured with the trophy they were kilo% Ft an the Motor Boat Board,
he was in the race in which
Smith,
Coach
P.
right,
to
Left
night,
Silent Screen made his first
presented as champions of the PTA tournament"Saturday
arid transferring to it all the
Cunningham, Judy
start and finished second.
• Bill Crick, G. Anderson in rear, Lois Smith, Lou McCallon, W. Greer, Sarah
powers. duties and funds for
Naskra was just a few
Simmons, and Margaret Morton.
the regulation of boating now
lengths back in that one, and
vested in the state's Fish
Silent Screen was a most preCommission.
cocious horse then."

Alm Men, Kirksey Women BANQUET HELD
Win_PTA-Basketball-Tourney -BY WOMEN'S

zer

MONDAY - APRIL 13, 1970

TIMES - MURRAY. KENTUCKY

The Almo PTA men and the earn by the score of 42 to 37.
Kirksey PTA women were the Hazel had defeated Almo in the
a.:-, I
game on Friday.
champions of the County PTA
•
Basketball Tournament held Fri.
Judy Simmons of Kirkgey and
day and Saturday at the Kirkney Enoch of Hazel both ripped the
Om.
net for 20 points followed by
The Almo men defeated the Lois Smith of Kirksey for 19.
Hazel men 74 to 66 in the nightTheir players and scoring was
cap Saturday night. Hazel had
defeated the Kirksey men in the as follows:
opening round on Friday nights
Kirksey (42)- J. Simmons 20,
Byars of Hazel was high point
Smith 19, M. Morton 2, L.
L.
man for the night with 22 points.
Hill hit for 17 for the Almo team. McCallon 1, P. Smith, G. AnderGammon,
Players and scoring are as son, S. Cunningham, D.
and W. Greer.
follows:
Almo (74) - Rhey 1, Walters
Hazel(37)- Enoch 20, Shelton
1, Dewin Bennett 4, Duward Be.
2, Dover 5, Hooks 4, Williams
nnett, Edwards 6, Conner 13,
6, Stanley, Gibson, Wilson, BuchLee 15, Peeler 8, Darnell 3,
anan, and Erwin.
Bucy, Thorn 6, Hill 17, Rushing
and Winchester.
Mrs. Harold Fones, president,
Hazel (66) - Stubblefield 6,
of the Kirksey PTA, presented
8,
Erwin 12, White 6, Raspberry
trophies to the winners and also
Hutson , H. Miller 7, Hooks 3,
a gift from the host PTA to
Byars 22, G. Miller 2, Stanley,
M. B. Rogers, principal of Kirkand Williams.
sey School for his cooperation
The Kirksey women won a throughout the year.
nip and tuck game over the Hazel

IcENGAS

8-0

LOOK AT All THE
COOK-EASY, CLEANEASY FEATURES!

it Lazy %MI Pr TAPPAN

IL
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• Handy clock with
interval timer
• Lift 'N Lock
cooktop
• Vitamin-saver
top burners
• Big banquet

sire oven interior

-New York: A measure which
would require every undocumented motorboat 18 feet Of longer
to carry a foot-square fluo,

escent-orange distress flag an4
three. red night flares. A bill
increasing state aid for loud
boating facilities.
-New Jersey: A bill to create
a legislative commission to study
The on.i.Au OR DOLLAR La& the navigaidoira awl

BOWLING LEAGUE

ies Bowling League held their problems in the state's 'rivers
annual banquet at the Colonial and bays owing tc abandoned or
House Smorgasbord on April 10, unseaworthy vessels, piers and
at 12:30 p.m.
docks, and the effectiveness Of
The meeting was presided over present laws for dealing with
by president Glenda Hill.
such problems.
Awards and prizes were pre.
-Maine: A bill that would
sented to the winners of the 69-70 repeal the requirement that boat
season. Sallie Guy, chairman of owners prove personal property
the prize committee made the fol- tax payment as "a condition for
lowing presentations. Teams re• registering boats. Another measceiving silver awards were;first ure introduced and subsequently
place-CHAMPS; second place withdrawn would have required
PIN-PALS; third place -HI-LO'S.
registration of sailboats in addiMargaret Morton was the top tion to motorboats and would
the
in
season
bowler of this
registration fees
have scaled
league. Mrs. Morton took top according to the fair market
honors in all four categories, value of the boat, in lieu of
High series with handicap, 705, personal property tax.
High series scratch 609, High
-Massachusetts: A bill that
game with handicap; 279, High would prohibit effluent discharMorton
Mrs.
game scratch 242.
ges from any boat having a toilet
received the silver prize for the or sink. After Jan. I, 1972,
highest average.
all such vessels would be required
The ladies taking silver prizes hi carry a holding tank and
were; Mary Harris, High series and marinas would have to install
w. hc., 666; Mary Smith, High adequate pump-out facilities or
scratch, 511; Bonnie Hale, High ose their business license. The
game w. he., 271; Jane Buchanan, bill forbids the discharge from
High game scratch, 204; Evelyn vessels of any solid waste. Mt
Dixon, Most Improved.
grease, raw Sewage, larhage,
WIBC awards and 200clubialas
debris.
were presented to the following
A
bill that
-Maryland:
Bonnie
Morton,
ladies, Margaret
would extend state numbering to
Hale, Mary Harris, Jane Buchanboats of 7 I/2 horsepower or
an, Hilda Bennett, Glenda Hill.
less category, and would increase

I Lift-off
oven door
• Char-Krome
infrared
broiler
•
CHOOSE FROM 30'
OR 36 MOODS IN
COPPER WHITE AVOCADO
OR NEW HARVEST GOLD

15
AN
neron Mitchell.

1

4

$199.95

E''
it Pavlov

KENGAS

SLOPS"
. Vincent Price

Minkel

reXge,ii.im

one 'ease--about the odds being
against buying goes& horses. He
can beat the numbers again if
he wins the Derby as the only
horse Phil Johnson has ever had
nominated to the race. -J. G.

FRED DOUGHTY
MASTER BARBER
IS Now

At-The

_Fred was formerly at the Chestnut'
-Street Barber Shop for three years
and has been a barber for twentyfive years.
all his friends to
with him at Southside.

Fred invites

Other Barbers ready to wait on you:

Billy Earl Brandon and Bill Miller

The Volkswagen award for
physical fitness.

Televising the races, which
Includes video-type re-runs,
will be particularly beneficial
to clubhouse general admission patrons, who will now be
able to watch the televised
action in the paddock area:

which runs Churchill Downs'
dining rooms and other catering
facilities.
Churchill Downs' unusual
backstretch press room, for the
use of writers during early
morning training hours when
activity is centered in the
stable area, has been installed
in one end of a new building
also housing tack rooms. It will
be staffed by a member of the
track publicity staff for 10
days prior to the Derby.

BOSTON (UPI)-The Boston
Dmitri defeated • the .Toronto
Maple Leafs by scores of 10-0
and 7-10 in the first two games
of their Stanley Cup playoff in
1969.

T14;4.

tont engagements because Of
slight ailments, Naskra still is
on the Derby trail.
Naskra has already shattered
Johnson's theory - at least in

Johnson, a Chicago native,
also admired the colt's breeding. He is by American-bred
winner of England's
cop weight-for-age classic, the
King George VI awl rep
An electric Teletimer Elizabeth Stakes, now atd in
and closed - circuit televi- France. Naskra's darn is the *sported French mare Iskre, by
sion coverage are among Le
Haar, a champion Frenc
improv_ynentS to be in
re whose offspring have in.Irrse et.Pre
-÷atitsnallrir diaissucsmscs
itae TriomPhe and
Derby at Churchilt Dow n s Yr]x delint
spring meeting, April og_ .,„ Coronation Cop in 1963, when
"" m'''' he was considered Europe's best
23.
horse.
Johnson first approached a
Also ready for use at the
client, Harry Gordon,
Derby meeting are a complete longtime
who usually claimed horsea.
Totalizator board in the infield, Gordon
agreed to put up $(25,a new kitchen to facilitate dinwould
ing operations throughout the Johnson thought the colt perWith Gordon's
more.
bring
stands, and a permanent press
StaHer-Jac
asked
he
mission,
room in the stable area.
ble owners Richard Hersch and
The new tote board, located Peter Jacobs to go in for anIn the infield near the sixteenth other $25,000. The partnership
pole, will augment the old odds managed to take the colt for
hoard. In a dditson to odds, $35,000.
the new boards will show
Despite missing two imporwin, place and show pools and
as
races
fractional times of
registered automatically with
the Teletimer system. The Teletimer was used here last fall
but never for a Kentucky
Derby.
Closed-circuit television of
the races, also installed at last
fall's meeting, will show the
Derby on May 2 for the first
time. While 33 sets are spotted
through the plant regularly,
during Derby week an additional 27 sets will be installed,
bringing the total to 60.

Derby-Ready

nne-sided
•••

heading for KenUNDAUNTED BY TWO ILLNESSES and
is Her-ise StaDowns
Churchill
at
Derby
2
May
the
and
tucky
Pictured with John Rots
ble's Naskra, winner of the Everglades.
Flamingo and Florida
In the saddle, Naskra was kept out of the
Derby with slight fei er from unrelated ailments,

Southside Barber Shop

Reporters will have typewriters and telephones available in
the press mini, which will be
attractively decorated, carpeted, and heated. Coffee and donuts will be served there.

web.

V

Closed-Circuit
TV, Teletimer

The kitchen will expedite
this titling tax rate from 3 t, t food service in many areas for
per cent.
the H. M. Stevens Company,

Did it with pitching
IORK (UPI) - Double taknt
NEW
The world champion New York
NEW YORK (UPI)-BroadMets did no better than 4 tie
for seventh in team batting dur- caster Kyle Rote is best known
ing the 1969 season and had as Southern Methodist and New
only one hitter in the the top York Giants football star, yet
15. Ile was Cleon Jones, who Rote was good enough on the
diamond to be offered a major
was third with 340.
league baseball contract

ei,i1.,•••••••st

This
used car is
guaranteed
100%.

Ike dealer guarantees 100', to repair at re:ocrt tt,e *maitre • transmission • rear axis • tront
, axle esserobbeis•iveke ystern • triectereni system
• to,30 ,,),,y100000 trOns wise.}rever cooties Sirst.)

This award is bestowed upon those
used automobiles (be they VWs or domestics1 that have passed the Volkswagen
dealer's,rigorous16-sia.otrg.inspectio.nsor4,
have thereby proven themselves to be'of
sound engine ond body,

-

,
"
• "ft

It all depends

NEW YORK
-What
does a race -horse here cost?
Last Eall, Sunny Werblin paid
•
$250,000 for Sprint Double at
ItE,‘'IEN in the Florida Derby. last prep is that statt. •w Belmont Park sales. burins
64 Farm's Corn Off Th., the sales, Eitan Fair and Count
for 'the 'Kentucky Derby. Iran Fence 1)
•
cob. sinner of the Fountain of YovtI1 the Florida Derby he Challenger each went for $100.
wareder:d out by My had George. '
•••••••

-

ree

CARROLL VOLKSWAGEN, INC.
AVT.C•.7.0

800 Chestnut treet

.
Murrait Ky.

••••••••••••••

•••••• '••••• •••• •• -
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Phone 753-1917 or 753-4947

Mrs. J. B. Burkeen .
At

•
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Fiance learns
'by the book'
By Abigail Van Buren
DEAR ABBY: My fiance wants to be fully prepared for
marriage so he is trying to get all the information possible
beforehand. He has stacks of books on the subject, and he
runs to every movie there is to get more information. I try to
tell him that Adam and Eve didn't have any lessons and they
managed, but he says so many marriages fail because ct
bungling and wrong techniques that he is fearful.
He says he is curious but not yellow. And I had to teach
this man how to kiss! Do you think all this information is
M. A.
necessary?
DEAR M. A.: If HE thinks it is, it is.
a

-• I
li
s

••••

DEAR ABBY: Our first baby [I'll call her "Pamelal
was born so hopelessly retarded she had to be platted in an
institution. We visited her a few times, but she didn't know
us anyway, so we just quit going. After a while we just put
Pamela and everything about.her out of our minds. At least
we tried.
We have three healthy children now and none of them
knows about Pamela's existence, and my husband agrees
there is no point in telling them.
We live in a different neighborhood now, and no one here
knows about Pamela, however, we are still in the same city,
and plenty of people knew about her when she was born.
I worry night and day that someone who knows about
Pamela will say something in front of our children. We've
been able to protect them so far, but how can we be sure
they will never find out?
I am a nervous wreck from worrying about this. Can you
please say something to reassure me? I can't sign my name,
and please don't mention my town. PAMELA'S MOTHER
DEAR MOTHER: From what are you trying to
"protect" your normal children? The knowledge that they
have a retarded sister? You need to re-examine your
thinking. Mother. Retarded children are neither uncommon
nor "disgraceful." They appear in the best of families. I
suggest that you tell your children about Pamela. And the
sooner the better.

Monday. AprIl 13
The Kirksey Little League
Baseball Association will meet
at the Kiriraey School at seven
p.m.
•••
The South Pleasant Grows
Homemakers Club will meet at
the home of nrs. Milford Orr at
me p.m.
•••
The Suburban Homemakers
Club will meet at the home of
Mrs. Lenith Rogers at seven
p.m.
•••
The Beta Sigma Phi sorority
will meet at the Community
Center it 7:30 p.m.
•••
The Mattis Bell Hays Circle
of the First United Methodist
Church WSCS will meet at the
church at 7:30 pm.
• ••
The Cordelia Erwin Circle ef
the South Pleasant Grove United Methodist Church will neat
at the church at seven pa.
•••

Tvesdatt. Ries11 14
The Paris
Homemakers
Club will inset at the home of
Mrs. Ina Nesbitt.
•ere
The New Providence Ikea.
makers Club will meet at the
home of Mrs. Hardiman Miller.
•••
Murray Star Chapter No. 433
Order of the Eastern Star will
meet at the Masonic Hall at 710

ass

p.111.

•••
The Murray TOPS Club will
meet at the Community Center
at seven p.m.
•••
Groups of the Woman's Missionary Society of the First Baptist Church will meet as follows: I with Mrs. Ragan McDaniel, South 9th Street, at 9:30
a.m.; 11 with Mrs. B. H. Cornett
III with Mrs. Fred
at ten
Gingles at two p.m.; IV with
Mrs. J. M. Linn at two p.m.

presented a skit on -the "Way Paul Lynn, W. J. Pitman, J. B.
to Dress and Act On Board A Shrewsberry, Eugene Willis,
William Ryan, and M. J. Get.
The guests were greeted at done. The husbands of the Doc
the door by Capt. H. S. Sparks, ial committee members served
The Murray State University Mrs. Sparks, and Miss Lillian as waiters.
One hundred and fifty mem
Women's Society held a "Ship Tate, president of the Women's
hers and guests were present
Party" at the ballroom of the Society.
Student Union Building on Wed- The central feature of the for the smorgasbord dinner.
The next event of the MS Wonesday evening, April 8, at six- long smorgasbord table was a
piece of ice sculpture made by men's Society will be the spring
thirty o'clock.
Dr. Charles Homra, bead of Prof. Harold Longland, sculp- luncheon on Saturday, May 9, at
the psychology department, was ture department, Murray State the Murray Woman's Club
The tables in the shipboard din• House.
the master of ceremonies.
•• •
A program of folk music in ing room were around the centhe style of Simon and Gar- ter stage where the program Drunk driving toll
funkel was presented by two was presented.
RENO, Nev. (UPI)- More
Mrs. Charles Homra is generhiSU students, Phil Brunschl
al social chairman. The commit- than half the fatal accidents
&air /kW amok.
tee in charge of arrangements that accounted for more than
Mrs. Emma Sue Hutson, dress- for this dinner was composed 56,000 highway deaths laet year
ed in an appropriate costume, of Mesdames Ralph Tesseneer„ involved drinking drivers-or 4
per cent of all wisteria% according to a national insurance executive.
iiteaident
Louis-W. N44ge
_
1i Fund Anetrican Ino irvsman
Tappan, a leading producer of major kitchen appliances and
surance Companies, said more
cabinets, has introduced an all-new Electronic Cooking Center that
than 90 per cent of all traffic
not only features the fast, space-age microwave cooking method but
casualties in 1969 were in accihas a conventional self-cleaning electric oven.
dents involving knowti driver
The new Tappan "two-in-one" 30-inch range, model 77l399,
violations and that 6 per cent of
offers the two cooking convenience features in the popular over
the drivers caused half of the
under styling - the high-speed electronic oven Lithe upper position
accidents. More than half the
and the conventional unit below. The combination offers the homeaccidents that resulted in fatalkilaker exceptional efficiency and ease-of-cleaning characteristics,
ities were caused by motorists
according to the Mansfield,Ohio-based manufacturer. - -trader the-irrfluener-of
Electronic cooking is becoming more and more popular with
he said.
today's fast-paced homemaker since complete meals can be prepared in a fraction of the time required with conventional ranges.
•
As an example, a complete bakedhatn dinner with all the trimmings
can be cooked in less than 1/i-hour. And, with an Electr()MC ,meals SWETLANA AND BRIDEGROOM—Josef Stalin's daughter, Svetcan be prepared on paper or normal serving dishes to reduce postlana Alliluyeva, 44, and William Wesley Peters, 58, were
meal dishwashing chores.
married in Phoenix, Ariz. Peters is chief architect for the
When cooking with a Tappan Electronic Range, the homemaker
Frank Lloyd Wright Foundation,"
does not have to concern herself with oventemperature since foods
are cooked with microwave energy, not heat. The lack of heat also
•
means that spilled foods or spatteredgrease cannot"bake" on oven
walls, therefore, the oven can be cleaned with just a damp cloth.

"Ship Party" Held
By Women's Society
Of Murray State

AU-New Electroak Cooking Center Is
introduced By -Tapbalii Two-In-Os

TRULY A DELUXE COOKING CENTER

Tappan's latest entry into the electronic cooking field Is the most
deluxe range ever produced by the major kitchen appliance manufacturing company. In addition to a redesigned, more stylish appearance, Tappan made several internal component modifications makprevious
The Chinese are efficient ing the new model a lighter, more serviceable range than
4
cooks. Their secret? They electronic units.
Since the new Electronic Cooking Center combines both electronic
DEAR ABBY: There are lots of women like the one favor short-cooking recipes! and conventional cooking methodir into a single over under range,
Take a tip from them on your
"MAD AT ME IN ALBUQUERQUE" resented for pushing
and conveniences of two
next busy day. Try Chinese the homemaker has the added capacity
shoed of her in the checkout line of a grocery store. But Pepper Steak with Rice.
yens. Both can be operated simultaneously or individually from a
seandara teo-volt outlet. The large electronic oven, measuring
therie are many courteous people who don't shove in ahead of
Meat expert-Reba Stages 194/16" X 114/Ir X 13r
cats accommodate large roasts and t
others
of the National Live Stock
browning element, electronically
specially
designed
With
the
Pawl.
am
In fact, I cannot begin to count the times a woman (I
and Meat Board explains prepared foods come out evenly brown,looking tasty,ready-to-serve.
a man] has asked me to step ahead of her in line when I'm that for this dish economical
An eye-level control panel contains timing controls and selector
standing there with only one item in my hand. In such cases, beef chuck steak can be used. dials for both ovens and the four surface elements. The panel is
When
cut into thin strips it designed so that the control dial area glows as each oven is turned
I always have the exact change ready, and also help her
cooks quickly. The tender on. With this feature, a homemaker can tell at a distance which
unload her cart.
Which reminds me! Who was the merchandising genius beef plus celery, green pep- oven is in use.
To supplement the self-cleaning feature in thelower oven, Tappan
who dreamed up the idea that the cashier should lean clear per, soy sauce and rice supply enticing Chinese flavor.
offering double nickel coated oven racks and glides, deep bowl
across the counter plus the customer's cart to struggle with a
Chinese Pepper Steak
aluminum spillover pans with chrome trim rings, and its new
15-pound ham, while a lard-rump dame just stands there
1 beef blade or arm steak
"Lift 'n Lock" lift-up top.
JUST WONDERING
looking into space?
(approximately 2 pounds),
In keeping with the Tappan "total dean" concept, the oven racks
cot into thin strips
DEAR JUST: Good question.
and glides can be left in the oven during the self-clean cycle. The
2 tablespoons lard or
aluminum spillover pans are easily removable and can also be
drippings
placed in the oven during the automatic cleaning cycle for effortless
DEAR ABBY: Thank you so much for your few kind
2 tablespoons finely
cleaning. "Lift 'n Lock", a new Tappan feature, holds the lift-up
words in defense of homosexuals. I am the mother of one,
chopped onion
top in the up position automatically for cleaning, With a finger's
and I live in fear that one day he may take his own life. Most
touch, ft releases allowing the top to slide back into posUion.
homosexuals feel that they were born that way and are not
1 clove garlic, minced
"Van -Broil", a Tappan feature that allows the homemaker
2 large green peppers, cut to broil by temperature control, is featured in the conventional
the product of their environment.
into strips
Please ask any one of your medical experts how easy it
oven. And, the mitre deep porcelain broiler pan assures tender,
would be for him to turn himself into a homosexual if society 1/2 cup celery, sliced
juicy results for every broiled meal.
• crosswise
demanded it.
The new Tappan Electronic Cooking Center also has a timed
I hope and pray that some day there will be a medical al cup condensed beef
electrical convenience outlet, lighted bacicguard, lift-off lower
consomme
oven door, and oven work lights. It is available in white, coppercure for these poor persecuted individuals. SAD MOTHER
1 teaspoon salt
tone, avocado, and harvest gold decor finishes.
What's your problem? You'll feel better if you get it off % teaspoon pepper
2 tablespoons chopped
year chest. Write to ABBY. Box 0100. LOS Angeles. Cal.
pimiento, if desired'
1.011. For a personal reply enclose stamped, addressed
2 teaspoons -corn-starter
envelope.
3 tablespoons water.
I tablespoon soy sauce
For Abby's booklet. "How to Have a Lovely Wedding,"
York City Police Department
3 cups hot cooked rice
By GAY PAULEY
loess.
Los
Angeles.
Cal.
II
to
Abby,
Box
MOO.
send
on cases.
Brown beef in lard or dripUPI Women's Editor
"We carry no guns, though,"
pings. Pour off dripping .
Mrs. Ballantine, who
Meaty ad
said
Like- the Girls on Mona Vale Add onion, garlic, green pepNEW YORK (UPI)- There's wears regular street clothing on
SYDNEY, Australia (UP1)- Beach - Lotsa Meat and Not per, gelery, consomme, salt nothing unusual anymore about
Other officers wear
A New South Wiles beach cafe Much Dressing.and pepper. Cover tightly a lady cop, But there's plenty the Job.
much like those of
uniforms
boasts: "Our Hamburgers Are
and cook slowly 20 minutes. that's unusual about the job
city policemen.
Add pimiento. Blend corn- held bY Mrs. William Balton.
Hungarian-Born
starch with water and soy tine.
The chief of security is
sauce and use to thicken liqThe handsome brunette is Hungarian-born and had some
uid. Continue cooking an ad- chief of security for the
courses In medicine in Buditional 5 minutes. Serve hot Kingsbrook
Jewish
Medical dapest before she came to the
with cooked rice. 4 to 6 serv- Center complex in Brooklyn,
United States.
ings. •
and, so far as she can
Now the wife of an Americandetermine, is the only woman
born accountant, Mrs. BaltonIn
the
nation
with a comparable tine started with Kingsbrook
Putting on the dog
job.
seven years ago as a bookkeeROCKVILLE, Md. (UPI) Many Responsibilities
per. She transferred to security
Suzette Wood, who rune a pick
Eleanor BallanUne and 20 as a secretary, then worked up
up and deliveryeigroriming ser- other security officers- all the
the role of deputy security
vice for doge, helps to beautify rest men and bur of them to
chief. When the chief of
Are weeds and insect pests
sergeantsare
canines
whose
masters
are
very
responsible
for: security moved to another post
a
-Patrol of the
important people in the nation's
sapping the "grow power"
wooded
the hospital, she took over,
11- sive
capital nearby.
grounds that cover two square at
in your garden' Zap them
sr
Her men call her "chief," she
She says poodles are easiest blocks and include a sixwith Kill-Ko' 3 in 1
said, and there is no trouble for
to work with. "Their reactions building conglomerate,
Garden Dust controls
this woman "boss" of a
just priceless," she said. -Patrol of the inside of the masculine staff- "I sort of
are
hosts o4• inselts• on a
v'Saisse 'of them resent having buildings; which have an Etoo.
up with them." She (ties
wide variety of plants
tor. Much hair taken off. They bed capacity and all types of grew that any hospital, though,
think
Rose Dust controls
actually - get embarransed and patients except maternity and
should have at least one woman
numerous plant diseases ---,iv
we're told they hide when they the menially
security.
-Protection of the II/e and on
get home."
and plant pests, too. 10% Chlordane
"Some problems come up
of
property
patients,
Sevin
Malathion
Dust,
5%
visitors
Dust. 5%
that a woman just can handle
Dr9111
and the 1,600 employ.es.
Dust. BO% Wettable Sevin, and
better," she said. "There's an
Enforcement
of
fire
rec,taa.
Mimi population
50% DOT Wettable Powder,
added dimension of compassion
tion s.
offer in dealing with
complete the Kili-Ko garden party
(UPI)-Of • the
MA',SILA
- Investigation of any thefts she might
patient."
e•saabie in 1 lb, cans sod
warty 9,(N) inmatrs (if the around the hospital, ranging a
Philippine National Penitentiary, from patients' clothing and
4 lb. bags.
II 119.8 per troll am in 'the 21 to other personal
effects to sufh
One for every pest,
.
111-1;ar ago l•raeket. tiorviutii hospital paraphernelia as ias*
IIIIEVesif.11 frit) Million
hiller 2I years old make up 18.9, ras, television sets and dries
Ili'. 'Evade 4•411.S1
crtil of do- primal from the medical supply room.
pre
Often they work with the New ill 1%7
popilletiott.
SATISFACTION GUARPANTEED
_
-
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School. E
Cioning.
$11,300.01
ter 4 p.
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Savory Chinese Beef
Steak Table Ready
In Short Time

Handsome Brunette Woman Is Chief -Of
Security At the Jewish Medical Center

,

0/40
4

I

the Place

TWO-BEI
bath, tin
limits or
earPeted
753-2328

If you are
getting married...

PRESENT
A NOON FASHION SHOW

TWO-BE]
ed at Gi
Highway

This basket holds

information and
gifts especially
helpful for you.
Call your
Welcome Wagon
hostess today.

FM TURING
A DELIGHTFUL MENU
COMPL /MEN TED BY
THE LATEST EXCITING STYLES

Cancelled this week because of Spring
Vacation . Each Tuesday 12:00-1:00
For Reservations Call 753-5908
Hwy. 641 South

nutee-a

peted lit
honed, w
June 1, c
753-3895.

TWO TIL
14:maroon
Ply in Pe
Count aft
at Murnry
trance.

Linda Adams
Phone 753-2375

147ekona#74

FURNISH
small root
wall on
Dawn-tom
barred. 1
Phone 751
•

BUT ... Increased wages, modern services, medical and surgical innovations
are adding to today's cost of health care.

LOST: Bi
clothing c
State Unt
ward. Oot
spoon at
MSU.

AND ... As health care costs rise and
methods of providing care change, your
need for quality care protection increases.
SO.,.The most important financial decision you may make this year . . . will
be to review and upgrade your health care protection.

Lost: 2 cr
Renville,
ring has
center one
Phone 75;

BLUE (ROSS and BLUE SHIELD offers quality health care ptetectiou to iteiV)cailtiellodilp's
cost and changing methods of providing care.

BLUE CROSS' FOR HOSPITAL SERVICES offers
For each confinement
Choice of room allowances
Covered hospital services

Up to 70 days coverer
Up to $35 per day
Paid in full

BLUE SHIELDS'FOR PHYSICIANS SERVICES offers
A choice of surgical allowances . . . Schedule C ($270) or Schedule 0 ($405)
Allowances for — in-hospital medical calls. . x-ray. anesthesia
With comprehensive Blue Cross and Blue Shield, Schedule C or D, you are eligible to
apply for additional protection available through the Extended Benefits Endorsement.
This Endorsement adds and increases specified benefits OUT-OF-THE HOSPITAL,
DURING HOSPITALIZATION AND FOLLOWING HOSPITALIZATION.

BLUE CROSS and BLUE SHIELD MEMBERS and NON-MEMBERS
Review and upgrade your health care protection, today. It could be
the most important financial decision you and your family make,
Various programs and benefits are available to eligible individuals,
families and employee groups of five or more.
(Farm Bureau Members, see your Form Bureau Agent

BLUE CROSS° and BLUE SHIELD'

ALOE fitoSS HOSPITAL PLAN, INC.
KENTUCKY PHYSICIANS MUTUAL INC.
3101 Bardstown Road•Louisville, Ky. 40205*(502)452-1511
tAtemiem 114•01•1 AsseKieffm

•fieffsberks1 Assectstoon

seine. •

NW CROSS end BLUE
3101 Berflisl•wn Rood, leiruisvolls. Ky. 40205'

pll•IStheld

GROUP P1ANS MAT II 10111410 WWI
15111 All S OR MORI IMPIOTI1S

BEURIA-570

52x12
60x12

NAME

50x12

ADDRESS

zlit
Please send me, without obligation, information Cm health care benefits and eligibility
requirements
I am:[j 64 yeari,of oge or under
1 61 years of age or over
1 Interested in forming a group
[] A college student
I am,A Blue Cross and Blue Shield member, cert.ficate
' Interested in upgrading benefits
1 Getting married
I Reaching It
CITY

STATE

51x12 1

M

Higt

I.
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, J. B.
Willis,
. J. Gartbe soc
is served
mem
present
dinner.
MS Wothe spring
, May 0, at
's Club
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NOV WARMED

HELP WANTED —
WANTED:
MANAGER TRAINEES
4

Openings

21 to 30 Years of Age

rican In.
said more
all traffic
re in acciwri driver
per cent of
alf of the
half the
din fatalmotorists
f

0 Good Starting Salary
'
1°' Insurance Beitei—
s
Advancement
Contact

▪ /v-

Burger Chef
Apply In Person Only
Between the Hours of

2:00 and 6:
NOTICE

TWO-11133R00.11 duplex apart- ta.
TFC
ment Phone 753-7800.
: 4badFOR RENT OR
man house, 4 blocks from High
School. Electric beat air conditioning. Avaibble immediately,
$11,500.00. Phone 753-3202 afA-13-C
ter 4 p. m.
unfurnished
TWO-BEDROOM
air-cmiditioned apartment. No
pets. Phone 753-3405 after 6:00
A-LS-C
p. m.

are
led."
olds

0U

gon

TAB-A-DATE, INC.
World's Newest and Most
complete Computer Dating
is now offering franchise outlets in your area. Earning

potential is high and varies
In direct proportion to the
TWO-BEDROOM house with population of your city or
bath, three miles from city
town. If you are wanting a
limits on New Concord Hwy.,
carpeted living room. Phone business with a minimum in753-2326 after 4:00 p. m.
vestment involved, call or
TWO-BEDROOM trailer, locat- write:
ed at Grogan's Trailer Court,
Highway 64. Call 435-5381.
Nereid R. Virden
A46-0
ITIREE-BEDROOM house, carpeted living room, Mr conditioned, with drapes. Available
June 1, close to college. Phone
A-14-C
753-3695.

nd

Ily

WILL SELL or trade one AKC
Registered female Beagle. Also shallow well pump, bassinet
and mattress. Call 753-8414 or
A-13-C
436-2438

213 Plaza Professional Bldg.
Madison, Tenrwasei 37115
Phone (AC 615) $6.5-4692
al)

1670 CALENDAR Desk Mande
and refills are now availeble at
the Ledger & Times Office &ApSYNC
ply Nue.
ELECTROLUX SALES & Service, Box 113, Murray, Ky., C
M. Seeders. Phone 3824032
Lynnville, Kentucky.
May 9-C

NICE IlYBRED-T ROSES
Loading Brand Names
Assorted Colors
10 per
Bundle - ONLY $5.00

SANDERS OAKEN CENTER
BY OWNER: Three-bedroom
brick house on Dodson. Low
down payment, traesterreble
loan. Phone 733-5184. A44-C

Only An Expert
Can Tell You For Sure
TERMITES WORK SILENTLY,
SECRETLY AND DESTRUCTIVELY

all

turrc

Murray, Ky.

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY

ssavocas !wino

Mit !STATE POR SALE

CAN YOUR HOME ESCAPE??

Almost every borne in the nation is threatened with invasion, or has already been invaded by termites
They may reveal their presence through visible destruction
but more often their work goes unseen.
You could be totally unaware of the fact that thousands of
termites had invaded and were feeding in the under-structraveling through the foundation
ture of your home .
. . and infesting the ground under your expensive landscaping.
WANTED: Woman's Club YearCALL 1.5S FOR FREE INSPECTION
book, 1915-1916, 1921-1922, and
1922- 1923, to be permanently
TERMITE INSPECTION AND TERMITE PROOFING
bound and placed in public liREQURES THE KNOWLEDGE AND SKILL OF A
brary. Call 7534498 or mail to
PROFESSIONAL PEST CONTROL OPERATOR
Murray Woman's Club, Post OfOur Job is to find termites, destroy their cosa and preA-13-C
fice Box 165.
vent their recurring in your home. We know tgailr habits,
where they sum& owl kw to termite Woof for kas name
be*
Or60,
kW'
INLTONE
proisction.
for
mai
-hg alld bafteries
maxims aid* Wallis Drugs.

One Week Only
April 1 1th - 17th

Hwy. 121 West

TERMITES!!

%

GOING OUT of business. Everything marked down. Our building has been leased. All must
go in April. China, gifts, souvenirs, archery, fishing equipment. You must see to really
appreciate what we have. Erns
Gift Shop and Sporting Goods,
across from Blalock-Coleman
A-15-C
Funeral Home.

— SPECIAL

1968 VOLKSWAGEN and stereo
tape player. Phone 753-4072 afA-13-NC
ter 5:00 p. in.

Lonnie Vaughter
at

POO _IT

SPINET PIANO: Wanted, reksponsible party to take over
low monthly payments on a
minet piano. Can be lien locally. Write Credit Manager,:
P. 0. Box 276, Shelbyville, Indiana.
A-16-P
1950 CHEVROLET %-ton truck,
good condition, $235.00. 1963
Chevrolet four door wagon,
straight shift, six cylinder, good
rubber aid mechanically, $323 •
00. Two 900 x 13 tube type
white wall tires, like new,
$15 each. One 40 gallon Wagoner gas hot water beater, $30.00.
Four 10 ft. fluted antique porch
•I umns, A-1, $10.00 each. One
ot antique stair post, (4 ft.)
.00. Phone 753-2700.
A-16-NC

Preferred

I)— More
accidents
more than
Inotlear
era—or 4
accordmace ex-

works

PO. SALE

NOTial

NOT1CO

NOTICE

Buy,Sell,Tivie
ArtOW
At"
maw WE
NOLP WANTIOD

MONDAY — APRIL 13, 1970

MURRAY, KENTUCKY

KELLY'S PEST CONTROL. TOTmites—eat your home. Roaches
—carry germs. Spiders—are
poison. For free inspection call
Kelly's Pest Control 753-3614,
TIC
al home a day.

Business Opportunity
Man or Woman
5.11a54 person tram true area to
Ice and collect from automatic
serr,
ddeniers No experience iseeded
yoU:
We establish accounts tor
Car, relerencto and 015 to 0.05
Caen capital necessary. Ito 12
Imo weekly note excellent monthly
hworna. Pull lime more • For local
Interview. write, include telephone
number to

Kelley's Termite & Pest Control
Murray, Ky.
100 South 13th Street
Phone 753-3914, Day or Night
HOME OWNED AND OPERATED OVER 20 YEARS
INSURED FOR YOUR PROTECTION
LICENSED BY STATE OF KENTUCKY
MEMBER CHAMBER OF COMMERCE

P.8.—As a homeowner or potential builder of a new home,
remember. treatment during construction usually costa
only It of 1% of the total building cost. If you don't treat
during construction and termites develop in your home,
the °affective measures (exclusive of damage repaili)_
usually cost about 1% of the totalinindiza value.

BEAUTIFUL large waterfront
USED Westinghouse refrigerat- kit on Kentucky Lake, PanorsPhone
or, in good condition. John Mc- ma Shores, seven miles from WANTED: Lawns to mow.
TFNC
Cuiston Rt. 2, Puryear, Phone Murray. Phone 753-6049. A-14-C 753-6030 after 3:30 p. in.
TFNC
247-3949 after 4 p. M.
SAWS FILED, lawn mowers and
KEN1ANA SHORES-80' x 200
EAGLE INDUSTRIES
repaired and
350 CC Sorts model Honda. and larger Nike tots—lake—er-- WWI elliTaktintei
Good sews
Meadowbrook Road
yard tools sharpened. 512 R.
boa"
4 ft. aluminum
(for termites)
some with South 12th Street. Phone 753water,
central
este,
Minneapolis, Minn. 55426
with 314 h. p. motor. Phone
NEW
YORK (UPI) —
as PM with 6067.
MarlIC
a14e
A-13-C lake view. As little
753-7319.
now
payment.
down
email
This year may mark a turning
GARDEN Waking and orderpoint in man's Jong battle to
ASSUME PAYMENTS on Spin- 4364320 for direction&
A-14-P
3.4.-174 ing. Phone 753-7698
et piano, $18.23 per month at
protect his home and buildin
* * *
Leach's Music & TV. Phone
from termites - a timing in
A-16-C
753-7578
About 237 solar eclipses oc- 'Good from the start
favor of victory for the destruccur each century.
'
tive pests, says the National Pest
NEW YORK (UP1)—Mets star
USED PIANO, good condition
NIILP WANTED
*
*
*
Association.
Control
A-13-C
ornmy Agee won the 1966
Phone 433-3873.
Four of the
The reason:
Salad maker. ApAmerican League Rookie of the
WANTED:
chemicals experience has shown
ONE DELAVAL pipe line, dou- ply in person to Owen Food
man
first-year,
a
as
award
Year
'Inoglody tes are permanent
valuable: .in professional
ble unit. 300 gallon Mueller Market, 1407 West Main. A-13-C
with the Chicago White Sox. most
control of termites are on the
cave dwelling animals.
tank and a 1.75 horsephower
surge vacuum pump. Phone
A-14-C
733-8697 or 733-4366.
CUB FAA/MALL, plow, disc, cultivator and mower. Phone 733
A-14-P
3468.

IT'S HARD TO GET EXCITED
ABOUT A BOWL OF RAIN WATER

PEANUTS

DO YOU HAVE bald tires?
have two new B. F. Goodrich
4-ply, polyester, white wall
tires; size 8.55-15. Only $45.00
Need cash. If interested call
763-2547 attar 6:00 p. in, ask
-A-14-P
for J J. B.

111

4
11111:01

TESTED and approved by millions of homemakers. Blue Lun
Ire carpet cleaner is tops. Western Auto, Home of "The WishA-15-C
ing Well".

„

IMO"
MIMIC II

4

by Ernie Bushnuller

Nancy

,
N.

WELL, I'LL SURE
DO A LICK OF
WORK TODAY

IT'S

LICK

ervhons
are.

MAILING
co
-40111111e,„„„

4arso,

and
your
es.

WASHINGTON (UPI)-- West
German Chancellor Willy
Brandt is at Camp David, McL
preparing for Friday's conference with President Nixon,
Troops and trade are to be
the two prime topics under
consideration when the two
men meet.

by Charles M. Schulz

Peanuts®

TWO TRAILERS for rent. One
DIAMONDS are a girl's best
leedroorn, one 2-bedroom. Apfriend—until she finds Blue
AUTOS POR SALE
ply In person at Dill's Trailer
Lustre for cleaning carpets.
Rent electric shampooer $1. Big
Court atber 4:00 p. m., located
ABOUT TIME-A-18-C
M Murray Drive-In Theatre En- ONE VOLKSWAGEN square- K.
• (
• TFC back station wagon, automatic
Memo..
IOU HAVEN'T DONE A
1967 MODEL Jet boat turbotransmission Call 753-5532.
I GOT
A-13-C—craft, 18 ft, extra dean. Phone / MYSELF
FURNISHED apartment, six
A-15-C
436-2‘
small rooms and bath. Wall-to163.
/ A JOB
4.1.OF WORK
wall carpet, Mr-conditioned. 1963 F-85 Oldsmobile V-8, auDown-town location. Couple pre- tomatic, power steering, brakes TURKEYS, ducks, chickens,
AL L
ferred. References required. and factory air. Good condition. GUille111 and ring neck doves.
•
YEAR
See
or
7534901
Alexander,
Hubert
Phone
three
733-3917.
Phone 753-1.257 atter 5:00 p. m.
miles south of Sedalia, phone
A-18-P
328-8563.
OAST • POUND
WESTERN Pleasure Pony, 36
inches, saddle mare, quarter
LOST: Black bag containing
WANTED TO BUT
horse mares, gentle ponies:
clothing on or neer Murray
State Universityy eiseptu. Re- WANT TO BUY good used baby Pony stud service. Phone 753A-13-C
ward Contact Chris Wither- stroller. Please call 753-8494 at 1348.
A-13-NC
spoon sit Box 7E6, Hint Hall, any time.
1968 125 HONDA Scrambler,
A-13-C
MSU.
WANTED: Farm, 30 acres and good •condielon. Phone 753-1348.
A-13-C
Lost: 2 rings, one 1967 c'ass ring up, must be close to Murray
BeHville, Mich., blue set. Other No phone calls. Write, Brenda) WELL PUMP, used very little
ring has Nave rhinstooe in DUI, P. 0. Box 567, Murray, Good condition. Call 436-2393.
center and smaller one on aide Kentucky.
A-13-C
A-15-C
Phone 753-1518.
•
FOR THOSE OF YOU
11%
TWO-WHEEL trailer, made esNOTICE
NOT ABLE TO ATTEND TI415
NOTICE
pecially for carrying camping CHARLIE, SUFFERING FROM
EXCITING MOTION PICTURE
equipment. if interested, phone AMNESIA,IS BACK IN HIS OWN
WE HAVE A SPECIAL
A-115-C HOME TOWN.HE RECOGN I ZES
753-3477.
CONTEST.1
NOBODY AND NO ONE RErnriNIZES
HIM
NOTICE

• It
-23711

__hat which the government threatens to ban. They are dane, dieldrin, aldrin, and heptachlor.

„

114,k

will

1. l.j u I Put ON —01 ..p••• •••••
•1,70 by V•••4 NOY. 0,0*,

Abbie'N Slats

R Van Buren
wE ARE RUNNING ,4 NAtiON WIDE 'LOOK-ALIKE" CONTEST.
To THE MAN WHO LOOKS
MOST LIKE THE LATE
CHARLIE DOBBS,WE OFFER
A CASH PRIZE AND A
TRACV
Af0Vie

MOCK=

erage

CABBAGE. PLANTS

4 Varieties
These are extra nice plants,
growing 12 in a container.

le to

SOYBEAN SEED

ment

SHIRLEY GREENHOUSES

ITAL,

Murray. Ky.

500 N. 4th

Pan SALE

PO! MLR

MURRAY MOBILE HOMES
Ph. 753-3641

Hwy. 641 So.
.01 •

See Our.Spring

Certified Wayne
Certified Kent
Registered Dare
Registered Hood
Solo Herbicide
Inoculation
Pioneer Seed Corn 3369A
Stull 807 SX

Murray
Warehousing
Corp.
Old Concord Road
Phone 1534220

Specials.,

O...Id Pie*,

List

MI'1111.570

$4.693.00

60x12 Salem (3BR)

6.251.00

5.495.00

60x12 Winslow

6.184.50

5,295.00

7.19500

SlxI2 Marriott

6,195.00

ibility

MURRAY MOBILE HOMES
Highway 641 So

Near Bel Alt- Shopping Center

4tee

,o0
"
‘
,
1•=e
'4E4-

•
1 •
)
•••••.
••
u•
—.•••
•
U... heft.* Sr••••••. kw

Lil' Abner

2\,di
-THE DON KNOTTS STORY
cIS RUNNING 'THIN ON MONEY
'*LYRE FLAT"

by Al Capp

HER?

YOUR HUSBAND'S
MOVIE IS A

FLOPII ii

WE'RE AUCTIONING

E.VESIVT$41$413 OFF
INCLUDING DOGPATCH

AND ITS
IN HABITANTS!!

114.PP
23,

Lolor me confused.
Okla,
BARTLESVILLE,
(I TO \lost people find it hard
to aqui. 011 what f-iinstitules hr
i-olor -white.111'1'1114A , as
Customers
11'19 different
j5.
“Nlittr
Ii mold:die in's a hen ordering Ogle
ilensitv polvellei km and
pops
.it Phil1ips
1.onipativ.

g

HE PUT ALL YOUR
IT
- MILLIONS IN
BUT HE NEEDS
MORE!!

impri

Special

$5,485.00

52x12 Safeway

YOU--WITH THE BEARD.
CARE TO ENTER THE CHARLIE
DOBBS LOOK-ALIKE CONTEST?
NOU'VE GOT NOTHING TO
LOSE

Jr

C3103. Gew1a4aw4.

PAGE SIX
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Eked Osbron Passes
Away Sunday Morning

Folklore Authority

al

MONDAY - APRIL 13. 1970

RRAY, KENTUCKY

Local Girls..
(Confirmed From Pag• 1)

Western Kentucky U.'s
Dr. Gordon Wilson Dies

Elvert Osbron of Paducah
died Sunday at 6:30 a.m. at Pa- about the accident. They have
ducah. He was 66 years of age, returned to Murray.
IstmedistelY atter the acct.
and a retired employee of the
a Murray man, Murray
deot,
Railroad.
IC
Survivors are his wife, Mrs. High Sh000l Coach Bob Toon,
Aimee Osbron of Paducah; two cane upon the wreck and helpdaughters, Mrs. Eugene (Gen- ed the girls in getting them to
library on Western's campus.
eva) Boggess of Paducah and the h ospital.
Wilzon has had published two volumes
_BOWLING GREEN, Ky. - Dr. GorMrs. Verline Ezell of Murray;
of "Folkways of the Mammoth Cave
don Wilson Sr., an authority on folklore
two sisters, Mrs. Tom (Gaynell)
articles
to
had
contributed
Region"
and
of
and linguistics and the retired head
Williams of Murray Route Four
a number of folklore magazines and pubWestern Kentuelty University's English
and Mrs. Trellis E (Ivy) Mclications.
department, died yesterday at the age of
Cuiston of Almo Route One; six
81.
His language studies of the Mammoth
great
three
grandchildren;
Dr. Wilson, author of a folklore
Cave area are to be included in the new
column, "'rid Bits of Kentucky Folklore,"
"Dictionary of American It
grandchildren.
which appeared in
English."
Funeral services will be held
about 100 state newsWilson was a lover of birds and helped
Tuesday at 1:30 p.m. at the
papers, was widely
found the Kentucky Ornithological SoLindsey Funeral Home, Paduknown for his knowlciety. He was a member of the Tennessee
cah, with burial in the Woodedge of the folk patOrnithological Society, the Society of
lawn Cemetery there. Friends
terns and language
Natural History and the Kentucky
in the Mamoth Cave
may call at the Lindsey Funeral •
Academy of Sciences.
region of SouthHome.
Robert G. Rpnon, son of Mr.
He was the author of "Birds of the
Central Kentucky.
Mammoth-Cave National Park." and did
and Mrs. Guy Spann, of 507
A native of Calloa summary of his 50 years of bird study
Meadow Lane, Murray, has been
way County, Wilson..
called "fiLda
--Cenzra.1 men-s
led an active life
accpeted tit admission to David
tucky."
in retirement. writLipscomb College, Nashville,
He recently completed a study of kening
50
scholarly De. Goals wane
Tennessee, in the fall quarter,
ornithologists, Charles
POLICE QUELL HIGH SCHOOL RIOT-With billy clubs raised on high, Pittsburgh polio, artricky's
two
famous
works dealing. with
.
W. Beckham and L. Otley Pindar, for the
rest two Perry High School students during confrontation between black, white students.
1970.
1kt
and
sti
Kentucky Academy ofScience Journal.
BilWO graduate of Murray
Wilson joined Western's faculty in 1912
attended and
years,
Wilson
Wevices
For
40
Gaylon
Find
High School, Spann will be a
and became head of the English departWADESBORO CLUB
•taught Sunday_School at the State Street
et-Fume,
who first quarter freshman and plans
P.
ment in September. 1928.
MISSOULA, Mont.
--RenrReg'Methodist
Church
in
United
disd Friday Imo held at 2 p. m.
He once estimated that he had taught
in
program
major
a
Bob Foster stopped Roger
to follow
Green.
The Wadesboro Homemakers
Rediay at Hornbeak Funeral speech. His acceptance is con36,000 college students and
had
Rouse in three rounds to retain Club will meet at the home of
, 1961 Western named the former
graduated 1.300 English majors..
Swine,
P4111201l.
library building after Wilson, following
tingent upon satisfactory complehis world light heavyweight Mrs. Clete Young on WednesAfter receiving his, first two,lears of
Poe. Gerald Stow officiated
an eiteilsive renovation of the structure.
title.
tion of his senior year in high
day, April 15, at one p.m.
sod
the
burial
was
itl
the
SalThe, building no houses the Department
Thomas Spoerner, assistant
school.
r-Ale 7.e at Weztern in 1908. Wilson
and
a
em
Candery
Theater,
in
Lynn
Grove.
a
theater
of Speech and
State,
at
Murray
of
art
church
professor
endowed,
earned his bachelor's, master's and docprivately
A
study library.
Scarvivon include his wife,
tor's degrees at Indiana University.
school with the almost will serve as chairman of the driSurvivors include his widow. Mrs. Avis
Ws Caddie liashonen; two related
•
He taught for a time 18 Hickman
requirement of daily Bible ve to organize a Higher Education
unique
Hines Wilson a daughter. Mrs HaiI
man Alvin 11whmIen, Memphis
Counts, as a rural schoolteacher before
for every one of its more Section of the National Art EducaHughes of Portland, Ore., a son, Dr.
Meassr-1111.1men, Chicago; study
joining Western's English faculty.
Gordon Wilson Jr., head of Western's
than 2000 students, Lipscomb is tion Association in Kentucky.
dlogihass,
Mrs.
Hubert
'Since his retirement; Wilson was more
chemistry department: five grandchilChosen during the recent Wesby the Southern AssoModamillossiognan; Mn. Clay- accredited
itrAvisestudiee-4-4e4lessere-o4-the7
11Maramd one-grestragrandttild-- Colleges and Schools tern Arts Convention of the NAEA
of
ciation
Mammoth Cave region - the language.
Irma
laspks
and
Mrs. Claude
The funeral will be at 2 p.m tomorrow
National Association for In Milwaukee, he said the new
pronunciation. Sayings and habits of the
at the State Street 'United Methodist
112andl. both of South Fulton; ind the
of Teacher Educa- section of the association will
region. He figured he had collected about •
Accreditation
Fairview
with
burial
in
the
here
Church
le grandchildren and eight
18,000 folklore items from the Mammoth
serve essentially two purposesCemetery
tion.
gwatichildren.
Cave area. Many of these have been reto improve communications amoThe body t at the Gerard-Pradley
corded an tape and given to the Kentucky
Funeral Chite4lhogr-p
ng studio art teachers,art historians and art educators and to inHOSPITAL PATIENT
sure that news of particular inMurray Livestock
terest to college instructors appCohen Stubblefield is now
ears in newsletters and journals.
Market Report
Spoerner, whose hometown is
Federal State Market News patient at the Baptist Memorial
Service, 4-13-10 Kentucky Pur- Hospital, Memphis, Tenn. He Hammond, Ind., joined the Murrchase Area Hog Market Report entered the hospital on Sunday, ay State faculty in 1964, leaving
MURRAY, Ky - Tuneday,
April 5. He is a former sheriff a teaching assignment in Whiting,
The funeral for Mrs. Effie includes 10 Burmg *Aloes
April 7, 1970, (Murray Live- Henry of Metropolis. Ill., was
of Calloway County.
Receipts:
Act.
2140;
Fait.
921
.Ind. His instructional duties at
stock Auction).
held Saturday at two p.m. at
Murray State are primarily in
NEW YORK (UPI)- The
CATTLE: 1.34; CALVES: 18; the Aikens and Farmer Funeral Head, Barrows and Gilts Fully
Steady.
the field of art education
weighed on arrival. Corn- Home there. Bro. Ronald Bry- Steady; Sows
stock market opened mixed it
US 1-3 200-230 lbs $24 00-24.30, Hit record
He earned the B. A.
to hat week all offered
moderate turnover today.
ant officiating sod burial was
Few 1.2 922-75
Culver Stockton College
at
eorge
IS
(11
P1
)G
1.0U
.
clallon steady.
in the Massac Memorial Gard- US 24 190-240 Ills $23.50-24.00;
SLAUGHTER COWS: Utility
Soler', 2.57 safe hits for the old M. A. degree at George PeaAmerican Telephone is exens
$23.0023.30;
US
2-4
240-260
lbs
body College.
pected to get special attention 620.00-22.00, few high dressing
Mrs. Henry, age 73, died Fri- US 3-4 260.280 lbs $22.5023.00; St. Louis Browns in 1920 stilt
from traders with announce- up to $25.00, Cutter 618.00-20.- day at the Memorial Hospital,
as a major league record.
stands
SOWS:
record of Hill folks' ingenuity
ment of final terms of the 00, Canner $15.50-18.00.
Metropolis. She is survived by
$2l.25-22.00; The National League
SLAUGHTER BULLS: Utility two daughters. Mrs. Jewel Con- US 1-2 270-350 lbs
Bill
Terry
by
jointly
held
biggest corporate financing in
is
254
NEA
YORK (UPI) U$ 1-3 304-660 iba 520.00-21.25:
history, designed to raise to gees oVir WOO lb.
$111 of Metropolis and Mrs. Wm- US 2-3 450-650 lbs 119.00-30.00. anti the late Lefty 013oul.
D 'Tied aprIP head dolls, seed
27.26,
Cutter
and
lighter wei- lyn Hopkins of Henderson; one
approximately $3.1 billion in
,pictures and heirloom wreaths
fresh capital for the world's ghts $23.00-26.00.
Were arrimrig things offered
son, Seywright Henry of Dickson
SLAUGHTER
CALVES AND Tenn.; one sister, Mrs. Kathryn
most widely held stock. AT&T
16,000 buyers attending the Vare
Puzz
Answer
to
Saturday's
VEALERS: Choice 300-600 lb. Winstead of Detroit, Mich.; one
set at 83k per cent the interest
riety_Show in New York.
$29.00-33.26, mixed Good and brother, Hatton Phillips of Dor
00300
JR
DOA
rate for its debentures to be
The unusual items were
3•Comunction
ACROSS
Weekdays .
12A3010.3 WORM
Choice 126.0049.00. Choice 1804.Atternoon party
er, Tenn.; seven grandchildren;
issued with warrants, and also
„.
shown by a group of VISTA
00 ODAM000 MO
270 lb. vealers $42.00-45.00, mixfixedly
5.Look
1-Quarrel
17 great grandchildren.
established a price of $52 at ed Good and Choice
MO AMBEI
volunteers and youths from the
6-Chair of state
5-Mix
Saturday
$37-00-42.00,
The deceased has numerou: 9 Parent (epilog) 7-Maiden loved by
@IRMO MORP OMR
which stock may be bought Standard $27.00-32.00.
Community Action Group office
Zeus
000011 00M0 OR
relatives in Murray and Cab. 12.Cornfort
with the warrants.
in
Manchester, Ky. The wares
13.00 pronoun
&Regret
FEEDERS: STEERS: Choice
A
EMSN DOOM
way County.
14-Elefore
were made by women from four
9.Toils
560-750 lb. $28.50-32.00, mixed
MA MOW 1701110M
deny
15-Teutonic
Conlunction
As to the market in general, Good mid Choice
10
communities in the mountains
la3A AMX1 EIMCIM
16 Winglike
$26.00-28.30,
11 -Hebrew letter
OM
P.10MB
concern still centers around the Standard $21.00-23 50. Choice
18.Gurdo's high
of eastern Kentucky -- an eco17-French article
note
WOMMAgii
0111
00
gloomy outlook for first quarter 300-550 lb. $3100-36.00, few
nomically depressed area. The
20-Symbol tor
19-Note of scale
1210000M
UAMONA
corporate
profits and the packages 300-400 lb. up to $38.tellurium
women made the merchandise
21-Wile of Geramt
00A
dO
22 God of love
continued slowing in the ec000- 50, mixed Good and Choice 328-211'loat in air
from items available around
13
24 Priest's
25-Tavern
my.
their homes. The raw materials
00-32.00. HEIFERS: Choice 500vestments
letter
employes
56-Greek
38 Crowd
27 Climbing plant
700 lb. 127.00-30.00, mixed Good
included hickory nuts, buckeye,
58 Openwork
disturbance
26•Guides
Man's
name
shelter
fabric
29
40
Toward
Shortly after the opening, the and Choice 125.00-27.00, Standsweet gum, pine cone, apples
Final rites for Mrs. Jessie 31 Posed for portrad 27 Mixed
60-Inquire
43 Earthquake
UPI
marketwide indicator ard 520.00-23.00, Choice
and corn shucks.
Williams were held today at 32 Sour substances 28-Icelandic
• 61 Hebrew month
writing
46 EMbuslastic
showed a loss of 0.01 per cent lb. $29.00-32-00, mixed Good and 2:30 p.m. at the Coldwater 34 Dines
62 Chinese mile
30.Walk
48 Milk farm
on 349 issues crossing the tape. Choice $27.00-22.00, Standard to Church of Christ with Bro. Cole- 36 Note of scale
64 Greeting
33 Trade for money 51 PrOACIUCI
of boat
66 Sun god
53 Pronoun
Declines edged advances, 130 to low Good $23.00-25.00.
35-Strike
man Crocker and Bro. Vonn T. 37 Part
39 Tell
120.
Fortner officiating.
Wil 10 II
8
7
„a
4
'-•
•
3
1 -2
41 Prefix not
Pallbearers were Carvis Sand- 42 Landed
'
American Telephone opened
Will4
.••...., 2 ers, Cook Sanders, Euel Duncan, 44 Having less color 12
XV..
x-rays
-A
unchanged at 503,4 on a block 01 Palatable
Otis Willoughby, Aubrey Wil- 45 Organ ot bearing
'
,
\'."-V.,..
19
i
15
'sx".'rlo
17
NEW
YORK (UPI) - loughby, and Bobby Spiceland. 47 Nobleman
20,000 shares.
:
5,0
4.)
."'-'-',••• •
49
Writes
24
In the oil group, Occidental A recipe for barium chocolate Burial was in the Coldwater
25
1
r"
.
26
7.22
) '21 r
'IX
* New Installment
50 Delineate
'
w
•
picked Ai 1-i to 20%, while fudge appears in the current is- Church of Christ Cemetery 52 Athletic grouo
wip ;04.
31
* Repairs
78 ::::. 29
‘?
journal with the arrangements by the 54 Man s
Standard
held us- sue of Radiology,"
Jersey
* Pumping
nickname
changed at 56. Standard of for radiologists.
33 .•;•':`•84
32
Max H. Churchill Funeral 55 Insect
.•.
(Licensed, State Health
• California gained 1,8 to 44¼, lad
The thing about the barium- Home.
AO
57 Attitude
38 ,'.'.'i39
37
Department)
Standard of Ohio lost 1,2 to 66 impreganated fudge: youngsters
Mrs. Williams, age 80, died
59 Babylon an
:..xyx.... ,
deity
.and Texaco Is to 257B.
like 'it, it does down slowly Thursday at the North Detroit
Al
BACKHOE
TYPES
ALL
ktoharnmedan
61
V .,1
enough to ,allow time for X-ray General Hospital, Detroit, Mich.
name
48 k:.;•: 49
46
47
IS
WORK
Among the electronics, Ha- study of intake, • chewing and She was the wife of the late
63 God of thunder
15 ':-:54
tional Cash Register spurted swallowing mechanisms in pa- Graves Williams.
51
.-52
65 Is mistaken
50
r.:::•!.
,..:,:x67 Proposition
r:••••
Gene
114 to 132, with Burroughs ig tients afflicted with swallowing Survivors are three daugh:.7
56 •
68 Well ventilated
...w...1-55
142.
General
a point at
Electric abnormalities. The authors of ters including Mrs. Curt Wil- 69 Chore
k -14
Bldg. Cont.
•
:•:.: 65 66
tacked on sis to T7. Honeywell the recipe are from the Univer- loughby of Murray Route Four,
••• it) 61
61 62
.•.•.
DOWN
fell 1/s to 123%, and Telex Corp. sity of California at Los Angeles three sons, one sister, one broPhone 763-785$
••••••• 69
67
68
tO 12A114
1.8ishopric
ther, 18 grandchildren, a n d
I
I Southside Shopping Center
School of Medicine.
2•Specoi
Inc.
e. "
1r i
13 great grandchildren.
ted Fr tune y
In the automouve group,
General Motors dipped 2
73%, with Chrysler down %
FOSTER --4 KLEISER
to 2658. American Motors
unchanged at 914 . Ford dim • • II
VI to 471 8.

ROBERT SPANN IS
ACCEPTED, DAVID
LIPSCOMB COLLEGE

C. Buchanan Rites
Are NeW Sunday
ao,

Spoerner Chosen As
Chairman, Art Drive

A

By Al. I
UPI *

SPACE (
(UPI)- A,p4
gunned the
"lifeboat" or
home today
escaping der
explosion th
command st
from earth.

History's n
!taut James
two rookie c
Swigert and
performed t
in their life,
to control a
tumble and 0
ger oxygen a.
for the emers
They owed
hundreds of 1
'rollers on on
ly landing -MI
ly still was Is
of the maim

The

Sour(
In
MCallov

IN

Purchase Area
Hog Market

Rites Fir Mrs. Nary
kW At Metropolis

Today's
Stock Market

CROSSWORD PUZZLE

mum

No Appointment
Telephone 753-6063

coma

Funeral Held Today
For Mrs.11illiams

rcici

300-500

•

SEPTIC TANK
SERVICE

Steel'

Steels showed a steady tone,
with U.S. Steel and Bethlehem
both unchanged at 381 8 and
30,, respectively.
Du Pont dipped 1 a to 105% in
the chemicals.

Toyota
Corolla

Interested in a

PUREBRED
HERD and a

Sanitope cleaned
draperies look
like new.
The colors are bright-the
fabric is as soft as new.
That's what Sanitone drycleaning does Call on us
and see.

Pr •

20%
DISCOUNT
from

(Power isn't money)

for your calves?

APRIL13 thruAPRIL 25

We have CHAROLAIS and other
registered cows 10 sell you We'll
help you develop your here and
we buy back the calves

•Pr* Pvt.

V1h..1.1.•411

.

lowsto. &••••.-

FINANCING AVAILABLE
515 Sc
MIK IWO 10105 el /11111RICA. I.
Seete 714 -- PIN CanNew Law
wantons /M. IONS
ewers. 507/1911 2/1119

Certified Mcsfrr Drydroner

SPECIAL

$1726*.;
:i

guaranteed market

Sandone

12th Street

- HATCHER AUTO SALES INC.

PH. 753-4961

1300NE
Loundry-CieorterS
Murray

•

605 Mairr*-

Ky

imr W
..dsh. F
liked t
.chout renal:
Our Sax Ellis
over.

The weeds al
look as buds
come out on
Some of the
woods are be
these buds g
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APOLLO 13 MISSION ABORTED
fy AL ROSSITER Jr.
UPI Space Writer

•

SPACE CENTER, Houston
(UPI) — Apollo 13's astronauts
gunned their lunar module
"lifeboat" onto a safe course
home today after narrowly
escaping death in a mysterious
explosion that crippled their
conunand ship 105,000 miles
from eortk.
History's most veteran astronaut, James A. Lovell and his
two rookie crewmen, John 1Swigert and Fred W. Heise,
performed with cool precision
in their life-and-death struggle
to control a slow, end-over-end
tumble and conserve their meager oxygen and power suppli
for the emergency run home.
They owed'their lives to the
hundredile quick-reacting controllers on earth and the spindly landing craft that fortunately still was latched to the nose
of the command ship Odyssey.

Had it not been there, the pilots
would have died.
"I think their chances are excellent at the moment," said
Christopher C. Kraft Jr., deputy
director of the Manned Spacecraft Center. The men were tentatively scheduled to splash
down in the Pacific about 1
•.m. EST Friday
Kilesudvis Parrs
Besides periling the three
moon pilots, the failure wreck
ed expensive plans to carry out
man's most ambitious exploration of the lunar surface. It was
the nation's third moon landing
mission and cost American taxpayers $375 million.
Five hours after the explosion, which may have been
caused by a meteroid striking
the spacecraft, the cool pilots
undertook the most crucial part
of their emergency trip back to
earth. They fired a 31-second

oxygen tank, rapidly spewing
oxygen into space. Without that
oxygen, the generators could
not run and the command ship
was powerless except for batteries that will be used for the reNow our only concern is to entry into the atmosphere.
et those guys home," said
Lovell, the first man to vennk Borman, commander of
into space four times and
ture
Apollo 8 moon orbit flight.
make a return voyage to
Had that pivotal burn failed, also
calmly barked come men of Apollo 13 would the moon,
crewmen and they
ve been marooned in space, mands to his
like veterans during
pping thousands of miles past responded
most harrowing space
with no chance of rescue. the
ever encountered by
emergency
would have died within a
mericatis.
, when their oxygen suppexpired.
The three pilou began drawing breathing oxygen and electThe pilots sped on toward the rical power from their saviour
anon on a course that would lunar lender three hours after
them around its far side— Odyssey's cylindrical service
miles from its jagged moun- module ruptured The commard
peaks — and Uses Wm. ship's oxygen tanks were drained 15 minutes after the crew---t
Little Power
men had switched to the lunar
1
The explosion
apparently module.
ruptured one of the ship's fuel The pilots still bad to conTHIS IS THE MOONS OF Taia APOtte-M--tilI4A11-1111911111e-- tell power generators and MI serve their oxygen.-kt I a.s.
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eLST, the lunar module had 506
pounds left. At the rate of three
men using six to eight pounds
a day, this was enough for at
least six days in space — two
more than they will need.
As soon as they were back on
a good trajectory, the astronauts found time to worry about sleep. Controllers told
Raise to sleep for six hour,
while Lovell and Swigert maintained a watch.

blast from Aquarius' powerful
landing engine to shift Apollo
13 into a trajectory that guaranteed them a safe return to
earth's atmosphere.

SPACE SNOT—Telecast fibm
Apollo 13 spacecraft shows
Lunar Module Pilot Fred W.
Haise reclining in a hammock durtnir Moon flight.
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Splashdown Options
On their present course, with
nothing more than minor steering adjustments, the space
agency said Apollo 13 would
splash down about 10 p.m. EST
Friday in the Indian Ocean. By
firing their big engine tonight,
the ship could maneuver toward either a Pacific splashdown at 1 p.m. Friday or an
Indian Ocean landing at 1 p.m.
Thursday.
Spokeraten said, however, the
early return might be risky and
so they still leaned toward the
Pacific splashdown.
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Edwin Grogan Two County Youths Participate
Awarded $3600 In 4-H Older Youth Conference
Fellowship

10*-PerCopy

'Vot"LXXXXI

STATE AGENCIES OK PLANS
OOL
FOR NEW CITY HIGH SCH
Occupancy

aalr Eversmeyer and Janey Murray High School. Miss Kelso
Kelso, members of the Callo- is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
way County 4-H Teen Club, will Glen Kelso,„Route 7, Murray and
participate in the Kentucky is a freshman at Calloway Counfor the
Older Youth Conference to be ty High School.
U.
'held at the National 4-H Found
Miss Kelso is being sponsored
ation in Washington, D. C., this
cornweek. They left for washington by the Murray Moose Lodge and
had gotfrom Paducah on Saturday Eversmeyer is being sponsored
winter
morning, April 11, at 7:00 p.m., by Johnson's Grocery, Jim
'on pro
will return to Murray on Adams IGA, and Murray Supply
and
in beds
Ralph Richerson of Hazel is
April 18. They will Company.
Saturday,
e raked it
listed in fair condition this
be participating with 200 other
and out
While in Washington, they
Miss ARIL.% Brown, District morning by officials at the Murolder 4-H members from Ken110/711.
will be participating with 21)0 'Manager, reports that t work is ray-Cailoway County Hospital. A young mother and her child
tucky.
in an ad
°I.Veacely esooped Mi%srs tuditiV as
Young Eversmeyer is the son , other 4-H members
shortcomings..
e on the IMPItemrims.
l'hyreeT ImYhitee' Of the l'ele lire razed their home on Murof Dr. and Mrs Harold Evers mince citizenship
one, ao We 'UM
"Completed plans and speciThe pair will hear Miss DoroCensus takers began visiting Pah Company, suffered a heart ray Route Three early today.
mayor, B30 North 19th Street.
up end took htm
Murray, and is a sophomore at thy Emerson, National 4-H households on April 1, and have attack last week and is now in
Mrs. Delmer Jones and daugh fications for the new Murray
ar who gulped him in
Foundation Consultant, speak been working continuously to the Cardiac Unit of the h°sPit" ter, Shawn Marie, who is one High School have been given
_Ash. He probably would
on "Citizenship Begins with cover their territories. "It takes al.
year old today, were asleep the green light by the required
well
as
just
him
liked
Me", and Thomas Wessell, gra- time to cover all of the vast
the fire started in their agencies of the State of Kenwhen
About relish.
duate assistant in the Depart area and call at 160,000 househome on Highway 94 East near tucky," Fred Schultz, Murray
zuent of History, University o! holds, but you will be called
Brown's Grocery shortly after City School Superintendent, said
Our Sex Elder is sprouting all
Edwin L Orogen
Maryland, talk on "Washington on," Miss Brown said.
six a.m. Mr. Jones was at work his morning.
over.
Idemoriums". Other speakers
The District Manager asks
Lt the time.
Paul Thurman and T. 0.
'Edwin L Grogan,
will discuss the "Legislative that householders hold their
a thirdRaymond Joyce, a relative Thompson of the Division of
UniTim? weeds are getting a hazy year student at Vanderbilt
Process" and "Our System of q
questionnaires and have them
who lives nearby, spotted the 3uildings and Grounds said in
ham
Ronald Childress, a native of Laws and Law Enforcement"
look as buds sprout, and leaves versity School of Medicine,
filled out, ready for the censui
blaze as he drove along the :heir letter of approval that
fellowCherry.
$3600
a
awarded
Wild
been
the
the
be
on
will
Calloway County,
come out
The delegates will visit the taker to pick up.
highway. He parked his tractor :hey were well pleased with the
Some of the "holes" in the ship which will permit him to guest speaker for the evening Arlington National Cemetery
The census taker will be
trailer rig which he drives for plans as submitted by Clem.
summer
as
this
fill
weeks
to
10
for
beginning
assist
woods are
service at 6:00 p.m. at the Uni- 'where they will visit the Tomb wearing a red, white and blue
Club
Woman's
The
Hazel
Ligon Truck Lines up the road
oi
these buds grow and begin to at a missionary hospital in West versity Church of Christ on of the Unknown Soldier, the identification badge which is held a special meeting at the and ran back to the Jones' mons and Gingles Architects,
Nashville, Tennessee. In their
Cameroun, West Africa.
burst open.
April 19.
Curtis-Lee Mansion, President the takers official identification. Enix Interiors in the Chestnut home. Mr. Joyce woke up Mrs.
this building "is wellGrogan, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Childress is attending the Kennedy's Grave and the Iwo It bears the taker's signature Street Shopping Center, Mur- Jones and then rushed back in- opinion,
one
flexible, and would
planned,
Preaching
of
School
As the wind began to rise Sun- Leon Grogan of Murray, is
Memphis
and certifies that she is author- ray, on Thursday, April 9.
Jima Memorial.
to the heat and smoked filled give the maximum floor space
stumedical
a
watched
American
29
we
of
beafternoon
is
He
time.
day
at the present
"Interior Decorating" was the bedroom where Little Shawn for the educational dollar".
ized to perform the duties of a
Smith
Squirrel In the top of a tall dents selected to receive
ing partially supported by the
They will spend Wednesday Census Enumirator.
theme of the program. Z. C. Marie was sleeping. Both escapFellowForeign
benis
French
Willow
"Mr. Boyd of the Department
&
Kline
The
Willow tree.
County Church of on Capitol Hill where they will
Enix and Bailey Hendricks led ed unharmed.
of Calloway
of Fire Safety and Mr. Palmer
dy, you know, and sways with ships from the Association
Christ Preacher Scholarship visit their Congressman, the
More
the
throughout
group
the
A couple of pieces of living of the Department of Health atThe
the slightest breeze. This Squir- American Medical Colleges.
Fund. This is an effort of in- capitol, Congress in session, the
pointing out the pieces of in- room furniture was all that was
by a
so gave approval to the plans
rel was right in the top and fellowships are supported
dividual Christians in Calloway Supreme Court, and the Library
terest. They demonstrated how saved from the house thnt .was
minor changes which have
with
swayed right along with the grant from the Philadelphia County to help worthy young of Congress. A stop will be
to tell if a piece of furniture is owned by Alton Jones.
been effected," Schultz
now
tree, apparently getting a bang manufacturer of prescription Christian men to receive train- made at the National Archives
well constructed and explained The Murray-Calloway County
added.
medicines and other health-re- ing to become ministers, a
out of it.
Other places of interest to
the different periods of furni- Rescue Squad was called to the
The City 'if Murray and the
lated products.
spokesman said. Childress is al- be visited includes a wax mus•
ture.
scene but the home was leveled Murray Board of Education gave
A Country Ham and Bean
The medical student is sched- so receiving support from eum and a boat trip to Mount
The Masked Bob White, which
wept
members
the
club
Later
within thirty minutes of the formal approval last week to a
Welt
Supper will be held at the South
once florlshed in Arizona, was uled to leave for Kumba,
churches in the Detroit, Mich- Vernon.
to the Triangle Inn for the bus- onset.
killed out, and has not been Cameroun, on June 8.
igan area, having lived there
Miss Kelso and Everszneyer Pleasant Grove United Method- iness session and refreshments. " This is the second'time that resollitionellling for cooperase agencies in the
tion of
Grogan will be working on before his move tri Memphis, will be available to talk on the lit Church on Saturday, April
seen there for seventy years.
Mrs. Charles Knott gave the Delmer Jones has seen hi s
and construction of
financing
Recently some of these bird* the Christian Mobile Clinic Tennessee.
older youth conference to all 18, from 5:30 to eight p.m.
devotion. Mrs. Hughes Bennett home burn. His parents' home
the new high school in accordwen found at two points in Old which travels throughout the
Bro. Childress attended Callo- civic organizations, youth orCost of the meal will be $1.50 and Mrs Knott were elected as burned six years ago.
ance with • statutory requireMexico and with the permission hush country of West Gamer. way County High School and re- ganizations, womens organizaconvenspring
the
to
delegates
for
ments.
of the Mexican government 36 oun. The clinic provides out- ceived his diploma in Memphis, tions and other groups that for adults and 75 cents
tion of the Kentucky Federation
Schultz said that bid proposwere live trapped. The captive patient service. Patients with Tennessee in 1964. He is the would like to hear about the children under 12. The meal in- of Women's Clubs.
als are now being advertised,
flock produced nearly 200 young more serious problems eeli son of Mr. and Mrs. Richard older youth conference when cludes country ham and beans,
next
the
for
elected
Officers
corn bread, pie, tea, or coffee.
and that bids will be received
birds that first summer in 1958. transported to Kwmba Hospital Children of Dexter. He is mar- they return.
club year were Mrs. Hughes
until Wednesday, May -18 at
Grogan is married to the for- ried and they are the parents
160 fully grown birds were reThis event is sponsored by Bennett, president; Mrs.`Gerald
Byron Forbs of Uncle Jeff's
1:00 p.m. The bids will be openleased in Arizona recently and mer Carolyn Colley. His wife of two boys and one girl.
Pharmacy is furnishing a came- the Methodist Men's Organiza- Ray, first vice-president; Mrs.
ed publicly at the City Hall on
more will be added later to see will accompany him on the
Everyone Is invited to come ra wail film to the two young tion. The public is invited and Tommy Story, second vice-preof
West Kentucky: Mostly httiv that date.
if they can be re-established journey. He is a graduate
your presence will be appreciat- sident; Mrs. Charles Knott, corthis young man speak.
hear
and
"It is anticipated that if an
Murray State University an d a church spokesman said.
(Continued on , Mwspe Six)
ny and cool today. Clear and
there once again.
ed, a church spokesman said
responding secretary; Mrs. Ednow lives at Station 17, Vandcool tonight. Partly cloudy and acceptable bid is received, consecrerecording
Russell,
ward
University, Nashville,
warmer Wednesday with chance struction could begin within
Nothing is more heart warming erbilt
Cary; Mrs. Harold Wilkinson,
of showers and thunderstorms sixty days, provided the bond
than to see an endangered spec- Tennessee.
treasurer.
Now entering its eleventh
In the afternoon. High today in market is favorable," the supSix members were present for
and mid 60s, low tonight in erintendent said.
year, the Smith Kline & French
low
(Continued on Page Six)
the club meeting.
Foreign Fellowships program
40s, high Wednesday in lower Specifications call for the
was established to permit
70s. Probability of rain Wed- construction to be completed in
American medical students to
nesday afternoon 40 per cent in 400 calendar days, making the
west and 20 per cent in east. new facility ready for occupwiden their medical horizons in
ancy by the fall of 1971, pro
cultures different from their
EXTENDED OUTLOOK
vided there is no delay in conown.
struction.
In the past 10 years, 308 Feloutlook for
Schultz added that the pro
lows representing 80 medical
Mrs. James C. McDaniel of Extended weather
Sat- posed vocational school is now
through
Thursday
coun32
Kentucky
in
served
prewill
have
schools
Nance
now
Maude
reMiss
Murray Route Three is
in the preliminary planning
sent the program on "Antiq- tries of Africa, Asia, Latin
cuperating at her home after urday:
and stage, with this phase to be comOceania.
Home
America and
ues" at the meeting of the
undergoing back surgery at the Chance for showers
Hospital, warmer Thursday and Thursday pleted in July and that it . is
Memorial
Department of the Murray WoBaptist
night. ClamAng and cooler Fri- _xpected that this center can
Memphis, Tenn.
man's Club to be held Thursday,
Saturday. oe approved and completed at
April 16, at two p. m. at the
She was returned to her home day, fair skid cool
the ipproximately the same time as
on Monday by a J. H. Churchill Highs Thursday mostly in
club house.
ambulance. Mrs. McDaniel was low and mid 70s, lowering into ire high school.
Hostesses for the meeting
injured in an automobile acci- the,low and mid 60s Friday and "Inasmuch as the financing
will be Mrs. David Henry, Mrs
into the upper 50s and low 60s tf the vocational school hinges
dent in December.
Herman Brunk, Mies Maude
Saturday. Low temperatures in J n Federal, State, and local
Nance. Mrs. Orvis Hendricks, R. M. Miller of Murray re, the 50s Thursday morning low- support," Schultz said, "the
Mrs. Claude Miller. and Mrs. ported to the Murray Police DeNOW YOU KNOW
ering into the low and mid Xs slanning of this school has been
R. D. Langston.
partment on Monday at 10:15
ielayed somewhat, as the Board
by Saturday morning.
a.m. that one fifteen inch tire
is now awaiting a decision from
by United Press loternatlenal
Kentucky Lake, 7 a. m. 3572, the Economic Development Ad
and wheel had been stolen.
FREE PUPPIES
04.
Below
occupying
dam
down
City,
Vatican
The
regitning the
ministration
left to right) Jerry Bowden-Malting plans for the 444 Older Youth Contereroe
an area of 109 acres in the city down 0.4, no gates open.
Miller tikd police that be
Board's request for $195,000.00
Three female puppies, two
L
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7
a. m. 357.1, for a
°doe. and Clair Eversm•rer
Barkley -Lake,
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Jim Adams IGA, Janes Kelso, Bob lahlastus—Mu
supplenientaryAmt.
months old, are free to per- Goodyear four ply tire and
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Ned Osbron Passes
Away Sunday Morning

Folklore Authority

Western Kentucky U.'s
Dr. Gordon Wilson Dies
BOWLING GREEN, Ky. — Dr. Gordon Wilson Sr., an authority on folklore
and linguistics and the retired heed of
Western Kentucicy University's English
department, died yesterday at the age of
81.
Dr. Wilson, author of a folklore
column, "Tid Bits of Kentucky Folklore,"
which appeared in
about 100 state newspapers, was widely
known for his knowledge of the folk patterns and language
in the Marnoth Cave
region of SouthCentral Kentucky.
A native of Calloway County, Wilson
led an active life
in retirement, writing- 50
scholarly Dr. Gordon Wilson
works dealing with
folklore and linguistics.
Wilson joined Western's faculty in 1912
and became head of the English department in September, 1928.
He once estimated that he had taught
36,000 college students and had
graduated 1,300 English majovs.
After receiving his first two years of

&

library on Western's campus.
Wil=on has had published two volumes
of "Folkways of the Mammoth Cave
Region" and had contributed articles to
a number of folklore magazines and publications.
His language studies of the Mammoth
Cave area are to be included in the new
"Dictionary of American Regional
English."
Wilson was a lover of birds and helped
found the Kentucky Ornithological Society. He was a member of the Tennessee
Ornithological Society, the Society of
Natural History and the Kentucky
Academy of Sciences.
He was the author of "Birds of the
Mammoth Cave National Park," and did
a summary of his 50 years of bird study
called "Birds of South Central Kentucky."
He recently completed a study of Kent-icky's two famous ornithologists, Charles
W. Beckham and L. Otley Pindar, for the
Kentucky Academy of Science Journal.
For 40 years, Wilson attended and
taught Sunday School at the State -Street
United Methodist Church in Bowling
Green.
In 1969, Western named the former
library building after Wilson, following
an extensive renovation of the structure.
The building now houses the Department
of Speeth and Theater, a theater and a,
study library.
Survivors include'his widow, Mrs. Avis
Hines Wilson; a daughter, Mrs. Harold
Hughes of' Portland, Ore.; a son, Dr.
Gordon Wilson Jr., head of Western's
chemistry department; five grandchildrib atilt onereattrantichttd7---funeral will be at 2 p.m. tomorrow
at the State Street United Methodist
Church here with burial in the Fairview
Cemetery.
The body is at the Gerard-Bradley
Funeral Chapel here.

, Elvert Osbron of Paducah
died Sunday at 6:30 a.m. at Paducah. He was 66 years of age
and a retired employee of the
IC Railroad.
Survivors are his wife, Mrs
Aimee Osbron of Paducah; two
daughters, Mrs. Eugene (Geneva) Boggess of Paducah and
Mrs. Verline Ezell of Murray;
two sisters, Mrs. Tom (Gaynell
Williams of Murray Route Four
and Mrs. Trellis E. (Ivy) McCuiston of Almo Route One; sec
great
grandchildren; three
grandchildren.
Funeral services will be held
Tuesday at 1:30 p.m. at the
Lindsey *Funeral Home, Paducah, with burial in the Woodlawn Cemetery there. Friends
may call at the Lindsey Funeral
Home.
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Local Girls
(Continued From Page 1)
about the accident. They have
returned to Murray,
Immediately after the accident, a Murray man, Murray
High Sh000l Coach Bob Toon,
pole upon the wreck and helped the girls in getting them to
the hospital.
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SPACE
(UPI) — A,p
gunned the
"lifeboat" ol
home today
escaping des
explosion th
command al
from earth.

ROBERT SPANN IS
ACCEPTED, DAVID
LIPSCOMB COLLEGE

Robert G. Spann, son of Mr.
Mrs. Guy Spann, of 507
Meadow Lane, Murray, has been
acepeted for admission to David
Lipscomb College, Nashville,
Tennessee, in the fall quarter,
POLICE QUELL HIGH SCHOOL RIOT—With billy clubs raised on high, Pittsburgh police arrest two Perry High School students during confrontation between black, white students.
1970.
A future graduate of Murray
Funeral services for Gaylon High School, Spann will be a
WADISBORO CLUB
C. Buchanan, of Fulton, 90, who first quarter freshman and plans
MISSOULA, --Mont;— (UPI)—
died Friday were held at 2 p. m.
in
program
major
a
Bob Foster stopped Roger
to follow
The Wadesboro Homemakers
Sunday at Herniae& Funeral speech. His acceptance is conRouse in three rounds to retain Club will meet at the home of
Home, Fultoo.
tingent upon satisfactory complehis world light heavyweight Mrs. Clete Young on WednesRev. Gerald Stow officiated
title.
tion of his senior year in high
day, April 15, at one p.m. sod the burial was in the SalThomas Spoerner, assistant
school.
riAlele at Western in 1908, Wilson
em Cemetery in Lynn Gram.
A privately endowed, church professor of art at Murray State,
earned his bachelor's, master's and docSurvivors include his wife,
tor's degrees at Indiana University.
school with the almost will serve as chairman ofthedriMrs. Cordelis Buchanan; t w o related
He taught for a time in Hickman
requirement ofday Bible ve to organize a Higher Education
unique
sons, Alvis Buchanan, Memphis
County as a rural schoolteacher before
every one of its more Section of the National Art Educaand Brum Buchman, Chicago; study for
Joining Western's English faculty.
than 2000 students, Lipscomb is tion Association in Kentucky.
three
daughters,
Mrs.
Hubert
Since his retirement, Wilson was more
edited lay_the Southern_Assoe Choseueluring_the recent Wmkerellandlegtont Mrs.
--acerforle -Ms
.,*
Schools tern Artitxivenfl6ollheNAEr
Mammoth Ca% region — the language,
bum Peeples and Mrs. Claude elation of Colleges and
Association for In Milwaukee, he said the new
National
the
and
rrotretrciathin, sayings and habits of the
Kimeall, both of South Fulton:
Educa. section of the association will
region. He figured be had collected about
19 grandchildren and eight Accreditation of Teacher
18,000 folklore items from the Mammoth
serve essentially two purposes—
grandchildren.
Cave area. Many of these have been reto improve communications amo•1 10
corded on tape and given to the Kentucky
ng studio art teachers,art hLstorians and art educators and to inHOSPITAL PATIewr
sure that news of particular
terest to college instructors appCohen Stubblefield is now a ears in newsletters and journals.
Spoerner, whose hometown is
Federal State Market News patient at the Baptist Memorial
Service, 4-13-10 Kentucky Pur- Hospital, Memphis, Tenn. He Hammond, Ind., joined the Murrentered the hospital on Sunday.
leavtng
MURRAY, Ky. — Tuesday, The funeral for Mrs. Effie chase Area Hog Market Report April 5. He is a former sheriff ay State faculty in 1964,
Includes
10
Buying
Stations.
assignment
in
Whit*
a
teaching
April 7, 1970, (Murray Live- Henry of Metropolis, Ill., was
Receipts: Act. 2140; Fait. 925 of Calloway County.
Ind. His instructional dutife at
stock Auction).
held Saturday at two p.m. at Head, Barrows and Gilts Fully
in
Murray State are primer
NEW YORK (UP1)— The
CATTLE: 134; CALVES: 18: the Aikens and Farmer Funeral
Steady.
the field of art education.
stock market opened mixed Is Cattle weighed on arrival. Com- Home there. Bro. Ronald Bry- Steady: Sows
He earned the B. A. degree
pared to last week all tittered ant officiating and burial was US 1-3 200-230 lbs 924.00-24.50. Hit record
moderate turnover today.
Few 1-2 K22.75
Culver Stockton College and
at
(tfPI)---(;eorge
ST.
1,1)VIS
eagles steady.
in the Massac Memorial Gard- US 2-4 190-240 lbs $23.50-34-00;
Sisler's 257 safe hits for the old M. A. degree at George PeaAmerican Tekpbone is ex. SLAUGHTER COWS: Utility ens.
$23.00.23.50;
US
2-4
240-260
lbs
body College.
pected to get special attentioo $20.00-22.00, few high dressing
Mrs. Henry, age 73, died Fri- US 3-4 260-290 lbs $22.50-23.00; St. Louis Browns in 1920 still
from traders with announce- up to $25.00, Cutter $18.00-20.- day at the Memorial Hospital,
6tanti
,a. a major league record.
SOWS:
ment of final terms of the 00, Canner 515.50-1800.
The National League record of Hill folks' ingenuity
Metropolis. She is survived by
SLAUGHTER BULLS: Utility two daughters, Mrs. Jewel Cosa- US 1-2 2'70-350 lbs $21.25-22.00; 2.14 is jointly' held by Bill Terry
biggest corporate financing in
NEW
YORK (UPI) —
US 1-3 300-860 ins $20.00-21.2.5;
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Today's
Stock Market

Gaylon C. Buchanan Rites
Are Held Sunday

Spoerner Chose! AsChairman, Art Drive

INCOME TAX SERVICE ,

Purchase Area
Hog Market

Rites Firs. Henry
Nil At Metropolis

Murray Livestock
Market Report

Hobbs

Vi.

10 Years Experience

$5

00
up

203 South 5th Street

All Work Guaranteed

CROSSWORD PUZZLE

Weekdays 8:00 a.m. - 10:00 p.m.
Saturday 8:00 - 5:00
No Appointment Necessary
Telephone 753-6063

Funeral Held Today
For Mrs. Williams

SEPTIC TANK
SERVICE

Gene Steely
Bldg. Cont.

Sanitone cleaned
draperies look
like new.

Kunsan

Steels showed a steady tone,
with U.S. Steel and Bethlehem
both unchanged at 38'4 and
, respectively.
Du Font dipped 1/8 to 108% in
the chemicals.

Interested in a

PUREBRED
HERD

and a
guaranteed market
for your calves?
•

We have CHAROLAIS and other
registered rows to sell you We'll
help you develop your herd and
well buy bark the calves

Toyota
Corolla

The colors are bright—the
fabric is as soft as new.
That's what Sanitone drycleaning does. Call on us
and see.

Drydrarrer
•

SPECIAL

'1726* 1 ,_

20% DISCOUNT

(Power isn't money)

from APRIL13 thruAPRIL
•P4

A

r t44. •4.14-4r01/ tor
,a. r•opt 1r, •vga••••• •••••1•1 •••.'

FINANCING AVAILABLE

515 So. 12th Street
PURISM 0 WINDS et 1111111105_ Ine
— 7100 Garth**, Lane
taiwkwiw Ng 410705
Mk.* 502/461 7110

Sandone

HATCHER AUTO SALES AC.

PH. 753-4961

BOONE

Linrwirr-Cleemerv- — 605-Mo in
,Murray„

Ky..
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APOLLO 13 MISSION ABORTED
ly AL ROSSITER Jr.
UPI Space Writer
SPACE CENTER, Houston
(UPI) — Apollo 13's astronauts
gunned their lunar module
"lifeboat" onto a safe course
home today after narrowly
escaping death in a mysterious
explosion that crippled their
command ship 205,000 miles
from earth.

<11"Cnts

History's most veteran astronaut, James A. Lovell and his
two rookie crewmen, John L
Swigert and Fred W. Raise,
performed with cool precision
in their life-and-death struggle
to control a slow, end-over-end
tumble and conserve their meager oxygen and power suppli
for the emergency run home.
They owed their lives to the
hundreds of quick-reacting controllers on earth and the spindly landing craft that fortunately still was latched to the nose
of the command ship Odyssey.

oxygen tank, rapidly spewing
oxygen into space. Without that
oxygen, the generators could
not run and the command ship
was powerless except for batteries that will be used for the re"Now our only concern is to entry into the atmosphere.
get those guys home," said
Frank Borman, commander of Lovell, the first man to venthe Apollo 8 moon orbit flight. ture into space four times and
Had that pivotal burn failed, also make a return voyage to
the men of Apollo 13 would the moon, calmly barked comhave been marooned in space, mands to his crewmen and they
zipping thousands of miles past responded like veterans during
earth with no chance of rescue. the most harrowing space
'they would have died within a emergency ever encountered by
'Meek, when their oxygen supp- lmericans.
ly expired.
The three pilots began drawing breathing oxygen and electThe pilots sped on toward the rical power from their saviour
moon on a course that would lunar Lander three hours after
e them around its far side— Odyssey's cylindrical service
miles from its jagged moun- module ruptured The commard
'n peaks — and then home. ship's oxygen tanks were drain•
ed 15 minutes after the crewLittle Power

Had it not been there, the pilots
would have died.

"I think their chances are excellent at the moment," said
Christopher C. Kraft Jr., deputy
director of the Manned Spacecraft Center. The men were tentatively scheduled to splash
down in the Pacific about 1
p.m. BST Friday

0

Expensive Failure
Besides periling the three
moon pilots, the failure wrecked expensive plans to carry out
man's most ambitious exploration of the lunar surface. it was
the nation's third moon landing
mission and cost American taxpayers $375 million.
Five hours after the explosion, which may have been
caused by a meteroid striking
the spacecraft, the cool pilots
undertook the most crucial part
of their emergency trip back to
earth. They fired a 31-second

E1

THIS IS THE INSIGNE OF THE APOLLO 13 LUNAR MISSION

..U11

nemakers
home of
Weclnesp.m. -

men had switched to the lunar
• The explosion apparently module.
ruptured one of the ship's
The pilots still had to contell power generators and on serve their oxygen. At 7 a.m.

SPACE SHOT—Telecast from
Apollo 13 spacecraft shows
Lunar Module Pilot Fred W.
Heise reclining in a hammock during Moon flight.
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Edwin Grogan Two County Youths Participate
Awarded $3600 In 4-N Older Youth Conference
Fellowship

Vol 17000(1 No. 88

STATE AGENCIES OK PLANS
FOR NEW CITY HIGH SCHOOL

Clair Everameyer and Janey Murray High School. Miss Kelso
Kelso, members of the Cello- is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
way County 4-3:1 Teen Club, will Glen Kelso, Route 7, Murray and
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older 4-H members from KenWhile in Washington, they
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Census Takers Are
On The Way Says
District Manager

Ronald Childress Will
Be Guest Speaker At
The University Church

Ralph Richerson Now
In Fair Condition

Home Of Delmer
Jones Destroyed
Fire Today

Hazel Woman's Club
Hold Regular Meeting'
At Enix Interiors

Ham And Bean Supper
Planned At Church

WEATHER REMIT

1

e

•

25

pounds left. At the rate of three
men using six to eight pounds
a day, this was enough for at
least siz days in space — two
more than they will need.
As soon as they were back on
a good trajectory, the astronauts found time to worry about sleep. Controllers told
Heise to sleep for six hours
while Lovell and Swigert maintained a watch.
Splashdown Options
On their present course, with
nothing more than minor steering adjustments, the space
agency said Apollo 13 would
splash down about 10 p.m. EST
Friday in the Indian Ocean. By
firing their big engine tonight,
the ship could maneuver toward either a Pacific splashdown at 1 p.m. Friday or an
Indian Ocean landing at 1 p.m.
Thursday.
Spokesmen said, however, the
early return might be risky and
so they still leaned toward the
Pacific splashdown.

Selected As A Best All Round KenSucky Community Newspaper

United Press International

1.

gsr, the lunar module had 506

blast from Aquarius' powerful
landing engine to shift Apollo
13 into a trajectory that guaranteed them a safe return to
earth's atmosphere.

Miss Maude Nance To
Give Program At Meet

Mrs. I. C. McDaniel
Home After Surgery

Tire And Wheel Stolen
From Miler Truck

Occupancy
Expected By
Fall Of '71
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Aaron Hits Longest Homer
Of Career, Braves Win 9-3

too early in April?
By VITO STELLLNO
more like a tiger that put Inc
Aaron's two-run homer, after
green coat of the Masters golf
UPI Sports Writer
Sonny Jackson doubled, started
championship on the back of
a four-run first inning for the
AUGUSTA, Ga. (UPI)— It cool Billy Casper.
There was a meeting of the Braves and they wrapped it up
FRANKFORT, Ky. (UPI) —
wasn't exactly "go for broke,"
"I didn't really play defen- The State Department of Fish
minds in Atlanta Monday night. with five in the fourth, Rico
but it was a change to playing sively all day," admitted and
The result was the first shot Carty singled in two and Tony
Wildlife Resources reports
Casper after his five-stroke that white bass have taken over
ever hit into the upper left field Gonzalez tripled in two more.
playoff rout of Gene Littler the top spot in a number of lakes
stands in the Atlanta Stadium
Righthander Don Sut ton
Monday that cemented Casper's with better than average catches
and the longest homer of Hank pitched a two-hit shutout and
AIR41134•11 Lampe
Manisa' league
East
place among the all-time greats reported from the headwaters of
Rut
Aaron's career.
Andy Kosco hit a sixth-inning
W
L Pct. GB
Pct. GIB
W
of golf. "Even when I was Lakes Cumberland, Dale Hollow,
Pitcher Frank Reberger of Isomer as the Dodgers beat
St Loos
1
.1133 —
3
Baltimore
2 .600
2
500
Detroit
3
3
New Tort
2 440
leading by a good margin, I Herrington and Rough Riter Rethe San Francisco Giants had Houston. Sutton drove in the
3
2
Washtngton
2 .4100
3
3 .500
anuadeion,.
2'3
400
2
llooton
Pittsburgh
still kept trying to make servoir.
3
2 .400
an 0-2 count on Aaron, the guy other run in the ninth with a
2')
3
its
1
New York
3 .750
2
cnIcaee
birdies."
with the quick wrists, in the broken bat bloop single.
4 3
3
1
4 .210
2
Cleveland
Montreal
West
West
It didn't work for Billy in '69,
first inning. Slowly rising water tempera. ATLANTA (UPI)—It -cost, Cincinnati
•
Sutton said he was "very
C•litorma
0 lots
3 467
5
6
Minnesota
0 1 000
and he finished one Edrqke lures have caused a slight up- Atlanta
3
4
'rants
3 .571
Reberger figured it was a tired" in the ninth but survived
Hawks Coach Richie
tr-r
3
3
500
.571
3
Milwaukee
Diego
San
behind eventual winner George surge in fishing generally. The
time to throw the fast when Joe Pepitone and Denis
1,, Kansas City
4 SOO
4
2
S Francisco
4 333 3' 3
Guerin $1,000 to vent his wrath
3
2
I
Oak.0110
3
250
.419
3
Houston
Archer. But in the Masters this lake - by-lake rundown:
ball.
Aaron thought it was, Menke hit deep flies.
i
Chicago
5 .167
4a
3
5 .2116
2
Los Angeles
over the officiating in the first
By GARY KALE
Results
year, en route to a 72-bole tie
Results
too. "I
looking for the fast
Lake Cumberland — Good cab> game of the playoffs with the
Tommy Dean's fourth-inning
Kansas City at Minnesota Postponed
UPI Sports Writer
9•Itts 2. mousier
R11
i-03
at 9-under-par 2'79 with Littler, hes of white bass in the South
ball and got " Aaron grinned homer started a three-run rally
3. Cincinnati
Miiwaukee at Oakland
San Diego
Los Angeles Lakers but he still
Other clubs not scheduled.
Atlanta
1, S Francisco 3
his California neighbor, and in Fork and in heads of creeks in
as he revealed is
never hit a and carried San Diego past
Other clubs not schoduied.
wouldn't withdraw his threat
NEW YORK (UPI)— Anybody
the Monday playoff in which he the lower section of the lake;
Telley's Ga11011
TodWs Games
ball farther in his c
r. The Cincinnati, Al Santorini went 6
of
second
"blood"
Oakland
in
York
tonight's
Mitwoukee (Braeander 0-1) at
who
4.111.0144101 15111.3 1-0) at New
claims
the
National crushed Littler by five strokes fair catches of crappie around
drive was estimated at o
475 2-3 innlAgs to gain the victory
(Downing 041, night.
lkotarnan
game.
Basketball Association doesn't with a three-under-par
Chicago (Herren O-11
(Short 1.01 at ChIcage
at California
Philadelphia
feet,
69, the willow bushes; fair black
but he needed relief help from
(wright 14), night.
Holtzman 301
Guerin called a news conferplay defense should watch the Casper was charging at the
Cleveland (Heed 11-1) at Detroit (Lelkh
It was a two-run homer and
ASontreel (rank° 0-11 at St. Lewis 101bbass by jigging and casting; main ence Monday to denounce the
Roberts and Ron Herbal.
1.11
len 14), n ght.
New York-Milwaukee playoff boles all day, going after
started the Braves on their way
those lake murky to muddy with tri- refereeing in Sunday's 119-115
San Francleco (Robartsal PI) at anon. Washington (Brunet 541 at BaltIment
e Jackson's seventh
series.
(Palmer 04), night.
To (Nash la), WOW
birdies like a tiger after a piece butaries clearing and stable at
to a 9-3 victory. Aaron also Inning
s run single and the
New Yerk (P•terion 14) it Baehr
loss to the Lakers. He said
Sal Mere (Kirby 5-1) at Cincinnati
The Knicks lead the Eastern of meat.
night
(Culp
Oil)
14),
(Simpson
singled in a run later in the three-hit p
57.
g of Jim Hunter
"there will be blood tomorrow
Kansas City at Minnesota, postponed.
Loa Angeles (Poster 01) lit Houston
Division playoff finals, 2-0, The Masters triumph was the
game to give him 11 RBIs this and Diego S::., :ave Oakland
snow and cold.
(Ray 0-0), night.
night if that's the way they
after edging the Bucks, 112-111, first for the 38-year-old Casper
season and three homers. The its triumph over
Dale Hollow — Good white bass want it."
ilwaukee.
Monday night. It was a game in In 14 tries and it erased the one
homer was also the 557th of his Hunter gave up two
is in
NBA Commissioner
which Willis Reed and Lew very mild criticism that has In heads of larger,tributaries; When
career.
Babe
Ruth
hit
only
157
seven innings before
SELL60,469 TICKETS
Alcindor played one another on been raised about the record of crappie fair at three feet; mid- Walter Kennedy heard about it
more,
lifted for pinch-hitter Ti
even terms. Most of the other this fellow who has twice won section of tributaries murky, re- he promptly fined Guerin $1,000
There were only three other
KANSAS CITY (tIP1)— The games in the majors. San Diego Francona, who singled to start
players were held below their the U.S. Open, twice been mainder clear and stable at 54. for- "conduct detrimental to
Nolin Reservoir —Some good professional basketball."
normal scoring pace.
world champion Kansas City nipped Cincinnati, 3-1 and Los the winning rally for Oakland.
"Player of the Year," and is
Guerin's chief response- to
Alcindor netted 38 points and one of only three men who have size black bass by jigging; fair
Chiefs Monday announced they Angeles topped Houston, 2-0, in
LOS ANGELES (UPI)— Un„ collected 23 rebounds. Willis earned $1 million playing golf. crappie around stickups; head- that was that "I‘ think the
have already sold 60,469 season the National _LeAue. In the
beaten heavyweight contender
Reed scored 36, including the Some snide folks used to say quarters clearing, remainder commissioner had better learn,
tickets-lor- _the 1371 cPa.on..,
only Americ-an reagtle game,
basket that gave New York the Billy couldn't beat the big murky to wispy and stable at what the responsibilities of a
The Chiefs will play the 1970 Oakland beat Milwaukee, 2-1, Mac Foster of Fresno, Calif.,
-Coach are."
lead for good at 106-105 with power hitters on a course like 60.
season in Municipal Stadium, The Kansas City at Minnesota and Jerry Quarry of Los
In
his news conference,
3:37 to play, and grabbed 19 the Augusta National with his
which seats only 49,002, before game was snowed out, That's Angeles will meet in a 10-round
Rough River —White bass in Guerin stopped just short of
moving to their new 75,000-seat right, snowed out. Did someone fight at the Coliseum June 12,
rebounds.
precision game.
for
an
been
April
set
18
has
'promoter Aileen- Eaton anthe south fork headwaters; fair accusing the referees of
in 1971.
stadium
The 7-2 Alcindor • induced
Casper, in victory, was the
Jenny
tournament
18
-hole
at
golf
say baseball starts its season nounced Monday.
croppie; murky to mudderand ris- protecting Laker superstars
Reed into. his fifth foul with 52 same
calm
and
gracious
Elgin Baylor, Wilt Chamberlain Wiley State Park. The nine hole
seconds left but blew Mil- gentleman he's been in touch big at 56.
Herrington — Black bass by and Jerry West. He said caters course at Jenny Wiley is theonly
waukee's last chance when he defeat here over the years.
system illumstill fishing and jigging night- after the game, including one of course in the park
missed both free throws. The
He paid tribute to Littler—"!
inated for night play.
the
Milwaukee
owners,
called
it
crawlers
in
heads
of
creeks;
Bucks trailed, 110-109, at this thanked Gene for getting away
Chesley Blaydes, recreation
trout fair in heads of creeks in "the biggest disgrace in the
point.
to a bad start and making it
director
,at the park, says regihistory
of
sports."
Cazzle Russell then sank two easier for me." He thanks his lower part of lake; fair white
stration fees for the tournament
foul shots vrith 33 seconds caddy of many years here bass trolling just below first "If we are going to get called will be accepted through April
remaining for a 112-109 lead Matthew Palmer, "a magician riffle; some whites in Dix Riv- for those little fouls, then 14. Entry fee is $8 per person,
er; tributaries clear, remainder Baylor and West won't finish
and Alcindor scored the game's at reading the greens."
and includes a banquet at 8 p.m.
the series," Guerin said.
last two points with a bank shot
And how does he rate the murky and stable at 50.
the
day of the event.
The information below is needed for a state-wide Survey
Guerin
said
the
Green
Hawks
were
River — Good catches
over Reed.
Masters with the U.S. Open,
A limit of 64 men and 64 womof small bass in upper part of "very despondent" after SunAlcindor was so miffed at his which he has won twice?
en has been set and individual
on farm ponds stocked by the Department of Pish and
poor marksmanship in the
"I still think the U.S. Open is lake; medium size croppie in day's game. "They'd like an tee-off times will be assigned
crucial final seconds that he the No. 1 tournareent in the same areas; upper section clear, answer why things are like they prior to the opening of play at
Wildlife.
refused to talk to writers in the world," he said, adding, "and lower part muddy and stable at are."
Numerous phone calls had 8 a.m. April 18.
56.
dressing room. He hurriedly this is a close second."
W. James Host,Commissioner
POND OWNER
ured in from around the
dressed in a brown outfit,
Immediately ahead for the
Kentucky Lake —Spotty cat- country, Guerin said, as people of Parks, will present trophies
Including brown underwear, and new champion is a trip to Expo
ADDRESS
ches of black bass and croppie who watched the game on to the winners and runners-up
left the quarters.
70 in Tokyo where he will In lower part of lake; both spetelevision also were complain- at the banquet.
PHONE
Milwaukee Coach Larry Cos- vend a week
'
taking part in the cies fair in Blood River area; ing about
To register for the tourney
the officiating.'
tello said the Bucks won't quit U.S. exhibit.
and to request r9om reserve.
bass,
croppie
white
in
lower
Th.'',
can't
he
all
"So
be
it
Air
Please Fill Out and Mail This Form to:
and expect to turn the play
part of lake; both species fair aid. "All I did was directly say Mos at the perk lodge write
their way in games 3 and 4 in Miami Loses First
Jenny
Resort
Wiley
Park,
State
below dam; lake generally mur- ow I felt about it."
Jerry D. Maupin
Milwaukee this Friday night
ky, headwaters clearing and stab- After tonight's game, the best Prestonsburg, Ky. 41653, or call
and next Sunday afternoon. The Round Draft Pick
606) 886-2711.
Los
le
moves
at
56.
to
series
f
seven
Sunday game will be televised
Conservation Officer
Barkley — Black bass improv- Angeles for the next two
nationally by the American
NEW YORK (UPI)—The
casting,
lower
good
in
ing by
ames.
KEKICH INJURED
Broadcasting Company.
Miami Dolphins knew they part; crappie fair around stick- Kennedy charged Guerin with
509 S. 6th Street
Monday night's game was would have to pay a high price
croppie and white bass below log "personally accountable
ups;
NEW
YORK
(UP!)—
The
New
close down to the wire. The to lure head Coach Don Shula
Murray, Ky. 42071
dam; main lake murky,inlets and for the conduct of your team York Yankees requested perbiggest lead was an eight-point away from the Baltimore Colts,
bays clear and falling at 58, for the remaining games of the mission
place
Monday
to
margin the Knicks enjoyed in but they didn't realize how
1970 playoffs."
lefthanded pitcher Mike Kekich
the second quarter when they steep the price would climb.
Barren Reservoir — Puir caton the 21-day injured list.
led, 41-33. Milwaukee came
The Dolphins signed Shula on ches of black bass by casting and
back to lead at halftime, 66-63, Feb. 18 to a long-term contract jigging in creek channels; fair
and were in front, 90-86, at the that also included part owner- croppie at three feet; main lake
by Charles M. Schulz
Peanuts®
end of three quarters.
ship of the team. But on murky to muddy and clear in
Reed, asked what it felt like Monday, Miami learned it also headwaters, and falling at 65.
DON'T L001\ SO DEPRESSED
-.'3U'RE
RE.MEMEER
A.NS ON THE
looking up at Alcindor, replied: would have to give the Colts its
3UT WHY US
Grayson — Many small bass
"I feel like his little brother. It first-round pick in next year's by jigging; fair catches of small
GET" N..5 A
UNJL1 .--7
,JUST AND
BETUJEENS ?
must be great to be that tall. collegelplayer draft.
cropple ; generally muddy and
Right now he's the toughest
stable at 53.
The forfeiture-of the draft
center In the league to guard." pick was decreed by National Fishtrap — Fair catches of
04444 Football League Commissioner' catfish, murky and rising at 60.
Buckhorn — Fair catches of
Pete Rozelle who said his office
found the Dolphins guilty of black bass, big ones, by jigging;
violating the league's tamper- crappie by still fishing at five
se. cf-c
feet; murky to muddy except
BUT BUY NI MEASURE ing rule on three counts.
Rozelle said that neither clearing in headwaters; rising
Shula nor the Dolphins in- at 54.
:
Devjey. — Crappie and bluegill
formed the Colts of their
negotiations mdil their preli- fair; murky to muddy and stable
minary discussions already had at 60.
begun. When Shula requested
Abbie 'N Slats
by R. Van Buren
permission, to negotiate, it was
JOB PERMANENT
granted by the Baltimore front
7$•5AISC
I -- DON'T KNOW MY NAME,
office on Feb. 3.
AND MY ADDRESS ?
0 K.:THAT'S YOUR E-_ ,
.TRY IN THE
Rozelle said: "It is the
Fehr Trois
I HAPPEN TO BE,
N1-IEREVER
CHARLIE DOBBS'
- ALIKE
conclusion of this office that
SAN FRANCISCO (UPI)— Al
I GUESS .
tE
His
CONTEST.
6ET
AND
circumstances of the em- Attles, named the "interim"
ployment by the Dolphins of coach of the San Francisco ADDRESS,LTACtIE.
Pl.
TAX IF ANY
Don Shale constituted violations Warriors during the closing
of rules and policies. Disciplina- weeks of the season, - was
00
ry action has been taken under named to the job on a
applicable provision of the permanent basis Monday.
constitution which provides that
Attles is the third black man
AfRomed tarrool IMIMAg Clpar
such discipline involve the to serve as head coach of an
forteitute of draft choices."
NBA team. The others are
Lenny Wilkens of the Seattle
Supersonics and Bill Russell of
Boston; now retired.
By JOHN G. GRIFFIN
UPI Sports Editor

Hawks Coach
Fined $1000
For Outburst

Knicks Edge
Bucks Monday
In Playoffs
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THANKS...

We wish to Thank the people of Murray and
Calloway County for the patronage they have extended to us over the pait eight yrs we have been
at our location at Ninth and Sycamore.

Pocket
your pride.

We are most appreciative of your business and
the contacts we have made over the years.

LH' Abner
MAKE SOME oFi-ER
FOR DOGPATCHaAKID

DON'T JUST
SIT THERE
AND SNEER!!

We are going out of business and want you to
now how much our continued patronage has meant
to us.

by Al Capp
ITS INJHAENTAKITSI.v

A"LW SUCKS.".'•••

KENNETH HUMPHREYS
MR. & MRS PAUL HUMPHREYS

Humphreys Grocery -

Take stock in America
Buy

Sy-cervibie

Se.,ngs Bond,

'rr

••••••

THIS IS

HOOMILIATIN?:'

THE U SS.R.
OF ERs

TIEN
RUZILIESY

GASP!!— THEN
U.S.A.OFFERS
TEN M I LLION!!

THE
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—t Mrs. Puckett Gives
I Lesson For Meet
I Of Dexter Chill

Phone 753-1917 or 753-4947

Mrs. J. B. Burkeen

I

m
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Cain Home Is Scene
Of Presbyterian
Women's Meeting

View bad with
'mod' shoes
By Abigail Van Buren
DEAR ABBY: I am interested in women's shoes because
they are part of the view whenever I look at a woman's legs,
which is at every possible opportunity.
I can't decide whether these "mod" shoes for women
look like prosthetic devices for clubfeet, or torture boxes
made of scraps from a harness factory. It is even impossible
to tell which way a lady is facing from looking at her shoes.
I ask compassionate people everywhere to help stamp
out this conspiracy to make a woman's foot look like an
obscene growth on the earthly end of a heavenly object.
FRANK IN SAN DIEGO
DEAR ABBY: I wrote to the National Shoe Retailers
association and told them what I thought of their squaretoed,
dusky, masculine looking shoes that seem to be the only
things you can buy anymore.
I told them I have been wearing TENNIS SHOES that
were made in Japan because they were actually better
looking and more comfortable than what they are showing
here.
I am tired of looking like I'm on my way to a gym class.
JUDY IN FOUNTAIN VALLEY,CAL.
DEAR ABBY: I have specialized in bone surgery for
Dearly half a century. The ill health and suffering due to
women's ill-chosen foot gear is appalling. Incidentally, I dare
say that treating ailments caused by improper shoeing puts
more money into the pockets of medical specialists than is
spent for all the deforming shoes sold.
The normal shape and function of the human foot
requires no raise of the heel. Every fraction of an inch that a
shoe raises the wearer's heel above the level of his toe,
causes him to increase the curvature of his spine necessary
to stand upright.
Sketchily tracing the history of the high heel: A
"dumpy" queen had high-heeled foot gear made to attain a
more "imposing" stature. The prostitutes of Paris latched
onto the idea, and the so-called "civilized" women of the
world promptly fell for lL
Years ago, when I met the owner of one of the largest
shoe stores in San Francisco, I needled him about the
atrocious crippling shoes he so'.d to women. He said, "Doctor,
you don't know the half of it! I once stocked my store heavily
with the most beautiful and sensible women's shoes we
could buy and we couldn't GIVE them away!
"1 sent my daughters to school sensibly shod. At high
school age they asked for 'shoes like all the other girls are
wearing.' I tried to convince them that they would pay a
high price in crippled feet and backaches. They didn't Care.
'They chose to take the consequences rather than be
'different'."
If women must distort and bedevil themselves, why don't
they select less damaging devices? Say, nose rings? They
would be far less harmful, and no more disgusting to those
who realize the full significance of deforming footwear.
Very truly yours,
E. W. CLEARY, M. D. [Retired .
What's your problem? You'll feel better if yea get it off
year chest. Write to ABBY. Box 09711. Los Angeles. Cal.
IWO. For a personal reply enclose stamped. addressed
envelope.
For Abby's new booklet. "What Teen-Agers Want to
Know." send Si to Abby. Box MOO, Los Angeles. Cal 90059.
you can do with hands, wring
Mrs. Walsie Lewis i them,
fold them, put them in
Hostess For Meet your pocket, and lay them on
job that needs doing".
Harris Grove Club some
Seven members answered the
Mrs Walsie Lewis was hostess for the meeting of the Harris Grove Homemakers Club
held on Wednesday, April 8,
at one o'clock in the afternoon.
The president, Mrs Bill Wratber, presided and gave the devotion in the absence of Mrs.
Alfred Taylor. She read Provers 31:30 and the thought for
the day, "There are four things

•

Ma Nest Fame laild IM Redd

THIS IS A
30:1thine947
501t.
eOMMUNITY
Let us we/cOnw you'

Linda Adams
!MOW 753-2378

roll call by telling the nicest
thing an adult ever did for
them when they were children.
Mrs. Marvin Parks read the
minutes and gave the treasurer's report.
Mrs. Clifton Lee Jones and
Mrs. Bun Wilkerson presented
the lesson on the subject, "Put
New Life In Your Bathroom".
Mrs. Estelle Heuer led in the
recreation. Two visitors were
Mrs Bee Starks and Mrs Virgil
Knott. Another member, not
previously mentioned, was Mrs.
Gerald Richardson.
Refreshments of apple pie,
ice cream, and Coke were serv
ed by the hostess.
The next meeting will be
held on Wednesday, May 13, at
one p.m. at the home of Mrs.
Richardson,

•• •
New Concord Club
ets In Home Of
. Loman Railev

Mrs,s Loman Bailey opened
her home for the meeting of
the New Concord Homemakers
Club held on Wednesday, April
13, at one o'clock in the after
noon.
The lesson on "Updating the
Entrance _lo The Home" was
presenief IA Miss Maude Nance
She said make the front d ios
the focal point of the home as
a visitor gains a first and last
ing impression on his entrance
Charlie Stubblefield
Mrs
president, presided and Mrs. W
1. Kingins gave the devotion.
Mrs T. R. Edwards gave the
treasurer's report and MI6
the roll with each member an
swering with "the nicest thing
an adult ever did for her when
the was a child".
The recreational period Was

Mr. and Mrs. Dewey Cote

Mr.And Mrs. Cole
Are Married 50 Years
Mr. and Mrs. Dewey Cole will
celebrate their golden wedding
anniversary Sunday, April 19,
with open house at their home,
277 Clements Street, Paducah,

Ky. Friends and relatives may
r111 from 2 to 4 p.m
Mr. and Mrs. Cole were married April 17, 1920, at Murray,
with the Rev. E. R. Phillips performing the ceremony.
Attending the couple were
Virgie Magness Clark and Clyde
Youngblood, brother of the
bride.
Mrs. Cole, the former Attie
Youngblood, is the daughter of
the late, Mr. and Mrs. F. M
Youngblood.
Mr. Cole, a retired pipefItter
and a member of Local Union
184, is the son of the late Mr
and Mrs. A. M. Cole of Paducah.
They have one son, Ralph
Cole of Evansville, Ind , and
four grandchildren, Philip Cole
of Salem, David Cole, U. S
Army, stationed in Panama City,
Miss Marie Cole of Arlington,
Va., and Neil Cole of Evansvine.

The home of Mrs. Edwin Cal
was the scene of the meetin
of the Cumberlsuid Presbyteria
Women of the North Pleasan
Grove Church held on Th
day, April 9, at one-thirty o'
clock in the afternoon. T'
was Mrs. Cain's birthday.
Mrs. Margaret Nell Boyd pr
seated the mission study book
"China In Charge", with a p
of the program from the "Miss
—r-on the topic
onary Messenge
"Christian's Look At Red C
as"
Mrs. Boyd said as Christians
we should be concerned for all
people of the world, that Chi
nese Christians axe laboring un
der very adverse conditions
and that all Chinese are not
Communists even as all Amerisans are not Christians.
The meeting was opened
with the group singing "Saviour Like A Shepherd Lead Us"
with Mrs. Boyd at the piano
Mrs. Ed Glover gave the treasurer's report.
Named as delegates to the
Presbytery at the Woodlawn
Church on April 23 were Mr.
Glover and Mrs. Thomas Jones.
Mrs. Johnny Hine, president,
presided and gave the closing
prayer
Refreshments were served by
Mrs. Cain Also present were
Mrs. Delia Graham and Mrs.
Paul Cunningham. Little Miss
Joy Hine was a visitor.
The next meeting will be
held on Thursday, May 14, at
1 -30 p.m. at the home of Mrs.
Margaret Nell Boyd.
•• •

M. B, Rossini, principal

of Kirlissy Elementary School,
Is pictured on the right as he Is being presented a gift of
appreciation from Mrs. Harold Fool's, left, president of the
Kirksey PTA. The gift was presented Mr. Rogers for his
cooporation and halls throughout the school and especially
foe tile Kirksey PTA misn's and women's basketball siames.
The gift was presented at the championship gam* of the
PTA tournament on Saturday night.

Common Error
Mr and Mrs, Michael Cava-sett of 303 North 12th Street,
Murray, are the parents of a
baby boy, Mac Alan, weighing
seven pounds twelve ounces,
born an Thursday, April B. at
1:23 am, at the Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
The new father is a student
at Murray State University.
The new mother is a former teacher for the McCracken
County Schools.
Grandparents are Dr. and
Mrs. A. D. Wallace of Murray
and Mr. and Mrs. Joe Crossett
of LaGrange, Mo. Maternal
great grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. G. N. White of Paducah
and Mr. and Mrs. Albert Wallace of Cadiz.
•• •
Mr. and Mrs. Roy Weatherly
of 1312 Olive Street, Benton,
announce the arrival of an adopted son, David Eric, born
February 24. David Eric arrived
at the Weatherly biome on
March 28:
Grandparents are Mrs. Louise Weatherly and Mr. and Mrs.
Clayborne Jones, all of Murray.

Tueedey, April 14
The Paris Road Homminkell
Club will meet at the home el
Mrs. Ina Nesbitt.
•••
The New Providence Homemakers Club will meet at the
home of Mrs. Hardiman Miller.
•••
Murray Star Chapter No, 433
Order of the Eastern Star will
meet at the Masonic Hall at 710
p.m.
•••
Mrs. Walton Fulkerson was
The Murray TOPS Club will
the leader for the program on
meet at the Community Center .
•••
"India's Legacy" presented at
at seven p.m.
• ••
the meeting of the Woman's
Missionary Society of the Elm
isoups of the Woman's MiesGrove Baptist Church held on
lonary Society of the First Bap- Meets AlDutin
Thursday, April 9, at one-thirty
tist Church will meet as folc'clock in the evening at the
lows: I with Mrs. Ragan McDanhome of Mrs Alvin Futrell
iel, South 9th Street, at 9:90
HomemakThe North Murray
Assisting Mrs. Fulkerson in
am.; II with Mrs. B. H. Cornett ers Club met in the home of
at ten a.m.; UI with Mrs. Fred Mrs. Hallet Dunn, 1005 Fair. the program presentation were
•••
Gingles at two pm.; IV with lane Drive, Murray, on Friday, Mrs. Wilbur Weston, Mrs. Bessie
Colson,
Mrs.
Jessie
Roberts,
Mrs. J. M. Linn at two p.m.
April 10, at one-thirty o'clock
Mrs. Henry Richardson, Mrs.
.• •
in the afternoon.
Charles Burkeen, and Mrs.
Wednesday, April 15
_Mrs. Charl:e Crawford, secre
Baptist tary, opened the meeting witt George Cossey.
Elm Grove
The
Church WMS will have its miss- the reading of the minutes and
WASHINGTON t
t: A
Mrs. Alfred Keel gave the
ion study at the church at the roll call which was answer
survey of l'ruversity of
call
to
prayer
with
the
scripture
A.
W.
Mrs.
with
pm.
seven
ed by the members giving mans
Michigan students indicatFarmer as the leader
interesting remembrances o reading from Hebrews 12:1-11
ed that approximately eight
•••
followed
by
prayer
by
Mrs.
the nicest things adults eve,
out of 10 had never tried a
Bessie Colson.
The J. N Williams chapter of did for them as children
nonmedically
prescribed
the UDC will have a luncheon
Members present were Mes
narcotic, amphetamine,
The president, Mrs Charles
at the Holiday Inn at 12 noon dames Robert Boitnott, K. T
tranquilizer, or hallucinogen, according to a report
with Mrs. Henry Elliott in Crawford, Charlie Crawford Burkeen, presided. Mrs. Alvin
in "Public Health Service
charge of the program. Hos- Hallett Dunn, Angie Gibbs, B Futrell, secretary, read the
Reports," journal of the
tesses are Mesdames E. S. Fer- J. Hoffman, Oscar Salyers, C minutes, and Mrs. Harry SheU S. Public Health Service.
guson, Neva Waters, Mary War- D. Vinson, Sr, and John Work- kell gave the treasurer's reInvolved in the survey
ren Scott, and Leonard Vaughn man. Visitors were Mesdames tort. Others committee reports
•••
were 600 students given an
Will Rose, Charles Humphreys, were given. The closing prayer
opportunity
to
respond
was led by Mrs. R. R. Parker.
The Memorial Baptist Church and Cornelius Erwin.
anonymously, with no
WMS will meet at the church at
The president, Mrs. Workman. Others present were Mrs. Sothreat of detection or
7:30 p.m.
presided, and Mrs. B. J. Hoff- ert Weston, Mrs. W. A Farm•• •
sea-incrimination.
The
man gave the devotion read- er, Mrs. Albert Crider, Mrs.
same survey showed that
The Nature's Palette Garden ing from Proverbs 31:30. The Hardin Morris, and Mrs. Pearl
44.1 per cent had used marClub will meet at the Commun. thought was "What Is Home- Moore. Two visitors were Mrs.
ijuana or hashish at least
lty Center at 1:30 p.m. with making" and she said it is mat- Rose Alexander and Mrs. Loonce.
Mrs. Henry Hargis as hostess. ing a house a home with love rene Blackwoot_
•••
and beauty.
"Low Calorie Foods" was thel
The Wadesboro Homemakers
4
Club will meet at the home of theme of the lesson given by ********************
Mrs. Charlie Crawford, assis•td
Mrs. Clete Young at one p.m
•••
by Mrs. K. T. Crawford.
Thursday, April 16
The leader's guide on low
The Business and Professional calorie meals was used along
Women's Club will have a din- with an example of a stuffcd
ner meeting at the Murray Wo- elephant in showing ways of
man's Club House at 6:30 pm. losing excessive fat. The main
One Group
C. E. Brandon, Jr., of Louis- factors in weight control are
ville will speak on the "Flex- determined by cooperation, will
power, exercises, and "stick to
ible School Calendar"
•••
it". It has been found that the
One Group
Temple Hill Chapter No. 511 weight at 22 years of age, if
Ordcr of the Eastern Star will normal, should be the weight
meet at the Masonic Hall al maintained throughout life, the
Good Selection In Large Sizes
leaders said.
7:30 p.m.
•••
A report on the annual day
The Home Department of the at the Woman's Club House was
Murray Woman's Club will meet given by Mrs. Workman who
at the club house at two p m attended along with Mrs. Char
One Group of Knit
Hostesses will be Mesdames Da- lie Crawford from the club.
Mrs. Salyers led a clever con
vid Henry, Herman Brunk, Orvis Hendricks, Claude Miller, R. test on the subject of "Hush
•
D. Langston, and Miss Maud( ands" Refreshments were servNance.
ed by the hostess.

Mrs. Fulkerson Is
Program Leader Of
Elm Grove WMS

North Murray Club

Home On Friday

One of the most common
mistakes in kitchen arrange-meets, according to University of Nebraska Extension
housing specialist: Putting a
built-in range oven and cooktop side by side. There
should be at least 12 inches
of countertop between the
two areas.

A
Mrs. Elizabeth Puckett pre, misted the lesson at the meeting of the Dexter Homemakers
Club held on Thursday, April
I 9, at nine-thirty o'clock in the
A morning in the 0E0 Club at
Dexter.
"Updating the Entrance To
Your Home" was the subject of
the lesson given by Mrs
Puckett.
Mrs. Lyda Overbey, president.
presided. Members answered
the roll call by telling the nic
eat thing they remembered an
adult doing for them when they
were children.
The hostess, Mrs. Marion
Flood, served refreshments during the social hour.
Other members present were
Mesdames Linda Conner, Diane
Thorn, Lula Parrish, Irene Mit
chuson, June Pritchett, Dolly
Colson, Eunice Colson, Alene
Pritchett, Gail Griffin, and
-Pansy Pritchett.
The next meeting will be held
on Thursday, May 14, it 9:30
am. at the Dexter Community
Center.
•••

campus Lasual
EARLY SPRING CLEARANCE

JUNIOR DRESSES
MISSES DRESSES

*

Here's a hot sandwich
that's perfect for a chilly
spring day. Spread four
open himburger buns with
butter. Then spread with a
mixture of one-third cup
catsup, a splash of Worcestershire
sauce
and
a
drained can of grated or
chunk tuna. Put a slice of
cheese on top of each bun
and broil until the tuna is
hot and the cheese is melted. This is a natural accompaniment for a bowl of
soup and a gelatin salad.

One Group V.2 Price

SPORTSWEAR
• •
SPORTSWEAR with
BLOUSES To Match

• • •

•••

.3 Tirrte
Cut Bakin,
Meat loaf will hake in -half
the usual time if you baA'e it
in a' nine-inch square pan in
a flat layer or in rrioff in pans
instead of the usual loaf pan.

5ordine Lunch
As easy to prepare a.
1 2-1 is I his delicious tun( I
made with mcatv sardicc,

51)
,;:'
d innea,(aqnuldplplacee

.if (
t.haenns, ','
,
a shallow pan ss hich h,i
been rubbed kuili a s'• .
of garlic Whist, ti ti,..:
the broiler for lust ;I ,
tile or so until lull ,,,
hub.hiv Serve on sl,
.
buttered
toast.
with leriln.B IIIIVP and i p ,
C i'l fl p p r d StIlfrird ol-s r
Sen P

salad..
4

wilts 'a. -.4•4444/...141..•-

*„
- O
M
nelS
GC
rouELLANEOLIS

*
AL
f‘
*
*

_ _ _ _ _ '3 -'4 - I **
One Group DRESSES *
Values to '55.00 - Ncrw Only 120.00 *
$35 to'40 Dresses
Now'10.00 *

CAMPUS CASUAL SHOP *

*
. AL
1,flo N. 15th Street
Across From Administration Bldg.
* ..t.
— OPEN TO 6 P.M. ON FRIDAY —

*

*
*
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TWO-SEDRC
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June 1, cloe
7634990.

FURNISHED
email roams
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Dawn-town
!erred. Ree
Phone 753-1.1

THREE-ROG
=ant, furnia
utilities paid
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AUTO

1983 F-85 I
tcenatic,
and factory
Phone 7534

1957 CHEV1
good comfit
inoiuded, X
2138.

1988 IMPAL
black vinyl
ing, power a
ual miles, X
Joe Chevrah
Pb
•
Nice
FOR SALE
sties Healey
3000 Mart E
ditice, price
3801.

Won't bag,sag
or wrinkle!
And the fit's
terrific!
lovable's secret:
Lovelon* nylon yarn,
knitted in France. Soft,
',,heer and smooth .
' with fabulous stretch
that fits to a tee ..
whatever your height.

1 4 Off *

I 3 Off *

1 961.

TWO TRAIL
1bedroom, I
DO Ii Pors
Cant Mter
at Murray D
trance.

1/3 Off *

1/3 Off *

AUTO

Tuna Barbecue

Survey on
drug use

conducted by Mrs. Loman Bailey.
Refreshments were served by
the hostesses, Mrs. Bailey and
Mrs W T. Kingins, to the thirteen members present.
The next meeting will be
held on WedNesday. May 13. at
one p m at the home of Mrs
I'. R. Edwards

PALOS 7111/
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Busmess sr Ores, sheer

1962 CADILI
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AUTOS POR SALA

SPRING SPECIAL
1965 Chevrolet Impala Sta. Wgn.

president,
answered
• the nic
, bered an
hen they

V-8 engine, automatic transmission, power steering and
power brakes. Air conditioning. Luggage rack. Dark
green finish $1,095.00.

Marion
ents dun

PARKER FORD, Inc.
Corner of 7th & Main

Phone 753-5273
lUtc

•t were
er, Diane
ne Mit
Dolly
n, Alene
and

•

SPRING SPECIAL
1967 International Tandum Truck

be held
at 9:30
.mmunity

V-8 engine, 1600 series. 10 yd. dump. Good tires, red
paint. Ready to go to work for you. ;2,795.00.

PARKER FORD, Inc.
Corner of 7th & Main

Phone 753-5273

RRAL WATS POft SALM
BY OWNER: Three-bedroom
brick bonne on Dodson. Low
down PaYrnent, transferable
A-14C
Wen. Phone 733-3164.
BEAUTIFUL large waterfront
kit on Kentucky Lake, Panorama Shores, seven miles from
Murray. Phone 753-8949. A-14-C

ONE HOUSE with two apartment", one block from college
campus. All three are rented
for the coming year. Zoned for
one more apeetment csse be added. Ixt 123x200. Phone 755
A-18-C
2477.

SPRING-SP EC-1AL-1966ford Bronco

2 ACRES about 2 miles south
on Hwy. 641 with nice 3-bedroom home, central best, carpet throughout, garage attachNOTICE
P011 RUNT
ed, new well with filter system,
large shop buikiing could be
TWOZED11.0011 duplex apart- WM CALENDAR Deck Stands made into
three apartments,
and refills are now available at
ineM. Phone 753-7850.
about eight trailer spots, if you
the Ledger & Times Office Sepwant a nice home and income
TWO-BEDROOM leveler, local- ply Mize.
TFNC
see this one.
ed at Grogan's Treiler COCA.
eLecninixa Siam & ger. 50 ACRES on Old Murray and
Highway at Call 433-5381.
A-1.6-C vice, Box 213, Murray, Ey., C Paris Road about 244 miles from
M. Sanders. Phone 383-3932 HarraY. new three bedroom
THREE-BEDROOM house, car- Lynnville, Kentucky.
home, large den and kitchen,
peted living room ale condiMay4-Cfweend, washer and dryer, firetireecl, with &nom. Available
)plaze, C.pet. 2 baths, double
June 1, close to college. Phone GOING OUT of business. Every- carport, norage house. new
thing
A-14C
marked
down.
Our
build- Mock barn, all teemed, about
753-3895.
ing has been leased. All must anehalf down and balance
over
TWO TRAILERS for rent. One go M April. China, gifts, souvM years.
1-bedroom, one 2-bedroom. Ap ears., archery, fishing eqiiipply in person at Dill's Trine meat You must see to really
on Hwy. 121 about
Court atter 4:00 p. m., located appreciate what we have. Matz 12 ACRES
nice 5-room frame
West,
miles
8
EnTheatre
Drive-In
at Murray
Gift Shop and Sporting Goods, home, good stock barn, crib,
TIPC
trance.
across from Blalock-Coleman hog fence, $17,500.00 or house
A-15-C and one acre, $12,500.00.
FURNISHED apertineot, six Funeral Home.
70 ACRES on Kentucky Lake
mall rooms and bath. Will-toneorr New Concord for only
onpet, aleccediticeed.
$8,500.00.
Down-town location. Couple preNEW SHOP building in Stella,
tarred. Referenceis required.
ideal clean-up shop, only $9,Phone 753-1.35'7 atter 3:00 p. m.
300.00.
A-14-C
GOOD two-bedroom hcane near
11111111111113100M bewanent aparthospital and school for $11,080.anent,dernienee, nice and clam,
96
Wins &aid, $50. Couple preGOOD two-bedroom home on
lim& Moe 753-1738. A-18-C
Hwy. 641 at Almo Hgts., $5,250.00.
17 ACRES open land about 5
miles West on Hwy. 121, good
AUTOS POR SAUI
well, small stock barn with or
without new trailer home.
1983 7-85 Oldanobile V-8, au
3 ACRES on 'rose Cobb Road
tomatic, power steering, brakes
about 1 mile off Hwy. 94, good
and factory air. Good condition.
building site, only $2,500.00.
Phone 7533001 or 753-3917.
52 ACRES on Hwy. 121 at ColdA-15-P
water, good building Iota, com1967 CHEVROLET piek-up, very
munity water system, only $18,cloak rack
good condnice.
000.00.
included, 1300.00. Phone 480NICE 3-bedroom stone home
A-18-P
2158.
with full basement, new well,
For Your Prom
carport, on 2 acres about 8 miles
1968 DCPALA custom, red with
east on Hwy. 94, only $19,500.at
black vinyl roof, air condition00.
act20,000
power
nig,
steering.
GOOD GROCERY business aual mike, $2475.00. Dwain Taybout 5 miles out on main highkw Chevrolet Inc, South 12th
way, includes living quarters,
Across From
Street. Phone 753-2817. A-18-C
grocery building, furniture, fixMSU Library
h I tc tures and stock. Priced to sell.
FOR SALE or trade: 1984 Au.
25 ACRES with good 3-bedroom
stin Heasley Sports °revertible
home about 3 miles east of AI3000 Mart III, in excellent conmo. $8,500.
dition, price $550.00. Phone 489INANTICI
GALLOWAY REAL ESTATE &
A-18-C
3801.
WANTED: &led maker. Ap- Insurm-e Agen?y, Murray, Ky.,
1982 CADILLAC Coupe Deanne. ply in person to Owen Food Phone 753-5842.
A-164
Formerly owned by the late Market, 1407 West Main. A-13-C
Dr. F. E. Crawford of Murray
Only 32,000 actual mflea. New WANTED: Frost end and brake
111111tVICES OFFERS')
tires. Excellent condition. Pric- wan. Apply in person, no phone
calls please. Fenton & Hodge
ed to sell. Phone 489-3801.
It
PEST
A-16-C
A-18-C 205 So. 5th St.
mites-eat your home Roaehml
-carry germs. Spiders-Me
• poison. For free inspection call
HELP Manila
MIL? MAME)
Lairs Pest Control 733-3914.
TIC
36 hours a day.

_

e College Shop

cr.urs

tiELP WANTED

eight

1 or

Six cylinder, automatic transmission, white finish with
ivy gold vinyl roof. $I.595.00.

PARKER FORD, Inc.

Rent A Tuxedo
ITh
Now

tch

SPRING SPECIAL
1968 Camero Hardtop

Corner of 7th & Main

Phone 753-5273
Hite

4-wheel drive, six cylinder engine, lockout front hubs,
full removable top. Light blue finish. $1,195.00.

PARKER FORD, Inc.
Corner of 7th & Main

Phone 753-5273

REAL !STATE Rift SALM

REAL MATO run SALO

Trc
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of

eat &ALB
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d four
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orcesa
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meltaccomowl of
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9
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AUTOS

AUTOS /OR SALM

KENIANA SHORES-80' x 200'
and larger /aka lots-Lake access, central water, some with
lake view. As little as $895 with
small down payment. Phone
436-5320 for directions.
H-A-17-C

FOR SALE or rent: by owner,
twoeedrocan house trailer and
lot, located 1322 Syramore.
hone 753-5332 after 4:30 p. m
A-16-C

WANTED:
MANAGER TRAINEES
4 Openings
21 to 30 Years of Age
Preferred
e." Good Starting Salary
B." Insurance Benefits
o' Advancement
Contact Lonnie Vaughter
at

comma'.

FOR SALE! Lovely four bedroom home for sale.
Can be used as two two-bedroom apartments Full
basement. Brick. Central heat. Located two and onehalf blocks from downtown, 504 Olive.

GARDEN breaking
lug. Phone 753SWIMMING POOLS serviced
and repaired. All types new
pool construction. Free estimates. Call colleot: 1388-5353.
Western Kentucky Pool Co.,
Inc., Skyline Dr., Hoplunsvillea
A-3&4‘r
Kentucky.
Camplete Small Engle* Repair
GARDEN TILLERS, lawn mow
an, chain saws. Authorised
Briggs end Stratton Dealers
Authorized Lawson Power Pen
_guns Dealer. Murray Supply
East Main, Phone 736H-ITC
2361.

AUTOS FOR SALM

FOR SAYI

POR SALE

SPINET PIANO: Wanted, responsible party to take over
low monthly payments on a
spinet piano. Can be men locally. Write Oredit Mazager,
P. 0. Box 275, Shelbyville, InA-18-P
diana.

ONE 20" and one 24" beyele
and one rned•usa tricycle. Phone
A-I6-C
7k3-8477.
FiVE,PIWV bedroom ,site, in
good condanOn. Phone 753-3110.
A-16-C

1950 CHEVROLET Si-toe truck,
good condition, $235.00. 1983
Chevrolet four door wagon,
straight shift, six cYlinder, flood
rubber and meonsionniy, $325.
00. Two 900 x 13 tube type
white wall tires, like new,
$15 each. One 40 gallon Wagoner gee hot water beater, $20.00.
Four 10 ft. fluted antique porch
zolumna, A-1, $10.00 each. One
lot antique stair post, (4 ft..)
$25.00. Phone 753-2700.
A-16-NC

1111111111111111111111E
NEW DATSUN
TRADE4NS
1989 DATSUN 4-cloor
L
only 7,000 nules.11.11
oar is nice. Save $700.
00.

FARMALL diesel tractor with
some equipment, model 460,
leas than 50 hours since 0:1111plete overhaul. Will help with
Phone 489-2891 afA-20-C
ter 6:00 p. m.

1967 DATSUN, 4-door Station Wagon, only 32,000
sodio and baiter,
real nice. Only 61050.00

ONE BROOD sow, will farrow
June 1st. One coining two years
old, saddle heed filly. Phone
Puryear, Tam. 247-5458.
A-18-C

1967 DATSUN, 4-door Station Wagon, low mile-/
one, automatic transmission, radio and heat$1096.00.
er. Only

h
believte
on'tgaieg
are
e w
: You
things
theSALE
YARD
all
sell Friday and Saturday, April
WilUSED Westinghouse refrigerat- 17 and 18, at the home of
br, in good condition. John Mc- son Farley on the Concord Hwy.
Gunton. Rt. 2, Puryear, Phone just inside the city limits be247-3949 after 4 p. m.
TENC tore
few of
PAYMENTS on Sp
kin:HereyLareget..iwast.Craftenanthea
IL
P Tvwn
4er
i. Ptil
erakw.Music
$
ali
Leach's
Le
ar
lit .t
hone
; strait razors;;
iathe
oak ejectrie
matchatg
cheira; odd
753-7575.
A-I6-C !chairs; iron ware; crockware;
lots of glass we; depression
USED PIANO, good condition. glom; cabbage rose pattern; sitA-13-C gar bucket; bottles; horse colPhone 435-5873.
lar (brass knobs); round toe
ONE DELAVAL pipe line, dou- trunk; dolls; Ithaca model 37,
ble unit. 300 gallon Mueller 16 gauge pump gun; exhaust
tank and a 1.75 horsephower boixl stove; clothes, 6 to 14;
surge vacuum pump. Phone other hard to find items too
A-14C numerous to mention, but all
753-8897 or 7534388.
A-17-C
to sell""I
CUB FARMALL, plow, disc, cul- priced
tivator and mower. Phone 75356
A-14-P WESTERN Pleasure Pony,
3488.
Inches, saddle mare, quarter
home mares, gentle ponies;
DO YOU HAVE bald tires? I Pony stud service. Phone 753have two new B. F. Goodrich 1348.
A-15-C
4-ply, polyester, white wall
tires; size 8.53-15. Only 545.00. 1968 125 HONDA Scrambler,
Need cash. If interested call good condition. Phone 753-1348.
A-13-C
753-2567 after 8:00 p. m, ask
A-14--P
for J. J. B.
WELL PUMP, used very little
TESTED and approved by mil. Good condition. Call 436-2393.
A-13-C
lions of homemakers. Blue Lus-fre carpet cleaner is tops. Westesmade
trailer,
TWO-WHEEL
ern Auto, Home of "The Wish
A-15-C pecially for carrying camping
‘ing Well".
equipment. If interested, phone
A-13-C
DIAMONDS are a girl's best 753-2477.
friend-until she finds Blue
Lustre for cleaniog carpets.
Rent electric shampooer $l. BLS
BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY
A-18-C
K.
1967 MODEL Jet boat turbocraft, 18 ft., extra clean. Phone
A-15-C
438-2323.
TURKEYS,
Guineas and
See Hubert
miles south
328-8563.

Call 753-3516

1966 DATSUN, 4-door sedan,
real economy car, up to
30 miles per gallon of
gas. Real nice car, $795.00.
-MICA, good sound
1988 SF
transportation. Special,
only $695.00.
1965 CHEVY VAN, 8-cylinder. Nice, $695.00.
1984 fORD %-tein Custom 8,
overdrive, radio, heater,
and Custom Cab.
1968 CHEVY 3/4-toc Custom
Camper, pick-up, TurbotransmisHydramatic
sion, power steering,
power brakes, factory
air conditioning, west
coast mirrors, big tires,
large step bumper, 15,000 mike. Like new.
1966 AUSTIN-MEALY Sprite.
Special $595.00.
1968 "2000" DATSUN Roadster, 133 H. P., 5-speed
transmission. Only $1,895.00.
LASSITER-MCKINNEY
DATSUN
"Open Evenings"
810 Sycamore

Mon or Woman

ducks, chickens,
ring neck doves.
Alexander, three
of Sedalia, phone
A-18-P

NOTICR

Reliable person from this Sre& to
service aod collect froni automatic
dispensevs No experience newiled
you
accounts for
We establish
81.715
Car references and lie55 to
Ii
7.
COISST
lit
MEW
teals
beers weekly nets eXoelleol monthly
Income. Cult time mere. TOT local
=iris Iee.111,1,4* teleobewe

4 to

Stop-Look-Listen

NOME
EAGLE 11104JSTRIES
3938 Meatlowbrook Road
Minneapolis, Minn. 55428
alee

AUCTION
FARMING EQUIPMENT

IN MEMORY
In loving manory of our beloved mother aid mendmother,
Mrs. Laura B. Martin who peas-I
ad away one year ago today.
Treasured thoughts of one so
dear often bring a silent tear.
Your land we cannot touc
thank God for precious memories, of the one we loved so
much.
Thoughts return to scenes no
passed,
Time rolls on, but memorie
last
Artie 1L aid Artie
Petty

SAT.APRIL 13 10:00 A.al.
SALE WILL BE HELD AT FARMER'S IMPLEMENT INC.
Located on 69 ItighwItY N.

or Old Mayfield Hwy., Paris, Tenn.

THIS IS A COMPLETE DISPERSAL OF ALL FARM EQUIPMENT &SHOP

EQUIPMENT

Below is a Partial Listing of Merchandise to be sold Regardless of Price.
ONE-196 0-4900 G.M.C. Truck
Row
ONE--127 John Deere Corti Picker
Bed & Winch)
(Implement
Plow
Trailer
bit.
ONE-4 Disk
ONE-12A John Deere Combine
ONE-3 Disk John Deere Trailer Plow
Cultivator ONE-25 John Deere Combine
ONE-4 Raw Front End Joint Deere
TWO--30 John Deere Combine
Disk
Burch
ONE-4 Ft. Pickup
ONE-40 John Deere Tractor
ONE-11 Ft. KBA John Mere Wheel Disk
ONE-Ford Mower
ONE-3$ Ft. ii lit.Elevator
ONE-No. 8 J. D. Forage Harvester
ONE-30 Ft. 20 Ia. Elevator
ONE-Ewin Steam Cleaner
Ceivator
-John
Deere
TWO-B
)NF.-Press
Combine
TWO--No. 41 Hilo John It ere
oNE-Curtis Air Compressor
ONE--Nwnber MI Corn Header
ONE-Acetylene Welder
ONE-4 Bottom IS" John Deere Noe
ONE-110mA Flec..1Velder
ONE-4 Bottom 14" John Deere Plow
Value Refacing Mach.
ONE-Linux
Baler
Detre
John
ONE-14T
Seat Grinder
hard
ioux
-ONE-S
ONE-John Deere Rake
ONE-=-Floor Jack
ONE-Case Baler
ONE--A Frame & Chain Hoist on Caster
ONE-Pull Type Ford Combine
oor Grinder
ONE-Fl
ONE-1964 34 Itin Ford Tiektre (new engine)
Ford Thick (2 Speed Axle)
58-600
ONE-19
Trans.I
ONE-1968 34 Flat Bed Ford 14 Speed

HERRERA OPTIONED
MONTREAL (UPI) - The
Montreal
Expos
anomieced
Thursday that they had opned outfielder Jose Herrera
• Buffalo of the International
eague on a 24-hour recall
is. Herrera was replaced on
e roster by newly acquired
atcher Jack Hiatt, purchased
• om the San Francisco Giants
*Monday night.

OWNER:

FRANK NANCE-256
FRANK NANCE. JR.-255
CHARLIE ROBERTSON H-508

SALE CONDUCTED BY:
RED BALL REALY & AUCTION CO.
3074.0.3ts
1.1

AUCTIONEERS:

Dwain
, is away but
we don't want to
play. We want to
sell new and used
cars and trucks!
See:
Mac Fitts, 753-2417
(Home 753-5272)
Charles Jenkins, 753-2617
(Home 753-7218)
J. H. Nix, 753-2817
(Home 753-3395)

Dwain Taylor
Chevrolet
S. 12th Street

MANY,MANY ITEMS TOO NUMEROUS TO MENTION
• LUNCH WILL HE AVAILABLE

Ph. 753-7114
A-17-C

Business Opportunity

*

WANTED: Lawns to mow. Phone
763-8030 after 3:30 p. m. TTNC
SAWS FILED have mowers and
email appliances repaired and
121.
yard tools
733South 13th Street
May-11-C
6067.
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LEDGER

•
Murray. Ky.
al&
•

INANTIMI TO BUT
WANTED: Fenn, 50 acres end
up, must be close to Murray
No phone cells. Write, Brandon
Dill, P. 0. Bon 567, Murray.
Keetucinr.

„ CARD OF THANKS
We would like to eorpreas our
appreciation to all of those who
did us ahead deed during the
illness and death of our loved
, Roy Edmonds. A special
thanks to the pallbearers, those
who sent food and flowers, to
the nurses in the oardiec wilt,
Tough joh: catching
BOSTON (11P,1) - The la4 to Dr. Scarbrough for his faithcatcher to win a National League ful efforts and Dr. Chiles for
batting title was Ernie Lombardi his comforting words.
May God bless all of you.
in 1938. Big Loin, catchi
Mrs. Roy Edmonds
for the old Boston Braves, hi
Mrs. June Vickers and
.342 to take the bat crown.
ITC
family

by Ernie Bushmiller

Nancy
HE BUS IS AN HOUR LATE -'LL NEVER GET To THE
.IN TIME POR OUR
PA
444
, PlcNIC

•

we

Burger Chef

Laft D POUND

Apply In Person Only
Between ther.Hours of
2:00 and ,:II

Lost. 2 rings, one 1967 class ring
Bellville, Mich, blue set. Other
ring has large rhinstone in
center and smaller one on side
AeI&C
Phone 7534518.

4.--Notopo

.
44...

e. 0.• -

54,44

-0
y or

•

•
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Two County ...

Hospital Report

(CoriEnued From Page 1)

Death Claims Life Principals
Of Mrs. Beaman In Graves

kPRIL 10, 1970
people so they will have slides
Mx: Henry (Eula) Beaman of
to help tell their story.
910 North 16th Street passed
DISMISSALS
Two Attend Training Camp
away Monday et 1:25 p. m. at
Lynn Dunn and Karen AlexMrs
Roberta Cobb, Rte. 1, the Murray-Calloway County
ander, members of the Callo Box 148, Farmington; Mrs. Ber- Haspitad.
way County 4-H Teen Club, are nice Turner, Rte. 7, Murray;
The deceased and her husattending the Kentucky 4-H Mrs. Hilda Ward, 214 Vioodlawm band, Henry, who survives her,
Tra'leen Leader Conservation
Murray; Mrs. Eulene Burkeen, were married July 28, 1907, and
ining Camp, that is being held Rte. 1, Dexter; Mrs. Jewel Coo- celebrated their 62nd wedding
year. She was
at Lake Cumberland 4-H Cen- mer,
Rte. 1, Benton; Robert E. aoniversary last
a member of the First Baptist
ter located near Jabez, Ken- Lee, Rte. 2,
Will
City;
Calvert
tucky. The camp began April
Church and of the Fadelis Sun62, Murray;
13, and will end Friday, April Smith, Rte. 7, Box
day School Class of the church
William Hill, Rte. 4, Murray;
17.
Mrs. Beaman, age 79, was
They will be participating Mrs. Annabelle Stone, Rte. 1, barn Deoember 24, 1890 in CalSmith,
Master
Murray;
Tommy
loway County. Her parents were
with 140 other young people
from Kentucky in this confer- 1306 Peggy Ann Dr., Murray; Joseph C. Hale and Rebecca
Toy
Murray;
3,
Rte.
Outland,
Paschall Hale.
ence. The program will consist
She is survived by her husof discussion and field trips per- James Rogers Humphreys, Rte.
1, Murray; Cephus Tucker (Ex- band, Henry Beaman of 910
taining to conservation.
North 16th Street, Murray; two
They are being sponsored by pired), Rte. 1, Kirksey.
daughters, Mrs. Howard (Bailie)
the Calloway County Soil ConPerkins of Clearwatea-, Fla., and
servation Services, which is
'Mrs. Dudley (Mary Franceac
paying the registration fees and
---"-APRIt11;21170
Hughes of Detroit, Mich.; three
transportation costs.
sons, Victor Beaman of Affton,
and
Mr.
Dunn is the son of
Mo., Galen Beaman at Houston,
DISMISSALS
Mrs. George Dunn, Route 3,
rexas, and Harold Beeman of
Murray, and Miss Alexander is
Eyrie T. Winchester, 901 N. 1306 Johnson Boulevard, llurthe daughter of Mr. and Mrs. 16th St., Murray; Mrs. Estelle my; one sister, Ma. Ruby BarnHugh Alexander, 903 Coldwat- Shelton, 1709
Calloway Ave., Mu- es of Murray; one brother, g.cd
er Road, Murray.
'Tay; Sip Williams,Rte.2,Hazel; Bale of Murray; nine 'greed
They will be available to tall
12th thildren; eleven great grandMiss Donna Garland,
of their experiences to organi- St.,
Louis Bray, zhildren.
Mrs.
Murray;
zations that would like to hear
Funeral services will be held
306 S. 3rd St., Murray; Roger
them when they return.
Williams, Rte. 2, Hazel; Mrs. Wedneaday at two p. in. at the
First Baptist Church with Dr.
Conova Miller, Rte. 1, Mayfield; H.
C. Chiles and Rev. Lloyd
Mrs. Norma Darnell, Rte. 1,
Wilson officiating.
Allen
S.
Almo;
McKeel, 204 13th
Interment will be in the MurSt., Murray; Master Terry D ray
Cemetery with the arrangeOdom, Rte. 4, Benton; Arthur ments by the Max H. Churchill
Kinel,
Carmen
Motel,
Murray;
(Continued From Paola 1)
Funeral Home where friends
Miss Nancy Ritchie, Rte. 1, Box may call.
"-ies rebuirf-fIrrough careftil r6L- 23, Gilberts-dile.
servation methods. The Trumpeter Swan is another success
story. This species dropped to a
mere 60 and has been built
For
back up to over 5,000 to where
it no longer is considered en- ADULTS 102
Services for Jack A. Guy will
NURSERY 5
dangered.
be held Wednesday at two p.m
APRIL 12, 1970
at the Church of the Nazarene,
We fear for the ultimate fate
South 18th Street, with Rev.
DISMISSALS
of wildlife however. It takes a
James J. Hester officiating.
proper habitat for most wildInterment will be in the Elm
life, and habitats are disappear- James Futrell, Box 241, MurGrove Cemetery with the aring as the population of the ray; Orvil Evans, 604 Sycamore,
rangements by the J. H. Churnation grows.
Murray; Mrs. Neva Onie Manni- chill Funeral Home where fring, Rte. 3, Benton; Mrs. Lottie ends may call.
We wonder if in the ultimate it Duncan, Rte. 1, Dexter; Mrs.
Guy, age 25, died Saturday at
there is room on earth for man- Ruebene Robertson, Rte. 1,Kirk11:15 p.m. at the Base Hospital
kind and wildlife both.
sey; Thad Imes, 201 So. 15th at Fort Campbell. He had been
St., Murray; Ws. Hattie Walker, ill for sometime. He was a memNaturally we are for working at Rte. 6, Murray; Miss Sandra G.
Blue Grass Citizens
it tooth and toe nail, until it Scott, Kirksey; Mrs, Lena Phill-. ber of the
Band Club at Murray.
proves otherwise.
ips and Baby Boy, RN:4, BenThe deceased is survived by
ton; Ota Stalls, Rte. 2, Hazel; his parents, MT. and Mrs. Thome. Haien Ra.yberm 410 Se. e* Ne. Reagan of M.orras Route
St., Murray; Mrs. Ilayrus Three, and his maternal grandDickie Elkins Is
air, 604 Vine, Murray.
parents, Mr. and Mrs. E. L
Biscoe of Murray Route Three.
Junior Member Of
•

Changed
Two principals in the Graves
County school system will interchange positions for the 197071 school year.
James Baker, the principal at
Farmington school for the last
four years, will move to Wingo,
replacing C. W. Jones, the Wingo school principal since 1966.
Jones will then go to Farmington.
The announcement was made
following a board meeting Saturday of the Graves County
Board of Education.
Other principals returning to
their same post include W. W.
Chumbler, principal at Cuba;
Jintiny Wiggins, Fancy Farm;
Charles Hamlin, Lowes, James
Pickard, Sedalia and Cecil Reid
Symsonia.
Baker is a graduate of Murray State University and will
be returning to his alma mater
as principal. He taught mathematics at Wingo for six years
before becoming director of
pupil personnel for three years,
which was immediately before
the Farmington post.
Jones is a Murray native and
was principal at Farmington for
eight years before going to Wingo four years ago.

SEEN & HEARD ...

Rites Are Wednesday
lack A. Guy

Angus Association

rth

r .r

'Trr•

Dickie Filch's, 19, Murray,
Kentucky, has been granted a
Junior membership in the American Angus Association at St,
Joseph, Missouri, announces Lloyd D. Miller, executive secretary.
This new junior membership
entitles the member to register
purebred Angus at regular membership rates and to theprivileges of the Association until the
age of 21. At that time junior
members are eligible to convert to lifetime memberships
in the Association.
There were 18'7 young people
in the United States to receive
junior memberships last month,

Today's
Stock Market

111

92 Year Old Man
Dies This Morning

&V"' '1
DOCTOR? TILLS WASHINGTON
CONTROL
TRAWK
COURT AIR
INVOLVES MOSS STRESS THAN
KNOWS
If/
PROFESSION
ANY

John .1. Divivo, 27, West New.
ARRAIGNED IN SLAYING
York, N.J., is escorted into Suffolk Superior Court in Boston. Maas., to be arraigned in the slaying of a co-pilot and
wounding of a pilot of an Easterni Air Lines plane March 17.
[Aviv° was shot by the pilot during struggle and, has been
In hospital since. He was not trying to hijack the plane

VAN NUYS, Calif.
Cheryl Crane, daughter of
actress Lana Turner, was
scheduled to be arraigned today
on two counts of possession of
marijuana.
Miss Crane made headlines in
1958 in the slaying of Johnny
Stompanato, then her mother's
boy friend. A coroner's jury
ruled that her fatal stabbing of
Stompanato was justifiable in
that the girl was trying to
'protect her mother.

WORLD WEEK
WASHINGTON
WEIDNTED SY
TRUCK, OAK,
AIR

DONN WITHDRAWS All INVOYS
FROM GUATIOAALA IN WAKI Of
MUMS Of AMIIASSADOI

UMW IN ILIIIIATIN
WORD 111041 MOSCOW

vas

By UNITED PRESS INTERNATIONAL

nemert Walker Rites
Held Here Today

NEW YORK (UPI)- The
stock market opened lower
moderate trading today.
There appears to be little
the news budget to help br
the downtrend on Wall Stree
American Telephone's righ
offering, designed to raise mor
than $3 billion in fresh capital,
eat
was expected to
available capital that othervels
might have gone elsewhere.
Traders also are concern
about the lower trend of fir
quarter corporate earnings, and
uncertainty about the second
quarter figures.
Os
Shortly after the
13 1
marketirlde°9"M
showed a loss of 0.19 per cent.
Of these, 128 pointed lower.
80 moved higher.
Republic Steel opened 14
lower at 36, U.S. Steel also fell
1 4 to 3714.
Among the motors, Chrysler
tacked on l a to 261,2, but
American Motors held unchanged at 9.
In the electronics, General
Electric was unchanged at 7614,
but Burroughs jumped 2% to
144%, and Telex % to 123%.
Memorex slid 1% to III. RCA
tilliPed 1,2 to 28%. IBM gave im
% to 3261/2, Motorola 1% to101.
Among the chemicals, Du
Pont eased % to 107%, with
Union Carbide down % to 37%,
Dow la to 68%, and Eastman
ICodak½ to 77%.
Occidental fell/
2 to W.Other
1
oils were steady to slightly
loser.
Penn Central lost ½ to 2218 in
the rails.

ARRAIGAD TODAY

"Three-quarters of the people
live in and around our major
cities and that concentration is
Increasing," Interior Secretary
Walter J. Nickel said in
testimony for the House interios subcommittee on national
parks and recreation Monday.

Quotes From The News

Mrs. Ezell's Father
Dies At Paducah

Final rites for Elvert J. CeSPACE CENTER, Houston- Cul istoptier C. Kraft,deputy director
Robert Preston Brandon of line of Paducah were held to- of the Manned Spacelight Center, in a statement about the crippled
Haze: Route One succumbed day at 1:30 p. In. at the Limisey Apollo 13:
this morning at 5:90 at his Funeral ampel, Paducah, with
"This is as serious a situation as we have ever had in manned
home His death at the age of Rev. H. 14. Lax officiating.
spaceflight."
followed an extended Mmes.
The deceased was preceded Pallbearers were Lloyd W. SPACE CENTER, Houston -The first report from Apollo 13
In death by his wife, Mrs. Addict Boughton, Roy Hankins, Jr.,
was wrong with the spacecraft:
Paschall Brandon on July 19, Richard Riley, Hera L Crane, Indicating something
problem here."
a
got
we've
,
"Hey
27,
March
G.
born
T.
and
Kenneth McCann,
1966 He was
1878, and his parents were John Thweatt Burial was in the
SPACE CENTER, Houston - Mrs. Marilyn Lovell, wife of astroYoung Brandon and Rachel Woodlawn Memorial Gardens.
Osbron, age 88, died Sunday naut James A. Lovell who was aboard Apollo 13:
Charlton Brandon. He was a
"I'm disappointed that they can't land on the moon and my only
member of the Hazel United at his summer cottage at Big
Bear Camp in Marshall County concern oow is that they can safely return home."
Methodist Church.
Surviving relatives include He retired in 1962 from Illinois
DES MOINES, Iowa - Vice President Spiro T. Agnew in a speech
four daughters, Miss Modest Central after 28 years of serBrandon of Hazel Routa One, vice. He was a licensed guide denouncing the enrollment of minorities in universities without
Mrs Robert Lassiter of Hazel at Sportsman Dock at Kentucky regard to ability or qualifications:
Route Two, Mrs. Katherene Bea- Le. He was a member of St. "If we accept Jefferson's concept ...then It should be our objecton of Franklin. Ohio, and Mrs. Luke's United Methodist Chur- tive to nurture and advance that natural aristocracy through the
Angelyn Parks of Kingsport, ch and was shelter manager of rigorous demands of intellectual competition."
Tenn; three sons, Noble Bran- the civil defense organisation
don of Hazel, Perry Brandon of at Paduah.
Survivors are his wife, Mrs.
Murray Route Four, and Paste
chall Brandon of Detroit, Mich. Alma Oabron; two daughn,
Also surviving are two half Mrs. Eugene Boggem of Padusisters, Mrs. Amy White and
Ezel" Are
Mn"rerilne
and two
Murray;
sisters, Mrs.
ThomMrs. Grace Orr of Murray; two cab
as
Murray
Routs Funeral services for Herbert
of
Williams
Toy
and
William
half brothers.
Mrs. Dorsey (Effie F.) Hill of
Bnuidon of Hazel; 13 grand- Four and Mrs. Trellis McCuis- Walker of Murray Route Six
children; nine great grandchil- ton of Ahno Route Omit; am were held today at two p. in. at Hardin Route One passed away
grandchildren;
thrill---Pint
dren.
chapel of the Max IL Char- Sunday at 10:30 am. at the
The funeral has been sched- grandchildren.
Home with Rev. Long Term Care Unit of the
fl
Qecald Owen cdficiating.
uled for Thursday at two p.m.
Benton Municipal Hospital.
at the South Pleasant Grove
Survivors are her husband,
Pallbearers were Jerry Van- Dorsey Hill of Hardin Route
United Methodist Church with
es, Max Dowdy, Gene Walker, One; two daughters, Mrs. D. A.
Rev. Coy Garrett officiating.
Purchase Area
Pallbearers will be Preston
Charles Walker, James Wil- Lovett of Benton Route Four
liams, and Jimmy Wilkinson... and Mrs. Margery Beale of BenBrandon, Eldridge Brandon,
Market
Hog
Burial was in the Lone Oak ton Roite Five, one son, Hoe
James Euel Erwin, Johnny B.
Cemetery with the arrangements It Hit of Har-An Route One:
Roach, Flenoy Outland, and
by the Max IL Churchill Fu- two
in. Myrtle Wyatt
Ralph Edwards.
Federal State Market News
Burial will be in the South Service 4-14-70 Kentucky Pur- manti Home.
of Dearboh. Mich., and Mrs.
Pleasant Grove Cemetery with chase Arm Hog Market Report
Ethel Harrison of Royal Oak,
the arrangements by-the Miller Includee 10 Buying Stations.
Walker, age 58, died Sunday Mich.; one brother, David Clay
Funeral Home of Hazel where
ton of Centralia. Ill.; ten grandReceipts Act. 114; Est. 800 at 5:20 a. in_
friends may call after six pm. Head, Barrows and Gilts Steady Survivors as his *He, Mn. children; six great grandchiltoday (Tuesday).
to Mostly 26 cents Lower; Sows, Hedy Tucker Welker; two tiren.
daughters, Mrs. law Bonne&
Steady.
Funeral services were held
US 1-3 200-230 the $23.75-24.25, and Mn. Billy &matt; step
Few 1-2 $24.50; daughter, Mrs. Wally Deickem today at two p.m. at the Unity
RESUMES TUTORING
US 2-4 190-240 the 323.25-72.75; stepson, Jimmy Ray Wilkinson; Presbyterian Church, where she
After
US 2-4 240-260 lbs $22.75-23.25; three sisters, Mrs. Troy Vance, was a member. Rev. L. E. Moore
WASHINGTON (UP
Elisabeth Dowdy, and Mrs. and Rev. Eura Mathis officiata two months break that US 3-4 280-280 lbs $2225-22.75; Mn.
Hontas Mitchell; two blethers, ed.
included a siege of the measles, SOWS:
Leonard and Otis Walker; two
Grandsons served as pallTricia Nixon has resumed US 1-2 270-350 lbs $2125-72.00;
grandchildren, Billy Lee and bearers and burial was in the
tutoring two children in Wash- US 1-3 300-550 Ms 320.00-21.25: Geary Herbert Bernett
Unity Cemetery.
US 2-3 450-550 lbs 319.00-20.00

WANTS INCREASE
WASHINGTON (UPl)- The
wants
administration
Nixon
Congress to authorize a 50 per
cent increase in money for new
parks and recreation areasfrom $200 million to $300
million a year.
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Mrs. Dorsey Hill
Claimed By Death

1.ETS CURB INFLATION
And The Palace Drive-In Has It
FRIED CHICKEN DINNER $1.00
sr,
‘,)

or a

All This Week

ez-la-et*

thru Friday, these prices are
good 241/2 hours a day at

FM

NORD Y011
BELIEVE
COFFEE
St

SEA FOOD LOVERS DELIGHT

SHRIMP BASKET-21 of 'em-S1.00
We don't advertise all you can eat and then bring you /
2
1
dozen . . . we bring you 21 . . . count 'em and see!

HEAVIIIST ALONG
DORDHI Of LAOS

The Biggest Bargain Of All . •

1
!

0
OUR FAMOUS

GAS IXPLOSIONS KILL
IMIARLY 100 IN OSAKA
70 CITY

2"1XPO

CLUB STEAK

WHIM (WAKE
SNAKES MANILA

'

•

C•M0001A TIOOPS
BATTII vier CONG

•

,SARIS BONS
!MASI'
;AMOY' At WINOS
AIRES

S.

14oz. Charbroiled

$1.50

2 Hours A Day at
1
You Are Alelcorne 24/

4
HOUSTON SPAM! CINT(11
IVAILTATTS APOLLO IS

CO,

ess THE

PALACE DRIVE IN

5 Points

Murray, Ky

Ws had
a whole lc
we had e.
way they
lobsters a
a pan 0
cooked ti
ceeded to
into the c

You dip
butter, an
is finger I
logies to

The lobst.
overgrown
sidered a
foot

By the wa
sters you

vizi rimineo

NIXON ON THIRD
SUPREME COURT
SHOPPING TIC

Such w:'
day night
host and
several w

• you hk
lobster.

DRIVEIN

The Palace

PYONGYANG HIIIINDLY
WITH MOM AGAIN

II

The back
goodies
called pi
like that.

:2 HAMBURGER STEArcharbrozt)$1.00 2
La.

See

What you
tail and
push this
tail sectio:
removed,
a knife at
of these.
the knuci
get anothi

THERE'S STILL MORE

BIG TENDER JUICY

In the
proems
Max II
the co
wed h
Youth"

What is
with fric

WHAT THIS TOWN REALLY NEEDS
"Ì‘
IS A GOOD 50 CUP 01 COFFEE

HOW ABOUT

Unite

53-792

Does anyo
tent the
moved ir
schools?

War know
use. No s
rarents vic
for the sir
would alai
a ut hori ti es
symptoms
parents cc
out. Thing
abnormal
sudden ch
etc.
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some narc
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